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“There’s nothing quite like
the Trailblazer programme... to
have such a committed group of
teachers in one room with a passion
for cultural learning is quite unique”
Darren Henley OBE,
Chief Executive of Arts Council England

I am proud of the breadth and depth of cultural learning activities we are able to offer
you and I hope you will agree that we have produced an exceptional programme of
high-quality offers delivered by a mixture of local, regional and national cultural partners.
Thurrock Trailblazer is now coming into its sixth year and it has gone from strength to
strength, with some truly inspiring work taking place in our schools. This year over a
hundred hours of teacher training, in a range of disciplines, has enabled teachers to more
confidently use the arts to develop their students’ skills and performance across the
curriculum. More than 50 cultural champions and their deputies have taken part in our
Leadership Development Training, expanding skills around advocacy, impact and
collaboration. Both of these aspects of the programme are generating keen interest
beyond the borders of the borough.

PREFACE

INTRODUCTION

I am delighted to present to you the Thurrock Trailblazer Cultural Catalogue 2019/20.

In the last year of the programme, we saw hundreds of children take part in the
Royal Opera House’s own learning programmes, including dramatic singing, dancing and designing
for the Covent Garden stage. In a direct response to school demand, we were able to present
students from five Thurrock secondary schools with a performance of Silent Uproar’s A Super Happy Story
(About Feeling Super Sad) which dealt with the subject of depression and mental health in an accessible
and engaging way. In addition, with the support of the Thurrock Trailblazer team, this year Beacon Hill
Academy (a school for students with severe and complex learning difficulties) have developed and delivered
a unique Inter-School Inclusive Arts Project which focuses on developing students understanding and
appreciation of each other and their unique abilities.
What Next?

The Royal Opera House aims to enrich people’s lives through opera and ballet.
Home to two of the world’s great artistic companies – The Royal Opera and The
Royal Ballet, performing with the Orchestra of the Royal Opera House – we seek
to be always accessible and engaging, to develop audiences across the UK and
to break new ground in the presentation of lyric theatre.
High House Production Park is home to the Royal Opera House Bob and Tamar
Manoukian Production Workshop and Costume Centre as well as a dedicated
Learning and Participation team who work with schools and the local
community of Thurrock.
Thurrock Trailblazer is an innovative programme of high-quality arts and
cultural activities, visits to heritage sites and specialist teacher training, that
boosts creative learning in schools and accelerates pupils’ development. In
partnership with Thurrock Council, the Royal Opera House is working with local,
regional and national arts organisations to deliver cultural education in
Thurrock.
So far, the programme has worked with over 700 teachers in continued
professional development training and leadership programmes. Thurrock
Trailblazer has reached 46 schools, over 12,000 children and there have been
over 40,000 student experiences in cultural activities to date.

For the 2019/20 academic year we are able to present you with 90 offers from 31 cultural partners. We are
continuing to work with some of the country’s most exciting and cutting-edge providers of cultural learning
including the National Theatre, Punchdrunk and the V&A. We are building on our work with local arts
organisations including Kinetika and The Complete Commedia Company, whilst bringing on-board an
ever-increasing number of high-quality local partners including Rendered Retina, Gamalan Anak Ledjar and
Bang & Smash Music. We, the Royal Opera House, are continuing to offer all our learning programmes to you
and, in line with our organisation’s wider relationship with the borough, have developed a new offer
involving our Thurrock flagship community project, the Royal Opera House Thurrock Community Chorus.
Over the years we have received generous funding for Thurrock Trailblazer from Thurrock Council, Arts
Council England and Kim Samuels, with this funding confirmed until August 2020. This funding, plus the
already subsidised and funded programmes some of our partners are able to bring, means we can continue
to keep the contribution costs for schools as low as possible, while still providing access to a wide range of
cultural providers.
The future of Thurrock Trailblazer and the provision of cultural education in Thurrock, will be a key theme of
our work this year and I would like to take this opportunity to invite you to mark Wednesday 20 November
in your diaries for our breakfast Leadership Symposium that will explore these issues in more detail. We
would love to welcome as many school leaders as possible to help shape the direction of our work in the
borough.
I look forward to seeing the exciting Programme Selections you will design for your schools. If you would
like any help or support with this process, or information about the Royal Opera House’s work in Thurrock
more generally, please do not hesitate to get in touch with the Trailblazer team.

Gabrielle Forster-Still
Head of Royal Opera House
Learning & Participation Thurrock
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KEY STAGE
MATRIX

OFFER

OFFER

EYFS

KS1

KS2

KS3

Coalhouse Fort - Heritage Visit | p.17

n

n

n

Confidance - Superheroes | p.19

n

n

n

SparkedEcho - Sonic Classroom CPD | p.21

n

n

Royal Opera House - Schools Matinees | p.23

n

Into Film - Online Film Course | p.25

KS4

EYFS

KS1

KS2

RSC - Matilda Literacy CPD | p.81

n

n

Thurrock Music Services - Rhythm CPD | p.83

n

n

Thurrock Music Services - Sing healthily CPD | p.85

n

n

Rendered Retina - Form Primary | p.87

n

ROH Design and Make - Design and Make Primary | p.89

n

ROH Create and Sing - Hansel & Gretel | p.91

n

Signals - Animation | p.93

n

Southbank Centre - Working as an Architect | p.95

n

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEN

n

ROH Create and Dance - Alice's Adventures... | p.97

n

n

n

ROH Create and Dance - Romeo & Juliet | p.99

n

n

n

ROH Create and Dance - Everybody Dance | p.101

n

n

n

Southbank Centre - Pipe Up Schools | p.103

n

n

n

n

Rainham Hall - Heritage Visit | p.105

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

KS5

SEN

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Kinetika - Magnificent Mandala CPD | p.107

n

n

n

n

n

n

NEBT - Live Ballet Performance | p.109

n

n

Gamelan Anak Ledjar - Wallance & the Islands | p.27

n

n

n

n

n

n

ETO - Laika the Space Dog | p.111

n

n

Trestle - Unmasking Wellbeing CPD | p.31

n

n

n

n

n

n

Into Film - Mindfulness on film | p.113

n

n

n

Music For Change - Chinese Magic & Origami | p.33

n

n

n

n

n

n

Into Film - Literacy through film | p.115

n

n

n

Firstsite - Learning To Look | p.35

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Signals - Digital Making | p.117

n

n

n

n

Breakin' Convention - BC Workshops | p.37

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Signals - Wellbeing Video Games | p.119

n

n

n

n

Beacon Hill Academy - Inclusive Arts Project | p.39

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Bang & Smash Music - Sound Creation & Production | p.121

n

n

n

n

Beacon Hill Academy - Inclusive Arts CPD | p.41

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Complete Commedia Co - Masked Comedy | p.123

n

n

n

n

Thurrock Music Services - MIDAS visits | p.43

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Trestle - Yarico | p.125

n

n

n

n

Music For Change - Indian Dance & Stories | p.45

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Into Film - Book Trailer Project | p.127

n

n

Music For Change - South African Experiences | p.47

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Thurrock Libraries - Kids Lit Quiz | p.129

n

n

Music For Change - West African Drumming | p.49

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

V&A - Innovate | p.131

n

n

Historic Royal Palaces - Heritage Visits | p.51

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Signals - Live Music Coding | p.133

n

n

SparkedEcho - Folk Songwriting: Daily News | p.135

n

n

n

n

n
n

n

n

ROH Design and Make - Design Challenge (Secondary) | p.137

n

n

ROH Infra - Infra workshops | p.139

n

n

n

n

n

n

ROH Thurrock Community Chorus- Flying Dutchman | p.141

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Challenge 59 - Dance & Film Project | p.143

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Confidance - I Create | p.145

n

n

n

Historic Royal Palaces - Character Quest | p.63

n

n

n

National Theatre - Make theatre days | p.147

n

n

n

Full House - Day Dreamers | p.65

n

n

n

Rendered Retina - Timon of Athens Secondary | p.149

n

n

n

SparkedEcho - Story Soundscape | p.67

n

n

n

Rendered Retina - Form Secondary | p.151

n

n

n

Thurrock Museum - Day in the Life of a Curator | p.69

n

n

n

Trestle - Rachel | p.153

n

n

n

n

Thurrock Museum - Object Handling | p.71

n

n

n

V&A - Perform Gallery | p.157

n

n

n

n

Art 4 thinking - Art & Ofsted CPD | p.73

n

n

V&A - Schools Screen | p.159

n

n

n

n

National Theatre - Let's Play | p.75

n

n

ROH Thurrock Community Chorus - Everybody Sing! | p.161

n

n

n

n

Punchdrunk - A Small Tale | p.77

n

n

Breakin' Convention - Hip Hop Theatre | p.163

n

n

n

n

Rendered Retina - Timon of Athens Primary | p.79

n

n

ROH Design and Make - Design Challenge (FE) | p.165

Music For Change - Caribbean Calypso | p.53

n

n

English Touring Opera - Extraordinary Adventures | p.55

n

n

RSC - Primary Shakespeare CPD | p.57

n

EES for Schools - Storytelling Bookbus | p.59
Full House - By the Light of the Moon | p.61
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n

n

SINGING

DRAMA

ETO - Extraordinary Adventures of You and Me | p.55
ETO - Laika the Space Dog | p.111
Thurrock Music Service - Sing Healthily CPD | p.85
ROH Thurrock Community Chorus - Flying Dutchman | p.141
ROH Thurrock Community Chorus - Everybody Sing! | p.161
ROH Create and Sing - Hansel & Gretel | p.91

Into Film - Online Film Course | p.25
Signals - Digital Making | p.117
SparkedEcho - Story Soundscape | p.67
SparkedEcho - Sonic Classroom CPD | p.21
Signals - Wellbeing Video Games | p.119
Signals - Live Coding Music | p.133

HERITAGE
VISUAL ART
Firstsite - Learning to Look | p.35
Kinetika - Magnificent Mandala CPD | p.107
Art 4 Thinking - Arts & Ofsted CPD | p.73

Full House - By the Light of the Moon | p.61
Trestle – Yarico | p.125
Trestle - Rachel | p.153
Trestle - Unmasking Wellbeing CPD | p.31
RSC - Primary Shakespeare CPD | p.57
National Theatre - Let’s Play | p.75
Rendered Retina - Form (Primary) | p.87
Rendered Retina - Form (Secondary) | p.151
Rendered Retina - Timon of Athens (Primary) | p.79
Rendered Retina - Timon of Athens (Secondary) | p.149
Complete Commedia Co - Masked Comedy | p.123

COMBINED ARTS

Full House - Day Dreamers | p.65
Music For Change - South African Experiences | p.47
Music For Change - Chinese Magic & Origami | p.33
ROH - Schools Matinees | p.23
Breakin’ Convention - BC Workshops | p.37
Breakin’ Convention - Hip Hop Theatre | p.163
Challenge 59 - Dance & Film Project | p.143
National Theatre - Make theatre Days | p.147
Full House – Daydreamers | p.65

LITERACY

EES for Schools - Bookbus | p.59
Into Film - Literacy through film CPD |p.115
Thurrock Libraries - Kids Lit Quiz | p.129
Punchdrunk - A Small Tale | p.77
RSC - Matilda Literacy CPD | p.81

ART FORM MAP

GENRES

DIGITAL

Coalhouse Fort - Heritage Visit | p.17
HRP - Heritage Visits | p.51
HRP - Character Quest | p.63
Rainham Hall - Heritage Visit | p.105
Thurrock Museum - Object Handling | p.71
Thurrock Museum – Day in the Life of a Curator | p. 69

DESIGN
Southbank Centre - Working as an Architect | p.95
V&A - Perform Gallery |p.157
V&A – Innovate | p.131
ROH Design and Make - Primary| p.89
ROH Design Challenge – Secondary | p.137
ROH Design Challenge – FE | p.165

MUSIC

DANCE

FILM

Into Film - Book Trailer Project | p.127
Signals – Animation | p.93
V&A - Schools Screen | p.159

Music For Change - West African Drumming | p.49
Music For Change - Carribean Calypso | p.53
SparkedEcho - Folk Songwriting | p.135
Southbank Centre - Pipe up Schools | p.103
Gamelan Anak Ledjar - Wallace & the Islands | p.27
Thurrock Music Service - MIDAS Visits | p.43
Thurrock Music Service - Rhythm CPD | p.83
Bang & Smash Music - Song Creation & Production | p.121
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Music For Change - Indian Dance & Stories | p.45
Confidance – Superheroes | p.19
ROH Create and Dance - Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland | p.97
ROH Create and Dance - Romeo & Juliet | p.99
ROH Create and Dance - Everybody Dance | p.101
New English Ballet Theatre - Live Ballet Performance | p.109
ROH - Infra | p.139
Confidance - I Create | p.145
INCLUSIVE ARTS
Beacon Hill Inclusive Arts Project | p.39
Beacon Hill Inclusive Arts CPD | p.41
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CURRICULUM
GUIDE
ENGLISH
•
•
•
•
•

EES for Schools - Bookbus | p.59
Into Film - Literacy through film CPD |p.115
Thurrock Libraries - Kids Lit Quiz | p.129
Punchdrunk - A Small Tale | p.77
RSC - Matilda Literacy CPD | p.81

HISTORY
•
•
•
•
•
•

MATHS

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Signals - Digital Making | p.117
Signals - Live Coding Music | p.133
Signals – Animation | p.93
Southbank Centre - Working as an Architect |
p.95

SCIENCE

•
•
•
•

Coalhouse Fort - Heritage Visit | p.17
HRP - Heritage Visits | p.51
HRP - Character Quest | p.63
Rainham Hall - Heritage Visit | p.105
Thurrock Museum - Object Handling | p.71
Thurrock Museum – Day in the Life of a Curator |
p. 69
ROH Create and Dance - Romeo & Juliet | p.99
Trestle – Yarico | p.125
Trestle - Rachel Performance | p.153
RSC - Primary Shakespeare CPD | p.57
Rendered Retina - Timon of Athens (Primary) |
p.79
Rendered Retina - Timon of Athens (Secondary)
| p.149
Complete Commedia Co - Masked Comedy | p.123

ART & DESIGN

MUSIC
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

ETO - Laika the Space Dog | p.111
V&A – Innovate | p.131
Coalhouse Fort - Heritage Visit | p.17
Thurrock Museum - Object Handling | p.71
Full House - By the light of the moon | p.61

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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DRAMA

Music For Change - West African Drumming |
p.49
Music For Change - Caribbean Calypso | p.53
SparkedEcho - Folk Songwriting | p.135
Southbank Centre - Pipe up Schools | p.103
Gamelan Anak Ledjar - Wallace & the Islands |
p.27
Thurrock Music Service - MIDAS Visits | p.43
Thurrock Music Service - Rhythm CPD | p.83
Bang & Smash Music - Song Creation &
Production | p.121
ETO - Extraordinary Adventures of You and Me |
p.55
ETO - Laika the Space Dog | p.111
Thurrock Music Service - Sing Healthily CPD |
p.85
ROH Thurrock Community Chorus - Flying
Dutchman | p.141
ROH Thurrock Community Chorus - Everybody
Sing! | p.161
ROH Create and Sing - Hansel & Gretel | p.91

Firstsite - Learning to Look | p.35
Kinetika - Magnificent Mandala CPD | p.107
Art 4 Thinking - Arts & Ofsted CPD | p.73
Southbank Centre - Working as an Architect |
p.95
V&A - Perform Gallery |p.157
V&A – Innovate | p.131
ROH Design and Make - Swan Lake | p.89
ROH Design Challenge – Secondary | p.137
ROH Design Challenge – FE | p.165

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXTRA CURRICULAR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Full House - By the light of the moon | p.61
Trestle – Yarico | p.125
Trestle - Rachel Performance | p.153
Trestle - Unmasking Wellbeing CPD | p.31
RSC - Primary Shakespeare CPD | p.57
National Theatre - Let’s Play | p.75
Rendered Retina - Form (Primary) | p.87
Rendered Retina - Form (Secondary) | p.151
Rendered Retina - Timon of Athens (Primary) |
p.79
Rendered Retina - Timon of Athens (Secondary)
| p.149
Complete Commedia Co - Masked Comedy |
p.123

ROH Create & Dance - Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland | p.97
ROH Create and Dance - Romeo & Juliet | p.99
ROH Create and Dance - Everybody Dance |
p.101
ROH Create and Sing - Hansel & Gretel | p.91
ROH Design and Make - Swan Lake | p.89
ROH Design Challenge – Secondary | p.137
ROH Design Challenge – FE | p.165
National Theatre - Let’s Play | p.75
Bang & Smash Music - Song Creation &
Production | p.121
Into Film - Literacy through film CPD |p.115
Signals – Animation | p.93

LEADERSHIP
TRAINING

LEARNING OUTCOMES
•
•
•
•
•

Provide an extended opportunity for the Trailblazer Cultural Champions to connect,
learn and collaborate
Enable the development and prioritisation of shared objectives and priorities
Ensure effective engagement with the range of available resources to optimise
Trailblazer opportunity for each school
Provide focused Continuous Professional Development in leadership skills, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership Development Training is a sequential course, run by the Trailblazer Programme over
five sessions at High House Production Park, developing themes with leading strategic advisor
Katherine Zeserson. All Cultural Champions and their Deputies are required to attend these
sessions; taking part in the Cultural Champion Community is paramount to the success of your
school’s Trailblazer journey. As well as offering leadership training and guidance for measuring the
impact of your Trailblazer activities, you will share practice, resources and learning with Cultural
Champions from other schools.

SESSION AIMS
1. Setting off on your Trailblazer Journey
•
•
•
•

OVERALL COURSE AIMS
•
•
•
•
•
•

To
To
To
To
To
To

•

increase leadership skills and confidence
better understand planning and evaluation as a leader
enhance your potential for leading change
develop approaches to collaboration
deepen reflective practice
build community

Exploring the processes and challenges of change management
Enhancing the potential for effectively managing change
Increasing skills and confidence to lead a school initiative
Focusing on reflective practice and discussion on progress
Overview of planning and evaluation in the leadership context

To
To
To
To
To

understand your Trailblazer programme potential and to focus your outcomes
frame your evaluation in your school context
identify your own learning needs
explore and establish thinking and learning partnerships
explore the Arts as a vehicle to cross curricular learning and school development

2. Your leadership: what do you have and what do you need?
•
•
•

To consider your leadership needs in the context of your Cultural Champion role
To explore some different aspects and styles of leadership
To focus your personal leadership challenge for the rest of the course

DATES

3. Planning for change, planning for impact

AUTUMN TERM

•

Monday 16 September 2019, 13:30-17:30
Trailblazer Introduction + Leadership Development Training 1

•

Tuesday 19 November 2019, 16:00-18:00
Leadership Development Training 2

4. Collaboration inside and outside of your schools

SPRING TERM

•

Thursday 16 January 2020, 16:00-18:00
Leadership Development Training 3

•

Tuesday 31 March 2020, 16:00-18:00
Leadership Development Training 4

5. Now what and what’s next?

•

•

•

SUMMER TERM

•

Tuesday 19 May 2020, 16:00-19:00
Leadership Development Training 5 + Extension

11

•
•

To develop understanding and skills in setting priorities in relation to impact
To explore common barriers and challenges in leading change processes
To explore effective strategies for leading change

To explore the value and potential of collaboration in meeting your goals
To consider strategies for effective collaboration
To develop some specific ideas for collaboration across the network

To
To
To
To

review and consolidate your own learning to date
develop your vision for the next steps in your leadership
share experiences and draw out key common learnings
offer learning to a wider audience of senior school leaders and other stakeholders
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LEADERSHIP
SYMPOSIUM

The Next Phase

Cultural Learning in Thurrock Schools
Wednesday 20 November 2019 8:30-11:30, High House Production Park, Purfleet

Senior leaders from Thurrock schools and local authority representatives are invited to the
Leadership Symposium to:

•
•
•
•
•

Reflect on the experiences of Thurrock Trailblazer since 2014
Learn about future opportunities for cultural learning initiatives for Thurrock
Find out about the opportunities the new Thurrock LCEP (Local Culture and Education
Network) can offer
Explore the Arts as a vehicle to cross curricular learning and school development
Help to shape the strategy for the future of cultural learning in Thurrock

The content of this symposium is being developed by cultural learning specialists and senior
leaders from Thurrock schools. Led by Katherine Zeserson* and Gabrielle Forster-Still** you will
hear from a range of Thurrock teachers sharing their experiences. You will be invited to share your
aspirations for your school, your students and your school communities and contribute to
developing a future strategy for cultural learning in Thurrock.

*Katherine Zeserson has an international reputation as a strategic thinker, leader, facilitator, trainer and educator in a wider
range of education and arts contexts. Katherine has worked with the Royal Opera House’s Learning and Participation team
in Thurrock for the last three years and has designed and led cultural leadership programmes for Thurrock Trailblazer
cultural champions and Leaders in Cultural Learning (LiCL).
**Gabrielle Forster-Still leads the Royal Opera House’s Learning and Participation team in Thurrock and has, over the last 10
years, been the creative force behind most of its programmes and initiatives. In particular, Gabrielle has led on the design,
development and delivery of Thurrock Trailblazer since its inception in 2014 and the development of ‘Design and Make’ a
ROH national programme supporting the next generation of theatrecraft artists and aspiring students from primary school
to FE.

āą

TRAILBLAZER
MOMENTS
TRAILBLAZER MOMENTS - WHAT’S THE IDEA?
Most schools have end-of-year activities from arts weeks, performances, exhibitions, whole school
or inter-school festivals and more. Trailblazer Moments is offering Royal Opera House support to
enrich these activities in a number of different ways:
•
•
•

All activities will feature on the Trailblazer Moments poster and brochure
Marketing activity support, for example invitations to parents and local community
An artist or arts organisation to further develop your activity

Trailblazer Moments 2018 was comprised of
several exciting events highlighted across the
borough. Of the 10 magnificent moments a
range of art forms were showcased, including
exhibitions, variety performances, whole school
festivals and cross-curricular collaboration.
TRUNK FULL OF TRAILBLAZER
Grays Convent School presented a diverse
range of activities that took inspiration from
their experiences through Trailblazer 2017/18.
These included a masked drama performance
inspired by their workshop with Trestle and an
exhibition of a variety of student work from
Art, Design & Technology and extra-curricular
clubs led by their Students Arts Council.
EAST TILBURY PRIMARY CARNIVAL
East Tilbury presented a whole school
carnival celebration across one full day of a
ctivities including the performance of a
carnival dance to Brazilian music.
KENNINGTONS CULTURAL WEEK
Battle of the Elements was a whole school
culmination week that explored geographical
topics including rainforests, tornados and
waterfalls. Students performed their own
abstract dances surrounding these elements on
a 360-degree stage, battling out their dances
as the elements fought each other to survive.
GLC LITERARY ARTS FESTIVAL
Part of the GLC Literary Arts Festival saw
students from all four primary schools take to
the stage to perform a unique dance, reflecting
different parts of ROH’s ballet Swan Lake.

WHAT HAS HAPPENED PREVIOUSLY?

15

16

SING & STAGE LA BOHEME
An inter-school singing event explored the
repertoire of La Boheme at Gable Hall School.
Working with a Musical Director, Stage
Director and Set Designer, the day culminated
in a sharing where the six participating schools
performed as an opera company.
TAKE ONE PICTURE EXHIBITION
All students at Corringham Primary School
took part in the National Gallery’s Take One
Picture project with work framed and exhibited
around the school.
SWECET CULTURAL SHOWCASE
This showcase presented artwork and
performances from across the Multi
Academy Trust. There was a collaborative
response across the schools, linked to
Trailblazer events that took place during the
year. Some of the work drew inspiration from
Trailblazer partnerhips such as Punchdrunk,
Kinetika and Breakin’ Convention.
HACH ARTSFEST
HACH ArtsFest was a celebratory exploration
of the Arts in school. The event worked as an
opportunity for students to express their
passions and motivations through creativity.
KINETIKA KITCHEN CARNIVAL
A vibrant exhibition of Kinetika’s Kitchen Table
project artwork, alongside an introduction
to carnival themes took place with practical
artist-led workshops. The event saw students
and teachers take part in a stand-out carnival
promenade with new puppet The Tilbury
Docker across High House Production Park.

COALHOUSE
FORT

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS5

“It’s been great to hear the excitement in children’s voices as they first
enter the fort or replica gun room... learning about their local history”

SEND

SUITABILITY

•

We can accommodate a maximum of 35
primary and 32 secondary students per
booking.

•

SEN schools can be catered for although tours
of the fort would require the climbing of stairs
& involve some tight spaces.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Adult to child ratios must be met. Some
activities will require input and support from
teachers/adults.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

HERITAGE VISIT
Coalhouse Fort is an artillery fort built in the 1860s to guard the lower Thames from seaborne
attack. It stands at Coalhouse Point in Essex on the north bank of the river, at a location that was
vulnerable to raiders and invaders. The education team, in conjunction with Thurrock Museum,
have several programmes of cross-curricular activity for schools based around the local history of
Coalhouse Fort and park grounds that can enrich a heritage visit to the site.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

out about the history of the fort whilst gaining
an understanding of research techniques as
well as analysing primary and secondary
sources related to the Fort (KS3)

Delivery takes place at Coalhouse Fort and is
specifically split between History, Maths or
English subject options as outlined below.
HISTORY
THE VICTORIAN SOLDIER
Students learn about Coalhouse Fort during
the Victorian era handling objects from this
period and use a map to find out how the fort
was made (KS1-2)
WW1 & THE SEARCHLIGHT
Students find out about Coalhouse Fort during
WW1 via a tour, handle objects from the era
and act in role as a soldier (KS1-2)
WW2: DEGAUSSING & AIR RAID EXPERIENCE
Students find out about the Fort during WW2,
via a tour. They will find out about the role
the WRNS had in degaussing and create and
experiment with electromagnets. They will
experience what it would be like to be in an air
raid in an Anderson shelter (KS1-2)
A COMPARISON WITH MOTTE &
BAILEY CASTLES
Students discover the evolution of defences in
East Tilbury from medieval times through to
WW2. They use map-reading skills to discover
how the fort was made and compare the fort
to Motte & Bailey castles (KS3)
WHAT IS HISTORY?
Using Coalhouse Fort to prompt historical
questions, students are given the tools to find
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ARCHAEOLOGY AT COALHOUSE FORT
Students will learn to recognise archaeological
features within a landscape, take photographs
to scale and use maps to investigate changes
over time (A Level)

All heritage visits and sessions take place at
Coalhouse Fort, Tilbury. Educational visits take
place between March and October and must
be booked a minimum of three weeks in advance. A booking form must be completed to
secure your visit on a particular date.

Adult to child ratios are as follows:
1:6 KS1
1:8 KS2
1:10 KS3
1:15 KS4+

Sessions take place from 10:00-14:30. A lunch
room will be provided and participants will
need to bring their own lunch. There is a café
onsite which opens from 10:00-16:00 daily.

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

This is an outdoor location so visitors will need
to ensure that they are appropriately dressed
for the outdoors in all weathers.

The Pi & Pythagoras day requires some
pre-course learning to help understanding on
the day. Pre-course lesson plans can be
provided.

Most programmes are self-contained day
activities but can link to school topics.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

•

MATHS
MATHS OUTDOORS
Students use the fort and park as a tool to
measure and record using standard
instruments but also practise estimating and
comparing. Younger pupils will use
mathematical language (KS1-2)

Drama: acting in role as a soldier/ child in
the second world war
Geography: for some activities, pupils will
use map reading skills to navigate their way
around the Fort

•

•

Students will have an understanding of
what life was like at Coalhouse Fort during
the Victorian, WW1 & WW2 eras
Students will know how and why the Fort
was constructed. They may also link this to
the wider context of the history of the time
This will be shown by their answers to the
Coalhouse Quiz and completion of various
activities throughout the day
Students will have estimated, measured
and recorded aspects of the fort and its
surroundings, identified 2-D and 3-D shapes
& used mathematical language such as
shorter/longer/tallest
Students will have generated a bank of
nouns verbs & adjectives and may have
created a short story about the fort

PI & PYTHAGORAS
Students learn about the concepts of Pi and
Pythagoras and apply their learning in order to
measure aspects of Coalhouse Fort and nearby
St Catherine’s Church. They will also learn
about stories from WW1 (KS2, Year 6)

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

ENGLISH

•

STORYSEEKERS
Students tour the fort and are introduced to
characters from the different eras of the Fort’s
history. They will take part in sensory activities
and collect nouns, verbs & adjectives
throughout the day to help them compose a
story based around the fort (KS1-2)

•

•

•

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Pre-visit information about health and safety
and any visit requirements will be supplied up
to 2 weeks before your visit. All resources such
as stationery and equipment are provided as
part of the visit.
COSTS
£150
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•

History: Victorian defences, WW1/WW2/
Local Study
Maths: estimating and comparing, using
mathematical terminology. Measuring
and recording using standard units and
equipment. Calculating area and volume Pi
& Pythagoras.
Science: circuits, magnets, working
scientifically, making predictions &
observing changes and patterns.
English: communication and description
(nouns/verbs/adjectives)
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Thurrock Museum: Day in the Life of a
Curator & Object Handling

CONFIDANCE

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

•

One full day – delivery of session 3 and
sharing of work with teachers and/or invited
audience

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

LEARNING OUTCOMES

SUPERHEROES

Confidance specialises in creating bespoke dance projects to meet the needs of a school, its
teachers and pupils. Workshops can be tailored to support students needs, topics or subjects
within the curriculum. As a company we value creativity and aspiration with a focus on inclusion
and differentiation, working with pupils with a range of learning needs, in both mainstream
secondary, primary and SEN. This could be supporting cross curricular learning, disadvantaged
young people to build confidence, social skills and integration, or differentiating dance tasks for
students with a wide range of learning needs.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
•

INCLUSIVE DANCE PROJECT –
SUPERHEROES
Across three targeted sessions students will
identify and explore their superpowers through
creative movement and build a movement
phrase, along with school staff to create a
short movement piece.
Using Superheroes as a theme to identify the
students ’superpowers’, the group will work
with Confidance practitioner Jo Frater to use
dance as a vehicle to develop creativity,
identity, communication and self-esteem.

•

workshop.
Session 2: Students will build a movement
phrase inspired by the superpowers
identified in the first session.
Session 3: Students will have the
opportunity to build and rehearse a
movement piece from the material created
in previous sessions and will have the
opportunity to have a short informal
sharing.

SUITABILITY
KS 1–5 & SEN - All Key stages including PMLD

This project is designed to work best with
groups of mixed needs and Confidance is
interested in building students communication
skills in mainstream education incorporating
SEN/disability
students.
As part of the ‘Superheroes’ project,
Confidance will bring props such as scarves,
material, parachute and dance dots to
enhance the movement material.

We also work closely with teachers to
identify specific areas of development for specific children in relation to their student profiles
and tailor sessions to suit their communication,
mobility and social needs.

The project will run as follows:
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Problem Solving: working creatively as
independent enquirers and cooperatively
as a part of a team. Pupils will analyse and
evaluate ideas to find creative solutions to
choreographic tasks.

•

Negotiating and Team Working: as part
of the creative process, pupils work as
effective participants, putting forward their
creative solutions to tasks and striking a
balance to achieve a common goal.

•

•

One full day - delivery of session 1 and 2

Initial planning meeting discussing ideas in
order to tailor the sessions to the specific
needs of the individual students.
COSTS
£780
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Challenge 59: Dance & Film Project
• Create & Dance: Everybody Dance

Confidance develops 7 aspects of engagement
that can be applied across various curriculum
areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Responsiveness
Curiosity
Investigation
Discovery
Anticipation
Persistence
Initiation

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

•

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

Dates are available across the academic year to
be booked in advance with Confidance.

One prior planning (up to 2 hours) meeting
to select targeted students, identify needs
and prepare agreed outcomes (phone/
skype/in-school)

Should it be appropriate for the students, we
encourage a sharing of the work, either at
the end of session 3, or in a school assembly
where parents can be invited - through live
performance or through a sharing of the work
through film (teachers to film on school iPad)

Above all, pupils of any age or ability will
work and think creatively in an environment
where diversity of thought and ability is
celebrated to create dynamic and exciting
dance work.

•

•

Performance / Sharing

Reflective Learning: as part of the
workshop, pupils will engage in dance
appreciation; actively observing and
providing feedback to their peers to
evaluate progress and identify achievement
and opportunity for development.
Confidance puts great emphasis on the
importance of feedback and constructive
criticism and creates a positive and safe
learning environment to enable this.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

2 Full school days.

Session 1: Students will Identify their
superpowers through a creative movement

•

•

Structure of the project is as follows:

There will be the opportunity to explore props/
materials already in use within school to aid in
developing project legacy.

•

“Since beginning working with Confidance the children have
responded in unimaginable and exciting ways”

SEND

Teachers will be required to provide:
•
•

School Hall for dance space
Teacher and TA support essential in
sessions

There is opportunity for teacher CPD as an
ongoing element throughout the project
through participating fully in the sessions. This
is highly recommended and will improve overall
outcomes.
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SPARKEDECHO

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

SONIC CLASSROOM CPD

At SparkedEcho we want a community rooted in new music encounters - more connected,
healthier and creative. Our vision is that everyone, regardless of their background, enjoys the
benefits of new music experiences. Based in Medway, Kent, we produce unusual live events,
interactive installations, digital learning resources and inclusive workshops. Our work has seen
older people singing on trains in Sittingbourne, teenagers composing video game music in
Hastings, and visually impaired people experiencing a live opera puzzle in Chatham.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

SparkedEcho oversee projects looking to
develop new approaches in arts
education. With expertise in performing arts
and creative media, we work with artists,
schools, universities and community venues.

Teachers at KS1-5
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

Kevin Grist is an experienced arts producer,
musician and workshop leader focusing on
music technology as a tool for live
performance and composition. He is
Co-Director at SparkedEcho and used to work
at Arts Council England, with a degree in Music
Production, a PGCE and Arts Award Advisor.

Tuesday 4 February 2020, 13:30-17:30 at High
House Production Park, Purfleet.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
By the end of the session, teachers will be able
to:
•

SONIC CLASSROOM CPD
A unique CPD opportunity where teachers will
be supported to embed mobile music
technology into their classroom practice across
the curriculum. Music technologist Kevin will
take teachers through a series of activities to
inspire and help them be creative with
existing tech already to hand.
You will try out live looping using the Loopy
HD app, use the Soundtrap web sequencer, and
layer sound on voice recorders. You will also
learn how to conduct a video game orchestra
and create sound-storytelling.
There will be time to create and try out your
own sonic activity with the group, be inspired
by a series of activity ideas and to reflect on
your developing teaching practice
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Identify how to utilise existing and low-cost
technology in the classroom to create music
and sound-based activity

•

Confidently deliver sound-based activities,
warmers and games

•

Peer reflect on the effectiveness of their
own sound-based activities, warmers and
games

•

Consider how to apply music technology
into their own teaching practice and the
wider curriculum

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

“Do not change anything - the dedicated sessions were great, giving
enough time to really play and learn about the music technology we
were using”

COSTS

MATHS
Counting time, bars, beats in rhythm

£40 per teacher

ICT
Using mobile devices, apps, speakers,
microphones in the classroom

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

•

No prior training required. Howver, teachers are
required to bring a mobile device (phone or
tablet), with a voice recorder app pre-installed.

•
•

Teachers are also required to sign up to the
free online Soundtrap software.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Reflective practice will be encouraged and all
workshop activities will be videoed and shared
on a blog/shared space to refer to post-CPD
and to keep an ongoing dialogue with Kevin for
any questions.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
A teacher resource pack will be provided
featuring sample activities, links to free and
low costs music apps, a suggested equipment
list and further training ideas.

MUSIC
Exploring composition techniques, technology,
recording, sequencing, looping, beatboxing
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Signals: Live Music Coding
Bang & Smash Music: Sound Creation &
Production
Into Film: Book Trailer Project

ROYAL OPERA
HOUSE

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

SCHOOLS MATINEES

ABOUT THE ORGANISATION
The Royal Opera House aims to enrich people’s lives through opera and ballet. Home to two of
the world’s great artistic companies – The Royal Opera and The Royal Ballet, performing with the
Orchestra of the Royal Opera House – we seek to be always accessible and engaging, to develop
audiences across the UK and to break new ground in the presentation of lyric theatre

ABOUT THE PROJECT

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

Schools are invited to attend a school
matinee at the Royal Opera House (ROH),
Covent Garden and experience a world-famous
performance from either The Royal Opera or
The Royal Ballet, alongside the Orchestra of
the Royal Opera House.

PRIMARY AND SEN

The ROH learning team aim to set each
production in context and help student groups
explore the creative, philosophical and wider
contextual questions raised by our renowned
productions.
Classroom resources, souvenir programmes
and on-stage presentations will be tailored
appropriately to the Music, Dance, and Drama
curriculums, and where appropriate, PE,
History, Literature, Design and Technology.

•

COPPELIA (Ballet): Thursday 28 November
2019

TITLES TO BE RELEASED (MID MAY)
•
•

NEW PRODUCTION of a classic children’s
book (Opera): Monday 3 February 2020
ICONIC FULL COMPANY WORK (Ballet):
Tuesday 31 March 2020

SECONDARY, POST 16 AND SEN
•
•

DON GIOVANNI (OPERA): Friday 13
September 2019
MANON (BALLET): Wednesday 2 October
2019

SUITABILITY

TITLE TO BE RELEASED (MID MAY)

Suitable for Primary, Secondary, Post-16 and
SEN school groups.

•

Teachers can apply for tickets for up to a whole
year group, tickets will then be allocated based
on demand.

All performances take place on the historical
ROH stage in Covent Garden, London. Further
information on the 2020 performances will be
released on our website after 14 May 2019

Please note, the performance length varies
according to the production.

A TRAGIC TALE OF FORBIDDEN LOVE
(Opera): Wednesday 10 June 2020

“The children were absolutely mesmerized by the opera itself. They
were in complete awe and wonder throughout and considering the
extreme levels of deprivation in the area where our school is, it is
unlikely that any of the children will ever have had experienced
anything like it before”
and behind the scenes. Students will expand
their knowledge including aspects of:
• Music and instruments
• Singing and operatic style
• Dance and movement
• Theatre and lighting
• Choreography
• Stagecraft and artistic direction
• Emotions and social awareness
• Literacy and reading subtitles
• Storylines and plot twists
• Other languages and cultures

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

This offer could complement the following:
• ROH Design & Make: Primary
• ROH Design & Make: Secondary
• ROH Design & Make: F.E.

ROH Resources, presentations and activities,
to be used before and after the visit will also
be provided online, in order to help understand
the art form and learn about the specific live
performance you will share.
COSTS
£7.50 per ticket, please include the number of
all teachers attending in the calculation.
RECOMMENDED

Literacy, PSHE, History, Design, Dance and
Music.
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
We ask teachers to use the resources
provided before the event to help support
students understanding of the art form and the
specific performance.We also ask teachers to
organise and cover travel costs, to meet
payment deadlines and make sure all key
information is read thoroughly.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

LEARNING OUTCOMES
A visit to our well-known building provides
access to a world-class performance in a
historic, British venue, inspiring aspiration and
creativity, and opening career options on stage
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Teachers are encouraged to take the learning
from any activity back into the classroom,
using the resources provided on our Learning
Platform.
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INTO FILM

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

ONLINE FILM COURSE
Into Film is an education charity that puts film at the heart of children and young people’s
educational, cultural and personal development. Schools across the UK engage with a programme
of Into Film Clubs, special cinema screenings, resources and training to support classroom
teaching. Alongside rich online content for young audiences, this provides 5-19 year olds with
unparalleled opportunities to learn about and with film, and develop a passion for cinema. Into
Film supports teachers to work with film in the classroom and bring the curriculum to life, and to
put film at the centre of extracurricular activity.

“All training courses should be like this - realistic, practical ideas and
plenty of resources to put them into practice... Showing how easy it
can be to use films has made me more confident to teach”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

•

Filmmaking & Animation in the Classroom, an
online course, was developed by Into Film with
The British Film Institute (BFI). Governed by
a Royal Charter BFI was founded in 1933 and
is a charity with three priorities – education,
supporting the UK film industry and unlocking
film heritage.

•

Into Film filmmaking training emphasises film
as a teaching tool to encourage deep and
active learning, and facilitates young people
taking control of their own learning processes.
Filmmaking has the power not only to increase
educational attainment for students across the
curriculum but also to empower teachers with
an exciting new means of assessing learning.

SUITABILITY

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

COSTS

This online course is applicable to anyone
working with young people aged 5-19.

English, Literacy, PSHE, Science, Music, Art,
History and many more curriculum subjects
can be identified, as film can be applied to any
theme in the classroom.

FREE

ONLINE FILM COURSE
This three-week online course will help anyone
working with young people aged 5-19 to
engage them in learning through simple
filmmaking and animation. Participants will
discover how film and animation can be used
as powerful tools for encouraging active
learning and enabling pupils to establish strong
connections with any area of the curriculum.

•

•

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
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•

•

Participants will have discovered a range of
top tips to help you hone your filmmaking
skills
Participants will have learnt how to produce
simple films and animations with your
students
Participants will have learnt how to use this
creative art form as an assessment tool

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

Filmmaking & Animation in the Classroom is
released for study on the following dates:

It is recommended that 3 hours per week for 3
weeks are set aside to complete the training.

•
•

23 September 2019
10 February 2020

Teachers will have access to the course for 4
weeks, after the initial course duration.

Schools new to the Into Film programme can
access a free Into Film club and sign up on the
Into Film website.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Into Film resources are free for schools and
available to support teachers in the classroom.

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•
•

Participants can buy a personalised, Certificate
and transcript online – or a Statement of
Participation in both digital and printed
formats, if desired.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

•

Explore how to make simple films and
animations
Devise a range of filmmaking briefs that can
ensure filmmaking projects are curricular
focused

•

Online courses are available online here.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The online course will cover the following
topics:
•

•

Plan how to run in class filmmaking projects
efficiently
Learn how to use a range of filmmaking
software
Consider how to use filmmaking as a tool
for assessment
Learn how to evaluate the filmmaking
process ensuring progression

•

Participants will have learnt how even
simple equipment can be used to produce
high-quality short films in the classroom
Participants will have applied this
knowledge to the classroom, creating films
that help raise attainment

We hope to see examples of your filmmaking
and animation skills being used in the
classroom.
If schools wish to continue filmmaking, they are
eligible for Into Film competitions such as Film
of the Month and The Into Film Awards.
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Into Film: Book Trailer Project
Punchdrunk: A Small Tale

GAMELAN
ANAK LEDJAR

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

“It has been unlike anything we have done before and children have
learnt a host of new skills”

SEND

The Gamelan can seat up to 16 players, or up
to 30 if sharing/swapping instruments in each
session. Day plans are flexible and adaptable,
formulated in consultation with school.

These are intensive courses and may require
teachers to spend some time outside of the
sessions preparing for the next steps.
Each 5 day intensive project will have a
pre-project meeting to introduce class
teachers to the content, develop opportunities
for CPD and provide opportunity for whole
school INSET.

Suitable for groups of up to 15 students with
SEND with appropriate support.
LEARNING OUTCOMES

WALLACE & THE ISLANDS

Gamelan Anak Ledjar delivers arts education projects focused primarily on the music, arts and
crafts of Indonesia by bringing our instruments, puppets and screens into schools and delivering
high quality and thoughtful education experiences.
Our projects are centred around playing music together on a beautiful set of gamelan instruments
(Gamelan Anak Ledjar - which translates as “The Gamelan of the Child of Happiness”) and
performing with a set of shadow puppets (Wayang) from the island of Java, Indonesia.

Each 3 day intensive project will have either
an INSET session for school staff or an after
school session for parents.

The use of Shadow Puppetry enables students
to ﬁnd an inner conﬁdence for acting and
performance - the separation by having a
screen between the audience and performers
releases them from inhibition and encourages
them to speak up, developing creativity and
spontaneity.

The Gamelan requires the use of a large
classroom or school hall with ground ﬂoor
access that is lockable and secure when not in
use. The Shadow Puppet Screen requires an
accessible power supply and minimum ceiling
height of 2.5m.

Playing Gamelan encourages teamwork and
enhanced listening skills amongst the students
- avoiding the use of notation makes it a very
accessible musical form and while it delivers
challenges, it delivers musical achievement
across the spectrum of ability.

Participants are expected to remove their
shoes and sit on mats or cushions to play the
gamelan. Please let us know if participants
have particular mobility problems.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
ABOUT THE PROJECT

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

WALLACE AND THE INDONESIAN ISLANDS

Available from September – December 2019.

This project aims to charge the students’
enthusiasm and imagination with the story of
an explorer and world famous scientist
Alfred Russel Wallace - performed through the
gamelan music and puppetry from Indonesia.
Students will learn that Thurrock has a shared
history with this remarkable man.

5 DAY INTENSIVE

Students will use the stimulus of Wallace’s
travels to Indonesia to create a storyline and
dialogue for the shadow play, researching the
fauna of the islands he visited. Along side this,
students will learn to play an example of the
special dramatic gamelan music and song used
to accompany shadow plays.
In the 5 day intensive project, students will be
guided through the design and make of
shadow puppets puppets to illustrate the
animals, humans, transport and locations,
leading to a performance. In the 3 day
intensive project, students will have a puppetry
taster with authentic puppets from Indonesia.
SUITABILITY
Targeted at KS2 & KS3.
Please note that aspects of the project can be
adapted and scaled to suit KS1-5 and
accommodate SEND provision. We would be
happy to tailor the projects to suit the needs of
individual schools.
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Residency in school, includes after-school CPD
session for staff on Day 1 and an after-school
session for parents. The project will consist of
daily sessions and culminate in a performance
combining the students’ puppet story
performance with gamelan accompaniment, on
the ﬁnal afternoon. Schools have the option to
open up the afternoon for gamelan sessions for
other classes, if required, to broaden the
impact of the project across the school.
Includes materials for puppet making for 30
students.

•

ART: developing ﬁne motor skills in drawing
and cutting, understanding colour and light

•

MUSIC: developing listening and musical
interaction skills, playing as a group,
understanding musical forms and
structures, experiencing and playing music
from another culture, understanding cueing
and using music to accompany visual and
dramatic action

•

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY: designing
and creating effective and robust shadow
puppets using tools and materials,
investigating light and shadows

•

ENGLISH: creative writing, developing
a storyline from a stimulus, deriving a
workable script

•

DRAMA: ‘ﬁnding’ and ‘becoming’
characters, developing puppeteering
skills, instigating and following direction,
developing dialogue and improvising

3 DAY INTENSIVE
Residency in school, includes either CPD for
staff or parents’ group session after school on
Day 1. Schools have the option to open up the
afternoon sessions on Day 1 and 2 for gamelan
sessions for other classes, if required, to
broaden the impact of the project across the
school. Day 2 focuses on puppetry taster
sessions. Day 3 returns to gamelan and
culminates in an informal sharing.
Please note - both the Gamelan and Puppet
Screen require an opportunity before the start
of the project to deliver and set up the
instruments.

•

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
5 DAY INTENSIVE
The students will perform a Wayang-style
shadow play, based on the travels and
discoveries of Alfred Russel Wallace, using
puppets they have made themselves, and
accompanied by their classmates on the
gamelan.
This can be an in-school event, for parents or
the wider public. Students will keep the
puppets they have made, and schools are
welcome to photograph and record the
performances (subject to appropriate
permissions).
The experience and skills the students have
gained in devising a storyline and script, and
designing and creating puppets, will give them
the ability to continue to create new puppets
and new stories.
3 DAY INTENSIVE
The students will perform gamelan pieces from
the Wayang repertoire in an informal sharing.
Some students will be able to demonstrate the
Indonesian shadow puppets.

The Project also links with topics in Science,
History and Geography

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

The experience can act as a springboard for
further development of puppet making and
music making skills.

Teachers are expected to engage and
participate fully alongside the children. No
prior experience of either artform is needed,
just an enthusiastic approach to thinking
creatively and overcoming barriers to
performance.

Both projects form the foundation for further
investigation of Wallace’s legacy and of the
amazing islands of Indonesia.
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OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
5 DAY INTENSIVE
A prior planning meeting will be held for all
staff involved, to outline the format and
delivery style of the project, and also to
identify any specific needs and encourage staff
input.
3 DAY INTENSIVE

Thanks to the kind support of the Attaché for
Education and Culture of the Embassy, of the
Republic of Indonesia in London, we are able to
offer a limited number of these projects at this
cost, between September and December 2019.
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•

An introductory meeting, giving an overview of
the project content, can be arranged for staff
in advance of the project start.
A teacher’s reading and watching list, puppet
design inspiration and ideas for extension work
will be available for both courses.
Sets of original puppet designs, for trace and
make, or lasercut puppet kits ready for
assembly, are available for order in advance at
an additional cost.
COSTS
5 DAY INTENSIVE
£795 (Maximum 5 available)
3 DAY INTENSIVE
£545 (Maximum 5 available)
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•
•
•

TMS: Rhythm CPD
TMS: MIDAS Visit
Firstsite: Learning to Look
National Theatre: Let’s Play

TRESTLE

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

UNMASKING WELLBEING CPD
Trestle is a mask and physical theatre company with a highly regarded arts education programme;
with a mission is to inspire creativity through participation and dialogue they aim to create and
deliver high quality mask and physical theatre performances and workshops locally, nationally
and internationally. Trestle send their high quality, hand-crafted Trestle mask sets and accessible
resources across the world.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Trestle bring their highly acclaimed CPD
workshops to Thurrock; developed from their
educational work on the Middlesex University
Education MA and PGCE Programmes. This
workshop will cover using mask to explore
identity and emotional wellbeing.

•

•

UNMASKING WELLBEING CPD
•

Drawing on experience from mental health and
wellbeing workshop programmes, working
specifically with young people experiencing
mental health problems, Trestle explore
techniques and exercises that can be used to
open up honest discussion around emotional
wellbeing and supportive behaviour.

“...a practical and engaging approach was so appreciated and full of
ideas. Fun, thought provoking and inspiring”

ENGLISH

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

To be confident in using masks as a tool for
exploring identity and emotional wellbeing

Supporting set texts, character exploration,
storytelling, speaking and listening,
presentation and communication skills.

Trestle mask sets are available to purchase
online for use in the classroom.

To use drama to consider non-verbal
communication and explore how we
perceive people

PSHE

To consider where we could use the
exercises and techniques taught in our own
context

•

Enable engagement with drama in an
accessible way in classrooms

•

Provide an introduction to training in mask
or physical theatre

Using the medium of theatrical masks and
physical theatre, teachers can explore ways to
tackle discussions on wellbeing in an inclusive
and anonympus manner that easily translates
to the classroom environment.

•

SUITABILITY

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

Increase awareness of issues surrounding
identity, emotion and wellbeing, aiming to
challenge perceptions and provoke debate

Offering a creative and engaging approach to
exploring issues around relationships, feelings
and emotions, identity and diversity whilst
building confidence and self esteem.
SMSC VALUES & CITIZENSHIP
Helping to develop confidence, explore feelings
and deal with issues such as bullying and body
image.

COSTS
£40 per teacher
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•
•

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
We would need each teacher to show an
interest in the subject matter and to be
committed to taking the practice back to
school.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

This workshop is practical, inclusive and can
be adapted to aid creative learning at all levels
and for all abilities.

DRAMA & THEATRE STUDIES
Linking directly to meet criteria in mask and
physical theatre as well as supporting
modules in devising, improvisation and
practitioner studies.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
15:30-18:00, Tuesday 25 February 2020 at High
House Production Park, Purfleet.
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Participants will be sent comprehensive notes
on the workshop to support them in taking
their learning back into the classroom.
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Into Film: Mindfulness on Film CPD
Signals: Wellbeing Video Games

MUSIC FOR
CHANGE

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

CHINESE MAGIC & ORIGAMI
Established 21 years ago, Music for Change is a Canterbury-based charity that uses music to
celebrate cultural diversity, to bring people together, and to improve people’s well-being. Their
vision is that all members of the community, especially children and young people, fulfil their
creative potential whilst respecting and celebrating cultural diversity. Running educational
workshops, projects, music events and festivals across the UK, Music for Change currently works
with over 50 artists from around the world, who are experienced musicians, skilled in delivering
workshops to large and small groups.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
Music for Change’s Zhu Hui Ling left home at
the age of 10 to live with the Zhengzhou
Acrobatic School in Henan Province in central
China. For over 20 years she did
international tours with Zhengzhou Acrobatic
Troupe; Beijing Acrobats and other Chinese
Circuses. Much of Ling’s work is associated
with cultural diversity and social cohesion
programmes with young people.
Zhu Hui has a wealth of experience working
in schools and interacting with children; she
has run multiple Chinese Experience events
with Essex Libraries.

The level of difficulty in the content of these
workshops is adaptable across KS1-5.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

Workshops last 1 hour and can be booked as a
half day or whole day of activity. Each
workshop can accommodate a maximum of 30
students.

This workshop from Music for Change
combines two art forms, Chinese Magic and
Origami in one session – introducing the
culture and linking to the celebration of
Chinese New Year, year of the Pig.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

Students will gain knowledge and an
awareness about Chinese culture and
heritage and Chinese New Year

•

Develop listening and co-ordination skills

•

Improve dexterity and fine motor skills

•

Have the opportunity for creative
expression

•

Develop communication and social skills

Chinese Magic

Students will experience a short performance
of traditional Chinese magic, followed by an
opportunity to learn a few tricks. Materials
used include silk handkerchiefs, ribbons and
rope.
•

SUITABILITY

Dates are flexible across the academic year. All
workshops take place in-school, where a large
space or hall is required.

CHINESE MAGIC & ORIGAMI WORKSHOP

•

Examples include making a bird and frog or
using paper cutting techniques to make
Chinese letters and fans.

Origami

With an additional Origami artist, students will
also experience the art of Origami, or Chinese
paper folding, to make their own Chinese art.
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“The children had a great day and really enjoyed this experience. Class
2 were able to make links between their prior learning of China and
their new experiences of traditional Chinese culture”

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

GEOGRAPHY & HISTORY
Exploring China and traditional Chinese
culture, including Chinese New Year

Follow-up websites and resources will be sent
to teachers following the workshop
in-school. Supporting DVD’s can be purchased
as a follow up activity in the classroom,
delivered for £28.

ART & DESIGN
Exploring paper modelling and techniques in
3D form

COSTS

MATHS
Recognising shapes, accurate measuring skills
and division

£570 for half day (total 3 hours)
£645 for full day (total 6 hours)

DRAMA
Exploring traditional Chinese magic skills and
performance

RECOMMENDED

SMSC
Developing values, including increased respect
for other cultures

•

This offer could complement the following:

•

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers should be present during the
workshops and retain a student to teacher
ratio of 1:15
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Students are encouraged to perform and
showcase what they have learnt in relation to
Chinese Magic, as well as use their Origami
skills in cross-curricular activities.
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Firstsite: Learning to Look
Art 4 Thinking: Art & Ofsted CPD

FIRSTSITE

EYFS

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

LEARNING TO LOOK
Firstsite is a thriving art gallery and cultural centre in Colchester, within an outstanding piece of
architecture. Attracting tens of thousands of visitors per year, Firstsite boasts an eclectic mix of
contemporary visual arts in a changing exhibition programme. Your gallery visit will be related
to the exhibition, and our year-long programme themes. For Autumn Term 2019 our programme
theme is Digital Ingenuity & Innovation and for Summer Term 2020 our programme theme is
Landscape & Wellbeing.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
Artist-led sessions provide a Firstsite artist to
lead you through the exhibition in the gallery
and then deliver a practical art workshop in our
Learning Studio.
The session can be related to the exhibition
but can also focus on the topics in school and
around a variety of art processes.
Firstsite provide a range of opportunities for
learning and can work with you to develop
bespoke sessions for your students depending
on their age and abilities.

This is then followed by a practical making
session in the Learning Studio that explores a
particular process or medium, taking
inspiration from the exhibitions or school
topics.

•

The artist is available throughout the session to
demonstrate techniques and offer support to
all students. All our artists are experienced in
delivering educational workshops with material
specialisms as well as being exhibiting artists
with their own artistic practice.

•

LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

SUITABILITY
This programme is designed to be as inclusive
as possible across all abilities, suitable for
KS1-5, for SEN groups and EYFS.
An artist-led session can accommodate up to a
maximum of 30 students.

•
•
•
•

Exposure to a cultural venue and artist
exhibitions
Exploring art terminology and discussion
Creative thinking and expression of ideas
Discovering new art materials and
techniques
Working with an artist

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Artist-led sessions last approximately 2.5 hours
and can take place on weekdays between
10:00-17:00 at Firstsite Gallery, Colchester.

The artist-led sessions will be planned through
discussions with the school around current
topics and learning outcomes with links
created to a wide variety of subjects.
Our wider themes for the academic years are
Digital Ingenuity & Innovation and Landscape &
Wellbeing - these offer curriculum links to:

The session includes a 30-minute tour of the
exhibition(s), led by the artist, looking at
particular elements of the artworks for
inspiration to enable discussion and to
highlight curriculum links.

•
•
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“...those that started the session with some hesitation, concluded with
new skills. Bringing in a real artist to work with the aspiring artists in
my class, was a great way for students to see what the possibilities are
for their futures”

•
•
•
•

English
Maths
Science
ICT
Geography
PSHE

If discussed during booking, Firstsite’s learning
team can provide relevant pre & post learning
activities.
Teachers are welcome to visit Firstsite in
advance and book onto a free Teacher
Preview evening which take place at each
new exhibition opening.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
COSTS

Teachers must take the time to liaise with the
Firstsite learning team, in order to adequately
plan their visit to the gallery.

£150, teachers and supporting staff are free.

Teachers are welcome to conduct further
self-led tours in the exhibition spaces either
side of the artist–led session.

RECOMMENDED

When you visit Firstite please ensure that there
are enough staff on your visit to support the
pupils in a ratio of 1:10.

•

This offer could complement the following:

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
All artwork can be taken back to school to be
displayed or can be documented for reference.
Students are encouraged to write up their visit
and experiences in the gallery.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
A lunch space can be provided free of charge
but must be requested at the time of booking.

Art & Design
Media Studies
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Art 4 Thinking: Art & Ofsted CPD

BREAKIN’
CONVENTION

EYFS

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

BC WORKSHOPS
“Breakin’ Convention absolutely love being part of Thurrock
Trailblazer... The mentors always enjoy connecting with the young
people through Hip Hop and watching the confidence of the students
grow is hugely important to us.”

Breakin’ Convention specialises in creating, presenting and touring Hip Hop Dance
Theatre on main stages and festivals incorporating disciplines from rap, spoken word and dance.
Our workshop facilitators are all active artists in the Hip Hop scene. They use their skills to enrich
the curriculum as well as develop young people’s skills in a genre they are connected to.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

TINY TOTS is a specific EYFS offer

Breakin’ Convention offer workshops in:

30 students maximum

RAP / SPOKEN WORD
Working on literacy; building confidence in
sharing in front of others individually, working
on rhyme, rhythm and having fun, working as a
group

Our practitioners have worked with SEN
students both through movement & sound

DANCE
Our Breakin Convention festival premiered
Kenrick Sandys piece which is now part of the
GCSE dance syllabus so we can specifically
cover this module
GRAFFITI
History of aerosol art, stencilling, colouring and
style, creating a personalized piece of art. This
can be on canvas, a mural or tee shirts
TINY TOTS
Tiny tots is a workshop especially designed
for primary school children to learn the foundations of hip-hop dance. It takes the basic
techniques used in the art form and taught by
our dance artist mentors in a fun and engaging
way.
Our workshops can be tailor made to your
desired outcome depending on your subjects/
themes, if you let us know what you would like
beforehand.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Dates and times are flexible across the
academic year and take place in school
Half day (3.5 hours) Full day (5/6 hours)
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Participants will learn transferable skills
including:
• Building confidence in public speaking
• Team work and networking
• Creativity and self-expression
CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
•
•

LITERACY: rhyme, multi syllabic patterns,
and poetry techniques
NUMERACY: choreography & beat counting

Specific skills can be acquired if a workshop
is focused on a section of the curriculum (i.e.
Music, Dance).
The GCSE Dance syllabus contains the Boy
Blue piece that Breakin’ Convention premiered;
this can be used to enrich the module through
working with our practitioners who are familiar

SUITABILITY
Workshops can be suitable for KS1-5 & PRU.
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COSTS

with, or have participated in, the piece
themselves.

£320 for a half day
£440 for a full day.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

Graffiti Workshop additional material cost:
£100 for General Graffiti Workshop
£200 for T-Shirt Graffiti Workshop.

Teachers will be required to correspond with
Breakin’ Convention directly. Teachers will be
asked to provide a range of dates in order for
appropriate artists to be contracted.

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Challenge 59: Dance & Film CPD
• Firstsite: Learning to Look

Teachers should select the participants for the
workshop in advance and be an active
presence in all workshops to encourage
teacher CPD
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Young people will share or present what they
have learnt or created during the workshop.
This can also be part of a bigger showcase in
the school.
If there are any students who would like to
pursue their pieces further, Breakin’ Convention
run events and festivals throughout the year
which can be a platform for a performance
should they want to participate.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
•
•
•

Lesson plans available on request
Breakin’ Convention TV (BCTV) Hip hop
Theatre performance footage for analysis.
Supporting texts or images for workshops
can be sent in advance
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BEACON HILL
ACADEMY

EYFS

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

“This inclusive arts project has been an invaluable experience, more
learning than you could get from any classroom”

SEND

INTRODUCTORY CPD

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

Friday 27 September 2019, 13:00-16:00

Each mainstream school must appoint a
Project Lead who will be responsible for
coordinating and implementing all steps of the
process. This lead will be working alongside
our SEN teachers to plan and lead the weekly
sessions.

This CPD will focus on how to interact and
engage with students with PMLD and how to
make the arts more inclusive. Training is led
by Speech & Language, Music and Dance SEN
specialists.

Monday 6 July 2020, 15:30-17:30

INCLUSIVE ARTS PROJECT

Beacon Hill Academy is a school in Thurrock for children with profound, multiple learning and
physical difficulties, who cater for students from 2 ½ to 19 years of age. Students are supported to
follow their own personal learning adventure to help them to succeed. Parents, families, students,
school staff and other professionals all work together to plan and deliver exciting and challenging
learning activities for everyone. Over recent years Beacon Hill have been developing mainstream
links, working with schools and organisations to develop training and projects within the arts including dance, art and music activities.

Each project comes back together in a
celebratory day to discover successes and
evaluate the process.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
For the second year running Beacon Hill invite
10 schools to join them to create 10 new and
exciting inter-school partnerships projects.
Whether used in primary schools to develop
students’ self-esteem and relationships through
work and play; in secondary schools for
targeted students learning about inclusive art
forms; or for the whole school strategically, this
inclusive project could be a step on your
journey to becoming levelled Artsmark
Platinum.
This project offers a unique opportunity to
explore an art form in depth, collaboratively
and inclusively with Beacon Hill Academy. Each
school will join with a different class in Beacon
Hill and together with the help of their teachers
they will:

•
•
•

Choose an art form to work within
Decide what they would like to create
Work together to develop an arts piece that
can be shared with others
Interact and get to know one another in the
process

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Suitable for all ages EYFS to Post 16; projects
can be tailored to suit the needs/goals of all
involved.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Each project will be flexible, in regards to
timetabling, from October 2019 to June 2020.
Projects can be designed to achieve specific
targets for both schools/students.

Break down deep-rooted beliefs and
assumptions around working with people
with special needs
Recognise the positive effects on all
students’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural
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Two compulsory sessions take place on the
following dates at Beacon Hill Academy.

At the end of each project groups are asked to
share their process and outcome in some way
at the Sharing Day. Past sharings have included
a breadth of approaches, from in-school
presentations to ticketed live performances.

Step
Step
Step
Step

1: Project Lead planning meeting
2: Beacon Hill visit partner school
3: Consult with artist
4: Run the project

There is time to evaluate the project outcomes
alongside what teachers and students have
learnt.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Other resources and support needed for the
project can be identified in the initial project
planning meeting. The cost may increase if
additional resources/artist involvement is
decided on during initial planning meeting and
this is to be paid for by the school.

PROPOSED PROJECT OUTCOMES
•

•
•
•

SUITABILITY

There is the option for projects to take place
exclusively at Beacon Hill or shared between
both school sites (if the mainstream site is
accessible).

Inclusive projects can help mainstream students and staff to:
•

•

development when students work alongside
each other
Develop a familiarity around people
with profound and multiple learning
difficulties PMLD (This will ultimately make
communities more welcoming to people
with special needs)
Reduce fear and apprehension of working
with
students with profound and multiple
learning
difficulties (PMLD) both for students and
teachers.

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

Between these two sessions, each project will
have a link to an artist and follow the steps
below:

•

•

Interested teachers can visit the Sharing Day of
2018/19 projects, taking place at Beacon Hill on
Monday 8 July 2019 15:30-17:30. To book a
place at this sharing please email Amanda
Bradley: amanda@beaconhill.thurrock.sch.uk

SHARING DAY

•

Improved understanding of specific learning
and physical difficulties and their potential
causes and effects
Increase in mainstream student confidence
to engage with SEN students/people
Increase in levels of engagement from SEN
students
Increased staff confidence in leading/
developing inclusive projects (both SEN &
Mainstream staff)
Increase self-esteem for all students

COSTS
£300
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:

ADDITIONAL OUTCOMES

•
•

As the projects will be designed and led by the
teachers involved unique and specific learning
outcomes can be set for each project and if
necessary each student.

•

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
Projects can link to any area of the curriculum,
but could specifically link to:
•
•
•
•

PSHE/Citizenship at all KS levels
Health and Social Care
GCSE dance (Inclusive dance module)
Special Educational Needs Development for
specific students as part of their EHCP
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Confidance: Superheroes
Confidance: I Create
Challenge 59: Dance & Film Project

BEACON HILL
ACADEMY

EYFS

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

INCLUSIVE ARTS CPD

Beacon Hill Academy is a school in Thurrock for children with profound, multiple learning and
physical difficulties, who cater for students from 2 to 19 years of age. Students are supported to
follow their own personal learning adventure to help them to succeed. Parents, families, students,
school staff and other professionals all work together to plan and deliver exciting and challenging
learning activities for everyone. Over recent years Beacon Hill have been developing mainstream
links, working with schools and organisations to develop training and projects within the arts including dance, art and music activities.
ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

Beacon Hill have developed an accessible half
day training session which will focus on how
different art forms could be adapted to be
more inclusive for students with additional
needs and SEND in your classroom.

The content of this training is suitable for any
teachers who have students with additional
needs in their class, as well any teaching
assistants working closely with these students.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

The course will focus on four main art forms:
•
•
•
•

The CPD will take place on Friday 27
September 2019, from 9:00-12:00 at Beacon
Hill Academy, Ockendon.

Art
Music
Story Telling
Dance

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Teachers will explore adaptive resources and
techniques within the different art forms.

•

For example:

Improved understanding of the needs of
students

“...I really enjoyed taking part in the project, it was something
completely new for me. I thought it was very informative, it gave me
an insight into how to work with and have fun with people who have
learning of physical difficulties”

•

Interested teachers can visit the Sharing Day of
2018/19 projects, taking place at Beacon Hill on
Monday 8 July 2019 15:30-17:30.
To book a place at this sharing please email
Amanda Bradley:
amanda@beaconhill.thurrock.sch.uk.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Participants will be sent comprehensive notes
on the CPD to support them in taking their
learning back into the classroom.

Greater awareness of the adaptive
resources available for students

•

Improved skills and new ideas on how to
adapt the arts to your students’ needs

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

•

Considering how music can be adapted for
students who are non-verbal

•

Increased staff confidence in leading/
developing inclusive arts sessions

•

Exploring how music can be used to help
students with low self-esteem to express
themselves.

It is hoped that the networking element will
inspire teachers to collaborate and share
beyond the CPD session and into the wider
borough.

•

Improved arts provision for students with
additional needs

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

•

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

•

Part of the session will also allow time for
participants to network together as
educational professionals, in order to share
ideas and best practice.

This offer could complement the following:
•

Looking at the use of the Lis n’ Tel model to
explore story telling with the aim to develop
language

•

RECOMMENDED

Story Telling and Dance techniques can be
applied more widely across the national
curriculum to inspire creative teaching and
learning in any subject area.

COSTS
£40 per teacher/teaching assistant.

This CPD will have direct reference to the
following subject areas: Art, Music and English.
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Confidance: Superheroes
Confidance: I Create
Challenge 59: Dance & Film Project

TMS

EYFS

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

MIDAS VISIT
THURROCK MUSIC SERVICES

“Our role is a supportive one. School leadership, curriculum staff in
schools and TMS will work together, with the aim of providing the best
music education possible for the young people across the county”

Thurrock Music Services (TMS) currently work with over 90% of schools in Thurrock, as an Arts
Council England funded music hub. This year they have produced offers for Thurrock schools,
ranging from teacher consultation and Music curriculum support, to CPD and workshops for
students.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Thurrock Music Services are delighted to offer
MIDAS visits for a second year.

The two sessions, to flexibly include:  

•

A meeting between the Headteacher (or
designated member of the SLT), the school
Music Subject Leader and TMS designated
senior member of staff to complete
self - evaluation against set criteria:  

•

MIDAS stands for
• Music
• Improvement
• Development
• Advisory Support.

•

the quality of the school’s music curriculum
the quality of teaching and learning
the quality of leadership
levels of engagement, standards and
achievement of pupils
Identify recommendations for development
and/or training needs

A member of Thurrock Music Services staff will
visit your school as part of a Bronze level
consultation to discuss the following, across
two sessions, with a member of SLT and the
subject lead, in order to promote improvement
in your school music offer.

•

The visit will include sharing a brief summary
of NPME (National Plan Music Education)
emphasising the duty of the Thurrock Music
Education Hub (TMEH) to ensure delivery of
the plan and the offer of support to schools
through the work of TMS.

A joint lesson observation (20 – 30 minutes) of
a ‘typical’ music curriculum lesson. This
observation should be undertaken by the
member of staff responsible for monitoring
the quality of teaching and learning in music,
alongside the TMS designate. The purpose is
for TMS to provide quality assurance and/or
to provide a CPD opportunity for a member of
staff new to the role of observer.  

Then the subject leader will devise and
implement a Subject Development Plan that
supports the overall school improvement plan.

•
•
•

A post observation meeting with the
Headteacher (or designated member of the
SLT) and Music subject lead to agree on
recommendations and consider options of
further support the school may need.

SUITABILITY
MIDAS visits are available for all schools
(primary and secondary) senior leadership
teams and Music subject leads.
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•

•

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
TMS Designate to provide ongoing support as
required.

Leaders are clear about the expectations
of the NPME, their role and the role of the
Thurrock Music Hub in making the vision a
reality for pupils in Thurrock.
Leaders can be confident that they have
accurately evaluated, against local criteria,
the present status of music education
within the school.
Leaders are supported to identify the
‘next steps’ development through agreed
recommendations.
Leaders have a clear strategic direction to
secure subject improvement and raised
standards.

COSTS
FREE
(TMEH is grant supported by the Arts Council)
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• TMS: Rhythm CPD
• TMS: Sing Healthily CPD
• SparkedEcho: Sonic Classrom CPD
• SparkedEcho: Folk Songwriting: Daily News
• Bang & Smash Music: Song Creation &
Production
• Gamelan Anak Ledjar: Wallace & the Islands

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Schools are required to communicate with TMS
to confirm availability of Music subject leader
for the duration of the visit.
Schools are also required to confirm availability
of Headteacher (or member of SLT) for up to
1.5 hours of the duration of the visit
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
A written report will be provided to schools.
Music subject leads will be asked to include
recommendations in school subject
development plan, for inclusion in school
improvement plan
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MUSIC FOR
CHANGE

EYFS

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

INDIAN DANCE & STORIES
Established 21 years ago, Music for Change is a Canterbury-based charity that uses music to
celebrate cultural diversity, to bring people together, and to improve people’s well-being. Their
vision is that all members of the community, especially children and young people, fulfil their
creative potential whilst respecting and celebrating cultural diversity. Running educational
workshops, projects, music events and festivals across the UK, Music for Change currently works
with over 50 artists from around the world, who are experienced musicians, skilled in delivering
workshops to large and small groups.
ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

Music for Change’s Beeja are an Indian dance
company that work as a collective drawing
on bharatanatyam and other Indian classical
dance forms - as well as being active
storytellers exploring spoken text. Beeja seek
to develop a distinctive way of working that
will offer an all-round experience.

Early years, KS1 – KS5. Please note that a focus
on Ahimsa is only suitable for KS2 and up.

This year is 150th birth year of the great world
leader Gandhi and they will offer some
workshops on his philosophy of Ahimsa,
meaning non-violence, if requested.
INDIAN FOLK DANCE & STORYTELLING

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Dates are flexible across the academic year. All
workshops take place in-school, where a large
space or hall is required.
Workshops last 1 hour and can be booked as a
half day or whole day of activity. Each
workshop can accommodate a maximum of 30
students.

Students will experience stories from India and
learn Indian folk dance (rhythmical, Bollywood
movements), including up to 3 dance styles
that will be taught from different regions –
Tamal (South), Gujarat (West) and Punjab
(North). Stories from Hinduism can also be
requested to link with Diwali Festival of Lights.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

CLASSICAL INDIAN DANCE, WITH STORYTELLING

•

•
•
•
•

•

Kathak (form of classical Indian dance);
students learn Kathak rhythm, steps,
movements, hand gestures and spoken rhythm.
Each workshop allows time to nurture the
students’ creativity and answer questions
about this specific dance style and related
music. The workshops will feature an element
of interactive storytelling.
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•
•

Students will gain knowledge and an
awareness about Indian culture and heritage
Learn about stories from India
Learn new skills in Indian dance
Develop listening and co-ordination skills
Have the opportunity for creative
expression
Develop teamwork skills and
communication skills
Develop performance skills in front of peers
elebrate their own and other cultures

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
DANCE
Choreography, rhythm, dance traditions

“The workshops were magical, I could hardly believe that these were
the same children... it is a unique experience that the children (and
staff) would not have otherwise been part of”

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

GEOGRAPHY
Learn about different regions of India

Music recommendations and dance steps can
be recorded for practice, if requested.
Follow-up websites and resources will be sent
to teachers following the workshop in-school.
Supporting DVD’s can be purchased as a follow
up activity in the classroom, delivered for £28.

MUSIC
Rhythm, live music, discovering instruments
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Diwali celebrations and the Hindu faith
HISTORY
Gandhi, historical figures, Indian culture

COSTS
£385 for half day (total 3 hours)
£460 for full day (total 6 hours)

LITERACY
Storytelling for creative writing and language

Additional live musician can be booked for
£150 and additional dancer at £100.

MATHS
Numeracy, creating shapes, counting beats
PE
Physical exercise using creative movement and
expression

RECOMMENDED

SMSC
Developing values, including increased respect
for other cultures

•

This offer could complement the following:

•

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers should be present during the
workshops at retain a student to teacher ratio
of 1:15
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Students are encouraged to perform and
showcase what they have learnt to their peers
and wider school community.
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Kinetika: Magnificent Mandala CPD
Thurrock Music Services: Rhythm CPD

MUSIC FOR
CHANGE

EYFS

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

“...children joined in with enthusiasm, performed and their self-esteem
was raised! We all learnt something about the history of the dance”

SEND

LEARNING OUTCOMES

SOUTH AFRICAN EXPERIENCES
Established 21 years ago, Music for Change is a Canterbury-based charity that uses music to
celebrate cultural diversity, to bring people together, and to improve people’s well-being. Their
vision is that all members of the community, especially children and young people, fulfil their
creative potential whilst respecting and celebrating cultural diversity. Running educational
workshops, projects, music events and festivals across the UK, Music for Change currently works
with over 50 artists from around the world, who are experienced musicians, skilled in delivering
workshops to large and small groups.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
Music for Change has two offers that explore
South African culture through a vibrant Vocal
Workshop or active Zulu Experience with
traditional dance.
Zulu people refer to themselves as the people
of the heavens and they are the largest ethnic
group of South Africa. Drums are an essential
part of Zulu celebrations and are always
accompanied by dancing and chanting…
A CAPPELLA WORKSHOP
In this workshop, students will begin to learn
South African a cappella singing, whilst also
exploring a variety of new songs in different
languages and how to harmonise.
Music for Change’s Kenny Mangena has been
working as a session musician and workshop
leader both in Zimbabwe and the UK, since
1990. He is a member of the widely acclaimed
Zimbabwean a capella group U’Zambezi and
was also, alongside fellow Music for Change
artist Lucky Moyo, part of Black Umfolosi
(internationally-acclaimed Zimbabwean song
and dance group).
ZULU EXPERIENCE
In this workshop, students will learn an
introduction to Zulu dance.
Other elements will include learning traditional
drumming and Zulu singing in the style of
Ladysmith Black Mambazo (a South African
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male choral group) singing in the local vocal
styles of Isicathamiya and Mbube. There will
also be a chance to explore and interact with
props and try on traditional Zulu costume.
Lucky has worked as a professional singer,
dancer, choreographer and arts lobbyist for
more than 20 years. As one of the core and
founder members of Black Umfolosi
(internationally-acclaimed Zimbabwean song
and dance group), Lucky has performed to
audiences from 10 to 50,000 people
world-wide, performed to Nelson Mandela and
appeared on programmes such as BBC’s Blue
Peter and The Jools Holland Show.
An accomplished workshop leader, Lucky’s
hugely popular workshops are conducted
with a communal and ‘feel free to experiment’
approach and his methods highlight how much
participants can achieve, both on an individual
and group level.
SUITABILITY
The content of these South African Experience
workshops can be tailored for KS1-5.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

•

Students will gain knowledge and an
awareness about South African culture and
heritage

Teachers should be present during the
workshops at retain a student to teacher ratio
of 1:15 .

•

Learn new skills in South African dance

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

•

Learn new skills in South African a cappella
singing

•

Learn new songs and how to sing in
harmony

Students are encouraged to perform and
showcase what they have learnt to their peers
and wider school community.

•

Develop listening and co-ordination skills

•

Have the opportunity for creative
expression

•

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Follow-up websites and resources will be sent
to teachers following the workshop in-school.
Supporting DVD’s can be purchased as a follow
up activity in the classroom, delivered for £28.

Develop teamwork skills and
communication skills

•

Develop performance skills in front of peers

•

Celebrate their own and other cultures

COSTS
£385 for half day (total 3 hours)
£460 for full day (total 6 hours)
RECOMMENDED

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

This offer could complement the following:

DANCE
Discovering choreography, rhythm, dance
traditions

•
•
•

GEOGRAPHY
Exploring South African culture, people and
settlements
MUSIC
A cappella Singing, drumming, rhythm
HISTORY
Zulu, British Empire, Commonwealth, WW1,
WW2, immigration, Nelson Mandela, Historical
figures throughout History
MATHS
Numeracy, shapes, counting to the beat
PE
Physical exercise through dance, using creative
movement
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION & CITIZENSHIP
Researching religious rites of passage

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Dates are flexible across the academic year. All
workshops take place in-school, where a large
space or hall is required. Workshops last 1 hour
and can be booked as a half day or whole day
of activity. Each workshop can accommodate a
maximum of 30 students.

SCIENCE
The human body, temperature, heartbeat,
biology of movement
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Thurrock Music Services: MIDAS Visits
Beacon Hill Academy: Inclusive Arts Project
Confidance: I Create

MUSIC FOR
CHANGE

EYFS

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

WEST AFRICAN DRUMMING
Established 21 years ago, Music for Change is a Canterbury-based charity that uses music to
celebrate cultural diversity, to bring people together, and to improve people’s well-being. Their
vision is that all members of the community, especially children and young people, fulfil their
creative potential whilst respecting and celebrating cultural diversity. Running educational
workshops, projects, music events and festivals across the UK, Music for Change currently works
with over 50 artists from around the world, who are experienced musicians, skilled in delivering
workshops to large and small groups.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
Music for Change’s George Fiawoo is a dancer,
musician and accomplished storyteller. A
well-known face on the culturally diverse arts
scene, George has performed several times on
television. As well as his educational work over
the past thirty years, George now specialises in
workshops teaching West African percussion,
dance, drama and storytelling.
WEST AFRICAN DRUMMING
Students will learn a variety of drumming
rhythms from West Africa and explore
technique, rhythms, dynamics and songs on
Djembe drums. A Djembe is a rope-tuned
skin-covered goblet drum played with bare
hands, originally from West Africa. According
to the Bambara people in Mali, the name of the
Djembe comes from the saying Anke djé, anke
bé which translates to everyone gather
together in peace and defines the drum’s
purpose.
WEST AFRICAN STORYTELLING, WITH MUSIC
Students will experience a variety of
storytelling based on traditional West African,
mythological stories that explore problems
and dilemmas, derived from Akan Folktales.
Students will be able interact with the story
as part of the workshop and accompanying
music.
Anansi is a popular Akan folktale character. He
often takes the shape of a spider and is
considered to be the spirit of all knowledge of
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stories. Taking the role of trickster, he is also
one of the most important characters of West
African and Caribbean folklore.
SUITABILITY
The content of these workshops is adaptable
across early years and KS1-5.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Dates are flexible across the academic year. All
workshops take place in-school, where a large
space or hall is required. Workshops last 1 hour
and can be booked as a half day or whole day
of activity. Each workshop can accommodate a
maximum of 30 students.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Both workshops offer the following outcomes:
• Students will gain knowledge and an
awareness about West African culture and
heritage
• Develop listening and co-ordination skills
• Have the opportunity for creative
expression
• Develop teamwork skills and
communication skills
• Develop performance skills in front of peers
• Celebrate their own and other cultures
West African Drumming Workshop:
• Students will learn new skills in West
African drumming

“It was a brilliant and entrancing occasion enjoyed by everyone... I feel
the children gained a great deal from this, both musically and in terms
of multicultural education”

•

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

Develop rhythmic skills through
participation

Students are encouraged to perform and
showcase what they have learnt to their peers
and wider school community.

West African Storytelling Workshop, with
music:
• Students will learn about traditional stories
from West Africa

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

Supporting DVD’s can be purchased as a follow
up activity in the classroom, delivered for £28.

GEOGRAPHY
Exploring different countries in West Africa,
culture, people, traditions

COSTS
£385 for half day (total 3 hours)
£460 for full day (total 6 hours)

MUSIC
Drumming, rhythms, djembe drums
HISTORY
History of West Africa and different countries
and historical figures

RECOMMENDED

LITERACY
Understanding language, creative writing
African stories

•

This offer could complement the following:

•

MATHS
Numeracy, counting in rhythm
SMSC
Developing values, including increased respect
for other cultures
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers should be present during the
workshops at retain a student to teacher ratio
of 1:15.
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Thurrock Music Services: Rhythm CPD
Music for Change: Caribbean Calypso

HRP

EYFS

KS1

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

“...we had a wonderful time and the children will undoubtedly
remember their day forever”

SEND

HAMPTON COURT PALACE

preliminary visit vouchers (included in your
booking confirmation) to plan their trip and
complete their risk assessment.

£3.95 per child (KS1-4)
£5.55 per child (KS5)

We run a number of Familiarisation Days
throughout the year and teacher CPD on a
variety of topics. These sessions are free to
attend and full details can be found on our
website.

Teachers and adult helpers are admitted free
at a 1:10 ratio (KS2+) and 1:5 for KS1. Additional
adults over this ratio are charged at £21.80
KENSINGTON PALACE

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

HERITAGE VISITS

£3.00 per child (KS1-4)
£4.20 per child (KS5)

Linked resources, to support pre or post visit
learning, are available to research online and
explore back in the classroom.

Teachers and adult helpers are admitted free
at a 1:10 ratio (KS2+) and 1:5 for KS1. Additional
adults over this ratio are charged at £17.95

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
HISTORIC ROYAL PALACES
Historic Royal Palaces (HRP) is an independent charity that looks after the Tower of London,
Hampton Court Palace, the Banqueting House, Kensington Palace, Kew Palace and Hillsborough
Castle. Their aim is to help everyone explore the story of how monarchs and people have shaped
society, in some of the greatest palaces ever built.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

Schools have the opportunity to visit the
Historic Royal Palaces of either the Tower of
London, Hampton Court Palace or Kensington
Palace.

We offer sessions during term time
Monday-Friday throughout the year. It is
recommended schools book early in the school
year in order to secure preferred dates.

Whether you’re looking for an inspiring KS1
visit, an immersive A-Level study day, or
anything in between, we will have an offer for
your school.

Most of our taught sessions last for 1 hour, but
you would be free to spend all day exploring
the site at your leisure.

Explore Henry VIII’s atmospheric Tudor palace
at Hampton Court, descend into dark tales of
imprisonment, escape and execution at the
Tower of London, or discover Queen Victoria’s
birthplace and childhood home at
Kensington Palace. Our award-winning learning
programmes offer hands-on learning designed
with teachers, and closely aligned to the
National Curriculum.
This year we are launching A-Level Fashion
study days at Kensington Palace, new self-led
resources to support your visit at the Tower of
London and Hampton Court, and Early Years
sessions at Hampton Court.

Our sites offer real examples of ‘history where
it happened’, which might form the starting
points for a wider learning project and develop
a new enthusiasm in students to discover more
about their history.
CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

Ensuring that our schools programmes and
resources are of the highest quality and meet
the needs of teachers and students, HRP
believe the best way to do this is to work
closely in consultation with a wide network of
teachers.

For full details of individual sessions and costs,
please visit the location websites below:

If you would like to:
•

•

Develop better knowledge of the support
that Historic Royal Palaces can provide you
with as a teacher

•

Work in collaboration with us to design
new learning resources for your students
through co-creation, piloting and evaluation

•

Be part of a professional community that
shares ideas and best practice with peers
and colleagues.

Join HRP Teacher Network by emailing:
TeacherNetwork@hrp.org.uk
COSTS

Visit our website to view the range of learning
opportunities available at our palaces. You can
choose to take part in one of our learning
sessions or come on a self-led visit.

For example, our KS1 Palace Patterns session
at Hampton Court which challenges pupils to
solve a Tudor maths problem or our KS3
Religious Prisoners, what makes a martyr?
session at the Tower of London which engages
with the RE curriculum.

SUITABILITY

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

Catering for all KS1-5 and offers tailored SEND
sessions. EYFS at Hampton Court only.

We recommend that teachers who book a visit
to our sites take advantage of their free

•

Tower of London

•

Hampton Court Palace

•

Kensington Palace

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:

Be the first to hear about special offers for
schools, opportunities for free visits and
teacher CPD

While our focus is on history, we also offer a
wide range of sessions with cross curricular
links.
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Most sessions for KS1-KS3 are charged at £95
(60mins) or £105 (90mins) per session, plus
admission. KS4, KS5 and SEND taught session
costs vary.

HRP TEACHER NETWORK

•

LEARNING OUTCOMES

TAUGHT SESSIONS:

Free teacher resources to enhance your visit,
are available on our website.

•
•

Admission costs at the subsidised learning rate:
TOWER OF LONDON
£3.95 per child (KS1-4)
£5.55 per child (KS5)
Teachers and adult helpers are admitted free
at a 1:10 ratio (KS2+) and 1:5 for KS1. Additional
adults over this ratio are charged at £25.30
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Coalhouse Fort: Heritage Visit
Rainham Hall: Heritage Visit

MUSIC FOR
CHANGE

EYFS

KS1

SEND

CARIBBEAN CALYPSO
Established 21 years ago, Music for Change is a Canterbury-based charity that uses music to
celebrate cultural diversity, to bring people together, and to improve people’s well-being. Their
vision is that all members of the community, especially children and young people, fulfil their
creative potential whilst respecting and celebrating cultural diversity. Running educational
workshops, projects, music events and festivals across the UK, Music for Change currently works
with over 50 artists from around the world, who are experienced musicians, skilled in delivering
workshops to large and small groups.

“Instilled a lasting feeling of happiness in the school... At the end of
the day, one boy who has never shown an interest in music personally
thanked the practitioner”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

Music for Change works with Alexander D
Great, a professional musician, composer and
musical arranger for more than 30 years. As
well as leading calypso workshops in schools
and colleges he has also been
Calypsonian-in-Residence for the BBC. A
qualified and professional teacher, his
considerable communication skills produce
captivating workshops that combine Caribbean
story, calypso music and rhythms, and group
composition.

As this workshop uses mini steel pans it is most
suitable for early years students and KS1.

GEOGRAPHY
Learning about the Carribbean and its locality

HISTORY OF STEEL PANS

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Dates are flexible across the academic year. All
workshops take place in-school, where a large
space or hall is required. There are 6 steel pans
in total so groups are expected to join in on
rotation. Workshops can be booked as a half
day or whole day of activity as follows:
•

The steel pan has become an icon of
Trinidadian and wider Caribbean culture.
Hammered into the shiny metal surface is a
series of dents. Each one creates a different
note, subtly different from the ones around it,
according to their position and size. The steel
pan emerged in the 1930s; further experiments
through the years, resulted in the development
of the full range of instruments in the Steel
Orchestra.
CARIBBEAN CALYPSO WORKSHOP

•
•

LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

•
•

In this workshop, students will begin to learn
the technique of playing the steel pan in small
groups; they will explore rhythm skills through
playing percussion and rhymes, including
singing and learning a tune or two with mini
steel pans. Interactive storytelling can also be
included in the workshop and older students in
KS1 could also explore how to write a song.
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30 minute workshop for 12 students
45 minute workshop for 18 students
1 hour workshop for 24 students (including
storytelling)

•
•
•
•
•

Students will gain knowledge and an
awareness about Caribbean culture and
heritage
Learn about stories from the Caribbean and
develop vocabulary whilst songwriting
Students will learn new skills in steel-pan
drumming
Develop rhythmic skills through
participation, enhancing fine motor skills
Develop an understanding of dynamics
Develop listening and co-ordination skills
Have the opportunity for creative
expression
Develop teamwork and performance skills

If your school wishes to invest in purchasing
their own steel pans, Music for Change offer an
INSET training session for £920, with 4
table top steel pans costing an additional £169.

MUSIC
Singing, musical traditions, playing the steel
pan, rhythm, dynamics

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Supporting DVD’s can be purchased as a follow
up activity in the classroom, delivered for £28.

HISTORY
How the steel pan came into being, history of
wwthe Caribbean

COSTS

LITERACY
Poems, nursey rhymes, stories, lyric writing

£385 for half day (total 3 hours)
£460 for full day (total 6 hours)

MATHS
Counting beats, using multiplication

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:

SMSC
Developing values, including increased respect
for other cultures

•
•

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers should be present during the
workshops and retain a student to teacher
ratio of 1:15
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Students are encouraged to perform and
showcase what they have learnt to their peers
and wider school community.
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Thurrock Music Services: Rhythm CPD
Thurock Music Services: MIDAS Visit

ETO

EYFS

KS1

KS2

SEND

EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES
English Touring Opera (ETO) is the leading touring opera company in the UK. ETO travels to more
regions and venues than any other English opera company. Their work includes commissioned
opera pieces especially for young people.

“Our award-winning education department delivers about 250
workshops and interactive performances each year for nearly 10,000
people of every age and ability.”

ETO’s Education work has been nominated for the Opera Awards 2019

ABOUT THE PROJECT

The story features 5 performers, including
singers and players, an ingenious set designed
by Kate Lane, interactive songs, sound
technology and comprehensive resources for
teachers.

Following the success of past tours, ETO is
touring a new show especially designed for
Key stage 1, early Key Stage 2 and SEND
audiences in Thurrock Schools.
Written by Award Winning Team Ruth
Mariner and Omar Shahryar, ETO is bringing to
life a brand new opera using interactive
storytelling, electronics and live operatic
performance.
THE EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES OF YOU
AND ME
When he stumbles across the secret to time
travel at the bottom of his pencil case, a young
boy’s life is turned upside-down. As new
worlds appear inside draws, behind the mirror
and underneath the rug, we are taken us on a
strange and beautiful journey through time —
sideways, under, round and back.
Weaving together song, sound, film and light,
we fall into the lives of history’s forgotten
heroes and discover their, songs, stories and
challenges. Through electronics and interactive storytelling, the audience is placed centre
stage, learning to master time themselves and
inhabiting the characters’ worlds through multi-sensory experience.

The show will be written in Autumn 2019 in
collaboration with the National Star College
in Cheltenham where the students will be the
source of ideas – both for music and plot.
SUITABILITY
Suitable for EYFS, KS1 and early KS2, SEND
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Wednesday 10 June 2020, the performance will
run at Thameside Theatre, Grays
Performance times TBC
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Very engaging from the very first bar of music,
our operas for younger audiences always
include high levels of multi-sensory
experiences – be it tact, sound or movement.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
•
•
•
•

COSTS
£7 per ticket, please include teachers in your
calculations.

Science
Music
Awareness of Opera as an art form
Exposure to theatricality

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the followin#č
ŏ• ROH Create & Sing: Hansel & Gretel
• TMS: Sing Healthily CPD
• ROHTCC: Everybody Sing!

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Shared research with students, surrounding the
themes of the performance, before the visit.
Teachers will be required to arrange transport
to and from the theatre.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Teachers will be encouraged to further explore
the cross-curricular links outlined above.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
A sing-along resource and education activity
pack to support learning including:
• Curriculum links
• classroom activity ideas
• musical CD and electronic file scores
• plus information on the background of
English Touring Opera.

Playing with themes of dreams, friendship, and
responsibility, this show explores the windows
that open when we try to understand others’
lives and idea that through the stories we tell,
we are always time traveling.
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RSC

EYFS

KS1

KS2

PRIMARY SHAKESPEARE
ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY
From our theatres in the heart of Shakespeare’s home town, Stratford-upon-Avon, we perform the
Bard’s plays, as well as works by his contemporaries and plays by today’s writers. Our mission is
for as many people as possible to access theatre at its best, and so we reach the widest possible
audience through touring and residencies, live broadcasts, online activity, making our theatres
accessible, and of course our Education work, which is fundamental to our ongoing success.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
TEACHING SHAKESPEARE AT PRIMARY CPD
RSC research has proven that you get the most
out of Shakespeare when you: Do it on your
Feet (explore plays as performers do), See it
Live (participate as members of a live
audience), Start it Earlier (experience
Shakespeare from a younger age).
Incredible results have been seen when
Shakespeare has been introduced to children in
Early Years and Primary settings. This masterclass will help you develop your knowledge,
confidence and skills in the teaching of
Shakespeare within the primary classroom and
will include:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Building the foundations: introducing ways
of working that will ensure your students
are ready to engage with Shakespeare’s
plays
Creating the world of the play: ways
of introducing or building an existing
knowledge of the play
Close reading/analysis of a particular
speech or scene
Exploring the language; ways of helping
pupils access Shakespeare’s language
Practical advice around transferability of
approaches to other plays and learners
Ideas on adapting approaches to different
characters or learning spaces
The material covered can also include
approaches to Shakespeare for the benefit
of pupils with SEN, looking at ways of
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“I learned how to differentiate to pupils of varying weaknesses and
strengths and how turn complicated ideas into understandable chunks”

SEND

teaching Shakespeare that break down
barriers; and honour, support and celebrate
the needs and attributes of pupils.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

CPD DAY
• Teachers will develop confidence, skills and
knowledge in the teaching of Shakespeare
• Teachers will develop a toolkit of inclusive
ideas they can take back in to school to
help them differentiate effectively, providing
a suitable level of challenge for all learners
• They will learn activities that will develop
pupils’ creativity and the transfer of creative
ideas to their writing – further implemented
activities in school will can contribute to
raising standards of literacy, as well as have
an impact on pupils’ use of vocabulary and
communication skills
• Other benefits for students through
immersive exploration of text include
problem solving, the encouragement of
effective questioning, and team working

Teachers will be encouraged to use and reflect
on the approaches learnt, any impact they have
had on pupils, and their suitability/adaptability
within their classroom and to other areas of the
Curriculum.

EYFS-KS2 & SEN

Shakespeare’s plays open up a vast range of
links to other areas of the National Curriculum
that teachers could explore in the classroom.
Examples include:
•

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

•

Full CPD day with an RSC practitioner,
Friday 18 October 2019, 10:00-16:00, High
House Production Park, Purfleet.

•

This will involve working with an RSC
practitioner to co-plan and lead up to 3
in-school workshops for students. The
practitioner will work closely and flexibly with
teachers via Skype or phone to develop
content that meets their specific learning
objectives.
Please note, the 3 workshops will all have the
same content and all workshops must take
place on the same day.
The RSC practitioner will be at the school for
a full day and workshops can be for up to 30
students.

In addition to the above, teachers will receive
planning support via Skype or phone from an
RSC practitioner. The practitioner will then visit
the school to co-lead a session/sessions with
young people. Exact details of this will be
discussed with individual teachers. Following
the session, teachers will be encouraged to
reflect on their pupils’ literacy work, and share
examples with the RSC if appropriate.

In addition to the above, teachers will benefit
from in-depth support from an RSC
practitioner. They will be able to experience
first-hand how our practitioners work with
young people, and learn through co-delivery.
CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

OPTIONAL SUPPORTED IMPLEMENTATION IN
SCHOOL

OPTIONAL SUPPORTED IMPLEMENTATION IN
SCHOOL

OPTIONAL SUPPORTED IMPLEMENTATION IN
SCHOOL

SUITABILITY

We can accommodate teachers new to
Shakespeare and those who have some
familiarity but want to develop knowledge,
confidence and skills.

After a period of implementation time,
teachers will be given the opportunity to
engage further with the RSC, discussing the
effectiveness of the CPD and impact on
practice, and providing feedback to help shape
our future CPD and outreach offer.

•

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
All participants will receive a detailed resource
pack summarising all approaches used, within
two weeks of the end of the course. We will
also advise on other free resources that are
available, as well as provide information on
other ways schools can work with us.
COSTS

HISTORY: context of the plays in
Shakespeare’s time
MUSIC: the impact music has on RSC
productions
DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY: set/model
box design
LITERACY: plot, character and scene
descriptions

£60 per teacher
OPTIONAL SUPPORTED IMPLEMENTATION IN
SCHOOL, £365
To include up to two hours planning support
and co-leading of up to 3 in-school workshops
(in a school day)

Depending on the play being studied, other
themes may arise which have links to other
National Curriculum subjects

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Rendered Retina: Timon of Athens
• National Theatre: Lets Play

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
BEFORE: teachers must take time to reflect
on the current use of Shakespeare within their
school/class, the aims and goals for the CPD,
and the outcomes they would like to achieve
through attendance.
DURING: teachers will be expected to attend
the full day and fully engage in best practice
discussions.
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EES FOR
SCHOOLS

KS1

EYFS

KS2

“The variety of topics in the books is fantastic and the children have
the opportunity to choose and access books based on their interests”

SEND

Add a wide range of new books into the
school for variation

•

Help children develop a genuine love of
reading and encourage reading for pleasure

Schools can extend book loans by agreement
with EES for Schools/School Library Service,
outside of the Trailblazer programme.

•

Help children develop excellent listening
and speaking skills

COSTS

•

STORYTELLING BOOKBUS
EES for Schools provides a range of world-class school support services, in over 4,500 schools
across 20 countries. We deliver highly-successful and innovative services in primary and
secondary schools. Our Oi! Frog bookbus is a single decker mobile library with external graphics
inspired by the popular Oi books by Kes Gray and Jim Field. Packed with quality fiction and
non-fiction books to promote a love of reading the bookbus carries approximately 2000 titles
giving children access to a wide selection of stimulating and relevant stories.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

STORYTELLING BOOKBUS

The bookbus is suitable for early years
and KS1/2 students, including those with SEN
or PMLD requirements.

The EES for Schools bookbus will visit your
school twice during the year, including an
exciting storytelling session for up to 50
students and time for tudents to board the
bookbus. Students can borrow 50 books on
the first visit then swap these at the second.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Two bus visits per year to the school; dates are
to be arranged between September 2019 to
March 2020 only.

STORYTELLING SESSION
As part of the bookbus visit experience EES
offer an immersive storytelling session for
students either in the classroom or school hall
to accompany the bus arriving in school.
You can choose either a Pirates or Animals
storytelling theme as the focus for your
students. There will be elements of object
handling and dressing up.
•
•

Pirates
Animals

Our storytellers, dressed as animal/pirate
characters take your pupils on a journey of
discovery. They read from recently published
picture books and established favourites,
introducing children to new stories and
authors.

Help build up a child’s vocabulary through
storytelling and interactive call/response

£421

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
•

RECOMMENDED

Children listen to and discuss stories at a
level beyond that at which they can read
independently meeting a requirement of the
English curriculum

•

Animal and Pirate themes link to KS1
Science (Animals Including Humans)
and Geography curriculum (Location
Knowledge, Map skills) as well as
supporting cross curricular activities

•

Contribute to the spiritual, moral, social and
cultural development of pupils by using
the social experience of storytelling to
build empathy for characters, settings and
viewpoints

•

Harness creativity through dramatic
storytelling to enable active and interactive
learning experiences

This offer could complement the following:
•
•
•

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

Up to 50 students will be able to come onto
the bus in groups, to choose 50 books
between them that they can swap for new
titles on the second visit.

Teachers will be expected to organise visit
dates and times at least 2 weeks in advance
with the EES Bookbus Co- ordinator.

Both visits will include interactive Storytelling
Sessions with students.

Teachers must supervise the children on the
bookbus during the visits, as a maximum of 8
can come onto the bus at one time.

Visits will last for 90 minutes in total.
Storytelling sessions will last for up to 30
minutes, whilst an hour is allowed for children/
staff to select books on the bookbus.

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

Our bookbus is accessible for all and measures
8.16m long by 2.33m wide and is fitted with an
external awning and accessibility ramp (please
ensure an adequate parking space is reserved).

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

•

Books are on loan so will need to be returned
to swap for another 50 on the second visit.
At the end of the year EES for Schools/School
Library Service will organise collection of the
books directly with the school.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

Recent popular titles have included Betty goes
Bananas by Steve Antony and Ten Little Pirates
by Mike Brownlow.
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Help pupils develop an understanding,
respect and appreciation for other cultures
and promote a positive attitude to people
from different lands, races and religions
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Thurrock Libraries: Kids Lit Quiz
RSC: Matilda Literacy CPD
Punchdrunk: A Small Tale

FULL HOUSE
THEATRE

EYFS

KS1

KS2

SEND

BY THE LIGHT OF THE MOON
Full House is a child focused arts organisation delivering performance projects for children
and young people with a vision for every child to hold treasured memories of theatre. With the
audience at the heart of the work Full House carefully craft, programme and develop theatre
and performance projects for, by and with children and young people. Existing to enrich young
creative minds, delight young audiences, and nurture a lifelong connection with the arts. Full
House are recognised nationally as makers of innovative, playful and authentic work for young
audiences.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
A heart-warming new show for children, By
The Light Of The Moon is designed to be
performed in schools, libraries and community
spaces - brought to you by Full House Theatre.
This playful performance combines object
puppetry, live singing and a beautiful original
score by BAFTA nominated composer Rebecca
Applin to tell a charming story about a friendship formed in the face of difference.
Performed by two actors By Light of The Moon
follows Tiff the cat on his adventure to brave
the dark city streets and overcome his fears.
Above the smog and blackness an unlikely
friendship with a brave young owl teaches Tiff
that a world of wonder awaits, if only he can
be brave and face his fears. Told with care and
creativity this unique and spell binding story is
brought to life.
SUITABILITY

required, with a power socket and space for an
audience. This performance has a running time
of 45–60 minutes, please include 90 minutes
set up time and 45 minutes to pack away.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

•

Children will experience a live theatre show
in their school, which can act as a great
introduction to live performance for those
who haven’t had access to the theatre
before
Promotion of positive values of kindness
and courage

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

Sequence events in chronological order using
language - for example, before and after, next,
first, today, yesterday, tomorrow, morning,
afternoon and evening.

Animals, including humans: identify and name
a variety of common animals including fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals.

Up to 150 children can take part in one
performance.

SCIENCE (YEAR 2)

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Please note that bookings are limited between
29 October to 20 December 2019.
Minimum performance space of 5 x 5 metres is
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SCIENCE (YEAR 3)

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

Light: recognise that we need light in order to
see things and that dark is the absence of light.

A post performance discussion is available at
no additional cost, covering themes raised such
as pollution or the theatrical technique of
puppetry. Teachers should liaise with Full
House at the time of booking to request this.

Notice that light is reflected from surfaces
and recognise that shadows are formed when
the light from a light source is blocked by an
opaque object.

COSTS

SCIENCE (YEAR 4)

£450 for one performance in-school

Environment: Recognise that environments
can change and that this can sometimes pose
dangers to living things.

£650 for two performances in-school
RECOMMENDED

Explore examples of human impact (both positive and negative) on environments.

This offer could complement the following:

MATHS (YEAR 1)

SCIENCE (YEAR 1)

Age guidance for the piece is 4 to 9 years,
covering EYFS, KS1 and Years 3 & 4.

“Brilliant entertainment... The children really enjoyed the performances
and actors provided a non-stop fun-filled story... If only all stories were
told and shown this way!”

Living things and their habitats: identify that
most living things live in habitats to which they
are suited and describe how different habitats
provide for the basic needs of different kinds
of animals and plants.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

•

Teachers need to meet us at the school when
we arrive on the day and be actively engaged
with their students for the performance.

•

•

Teachers will need to be with their students for
the duration of the performance at a ratio of
no less than 1:30.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Access to a guide for achieving a Discover Arts
Award in a day, with PDF worksheet free of
charge. If teachers want to receive certification
for this Award please add an extra £3.75 per
student.
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National Theatre: Let’s Play
Gamelan Anak Ledjar: Wallace & The Islands
EES for Schools: Storytelling Bookbus

HRP

KS1

KS2

CHARACTER QUEST
HISTORIC ROYAL PALACES

“The students loved asking questions to the characters... your session
leader was absolutely fantastic at keeping the children engaged and
taught them so much”

Historic Royal Palaces (HRP) is an independent charity that looks after the Tower of London,
Hampton Court Palace, the Banqueting House, Kensington Palace, Kew Palace and Hillsborough
Castle. Their aim is to help everyone explore the story of how monarchs and people have shaped
society, in some of the greatest palaces ever built.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Schools have the opportunity to visit Historic
Royal Palaces the Tower of London to take part
in Character Quest. Your students will be
immersed in a narrative experience based on
the infamous Gunpowder Plot of 1605…

•

Through drama and role play, questioning and
interrogation of evidence, students will develop
their historical enquiry skills and uncover the
facts behind one of the Tower’s most famous
stories. During your visit, you will meet three
costumed presenters at allocated times, each
of whom will provide your class with clues and
information.
In the finale, the characters will come together
in a concluding performance for all schools
involved. Your students will critically examine
this information and make judgements to help
inform their understanding and opinions.

•
•
•

•

•

Play a part in one of the Tower’s most
infamous stories
Interrogate evidence and question the
reliability of different sources of information
Learn about the story of the Gunpowder
Plot, and the Tower’s role in it
Extending chronological knowledge of
significant events in British history beyond
1066
Constructing informed responses
that involve thoughtful selection and
organisation of relevant historical
information
Development of speaking and listening skills
and asking perceptive questions

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
Character Quest offers direct links to the
National Curriculum for History.

SUITABILITY
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

This offer is targeted to KS1-2 only.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Dates are to be confirmed, taking place within
November 2020.
Start times are staggered and booked for
you in advance, depending on your estimated
arrival time at the point of booking. The overall
event finishes at approximately 13:50.
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We recommend that teachers who book a visit
to our sites take advantage of their free
Preliminary Visit Vouchers (included in your
booking confirmation) to plan their trip and
complete their risk assessment.
We run a number of Familiarisation Days
throughout the year and teacher CPD on a
variety of topics. These sessions are free to
attend and full details can be found on our
website.

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

COSTS

Free teacher resources to support pre or post
visit learning, are available to research online
and explore back in the classroom.

Admission costs, at the subsidised Learning
rate for the Tower of London, plus a session
cost is required.

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

£3.95 per child (KS1-4)
£5.55 per child (KS5)

Further information relating to Character Quest
will be available online from June 2019.

Teachers and adult helpers are admitted free
at a 1:10 ratio (KS2+) and 1:5 for KS1. Additional
adults over this ratio are charged at £25.30

HRP TEACHER NETWORK

Character Quest session cost: £95

Ensuring that our schools programmes and
resources are of the highest quality and meet
the needs of teachers and students, HRP
believe the best way to do this is to work
closely in consultation with a wide network of
teachers.

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•

If you would like to:
•

•
•
•

•

•

Develop better knowledge of the support
that Historic Royal Palaces can provide you
with as a teacher
Be the first to hear about special offers for
schools, opportunities for free visits and
teacher CPD
Work in collaboration with us to design
new learning resources for your students
through co-creation, piloting and evaluation
Be part of a professional community that
shares ideas and best practice with peers
and colleagues.

Join HRP Teacher Network by emailing:
TeacherNetwork@hrp.org.uk
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Coalhouse Fort: Heritage Visit
Rainham Hall: Heritage Visit

FULL HOUSE
THEATRE

KS1

KS2

SEND

DAY DREAMERS
Full House is a child focused arts organisation delivering performance projects for children
and young people with a vision for every child to hold treasured memories of theatre. With the
audience at the heart of the work Full House carefully craft, programme and develop theatre
and performance projects for, by and with children and young people. Existing to enrich young
creative minds, delight young audiences, and nurture a lifelong connection with the arts. Full
House are recognised nationally as makers of innovative, playful and authentic work for young
audiences.

“The children loved it and that was the first thing they told their
parents about... it was also my first time being a participant of outdoor
theatre: it was absolutely brilliant, thought provoking and stimulating
for students and teachers”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

Day Dreamers is a unique and immersive audio
adventure for children by Full House Theatre.

The age guidance for the piece is 7 to 11 years
(KS1-2).

YEAR 3 & 4

“Meet Imogen Stretcher, winner of the In Your
Dreams Inspirational Woman of the Year Award
2018 and founder of the Day Dreamers three
step programme. Imogen has arrived in your
school to help more people experience the
wonder of a day dream... We all have powerful
imaginations, but perhaps they’ve just been
dormant for a while. Imogen is here to wake up
those imaginations and to stretch them further
than you could ever think possible!”

Up to 60 children can take part in each
performance.

A post performance discussion is available at
no additional cost. Teachers should liaise with
Full House at the time of booking to request
this.

Self-help guru meets The Crystal Maze in a
zany interactive experience which encourages
creativity and is bursting with fun.
Using silent disco technology and guided by
two live performers the Day Dreamers
experience is designed by children’s theatre
innovators Full House.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Day Dreamers is designed to be performed
outdoors in an enclosed playground or school
field with access to a power outlet, as the
immersive action takes place around a central
vehicle.
Schools can make an in-school booking of up
to 5 performances included in one day, which
is available between 1 June 2020 and 22 July
2020.
The run time is 30 minutes per performance,
please include 90 minutes to set up at the start
of the day and 45 minutes to pack away.

It’s well known that most people to dream at
night, when sleeping. So, to harness the undoubted power of night time dreaming everyone will don a dressing gown to wear during
the show! Wearing wireless headphones, the
audience will be challenged to expand their
creative horizons by taking part in challenges
and eventually helping Imogen with a mystery
mission.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
Children will experience a live theatre audio
experience, which can act as a great
introduction to live performance for those who
haven’t had access to the theatre before.

This immersive performance can inspire
students to discuss their own narratives,
creating settings, characters and plot.

COSTS

YEAR 5 & 6

The performance will encourage creative
writing in line with the curriculum. Particularly
identifying the purpose of the story, writing
narratives and considering how authors have
developed characters - inspired by what the
students have seen performed.

£900 for up to five performances in-school
(maximum 300 students included)

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

•

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:

•

Teachers will need to be with their students for
the duration of the performance at a ratio of
no less than 1:30.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Access to a guide for achieving a Discover Arts
Award in a day, with PDF worksheet to use free
of charge. If teachers want to receive an official
certification for this award please add an extra
£3.75 per student.

Promotion of creativity and imagination
through immersive storytelling.
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Punchdrunk: A Small Tale
EES for Schools: Storytelling Bookbus

SPARKEDECHO

KS1

KS2

SEND

STORY SOUNDSCAPE

At SparkedEcho we want a community rooted in new music encounters - more connected,
healthier and creative. Our vision is that everyone, regardless of their background, enjoys the
benefits of new music experiences. Based in Medway, Kent, we produce unusual live events,
interactive installations, digital learning resources and inclusive workshops. Our work has seen
older people singing on trains in Sittingbourne, teenagers composing video game music in
Hastings, and visually impaired people experiencing a live opera puzzle in Chatham.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

Explore mobile recording technology, including
iPads, apps and phone recorders to layer and
sync sounds to an excerpt from a story.

SparkedEcho oversee projects looking to
develop new approaches in arts
education. With expertise in performing arts
and creative media, we work with artists,
schools, universities and community venues.
Kevin Grist is an experienced arts producer,
musician and workshop leader focusing on
music technology as a tool for live
performance and composition. He is
Co-Director at SparkedEcho and used to work
at Arts Council England, with a degree in Music
Production, a PGCE and Arts Award Advisor.
STORY SOUNDSCAPE

To conclude, students will take part in a final
live immersive performance, using spoken
word, soundscapes in surround, and triggered
effects, asking the audience to close their eyes
and bring stories to life.
SUITABILITY
This workshop is targeted at KS1-2.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Bookings are available across the year. This
immersive workshop takes place in-school over
a full day (6 hours) with a group of up to 30
pupils and teachers.

Primary school students and teachers are
invited into the world of storytelling through
sound…
Led by Kevin Grist students will become sound
collectors with a mission to compose their own
immersive soundscape, exploring sound
effects, surround sound and video games
along the way.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
By the end of the session, students and
teachers will be able to:

During this immersive session, students will
explore how sound can create a mood for
telling stories – on TV, video games and
theatre. They will also have a go at live
composing for a video game.

•

Recall ways to create mood and
atmosphere using sound

•

Operate recording equipment to collect
sound

In addition, outside and inside listening
exercises (inclusive for those with hearing
impairments) are part of students undertaking
field recording and collecting sounds.

•

Identify different sounds in our environment

•

Reflect on the process of live performance
and storytelling using sound
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“...combined with the interactive, sensory elements of the
performance, I really found myself engaged on a whole other level”

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

MUSIC
Listening and identifying skills, sounds, music
for games and TV

Teachers are asked to provide a video
projector for use and access to a dedicated
space for the full 6 hours. All audio equipment
is provided by SparkedEcho.

SCIENCE
Sound waves, vibrations, wider links to Physics

COSTS

LITERACY
Reading and creative storytelling

£270

DRAMA
Setting a scene and adding atmosphere
through sound

RECOMMENDED

ICT
Using recording devices, speakers,
microphones

•

This offer could complement the following:

•
•

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
No prior training required. Teachers are requested to attend the workshop with students,
as this can form part of their own CPD.
Teachers can invite a selected audience to the
concluding live performance.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Teachers can invite a selected audience to
the concluding live performance. An audio or
video recording of the song will be made for
future sharing in the school. An end of session
reflection/evaluation will also be undertaken
and shared.
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National Theatre: Let’s Play
Breakin’ Convention: Hip Hop Theatre
SparkedEcho: Sonic Classroom CPD

THURROCK
MUSEUM

KS1

KS2

SEND

DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CURATOR
Thurrock Museum aims to preserve and secure the history of Thurrock by organising it’s collection
and allowing it to become more accessible to the public, with currently around 15000 items in
storage in the museum, relating to the Prehistoric period up to the present day. The artefacts
vary in size and history from parts of medieval buildings in the borough and archaeology to small
badges and pins from WW2. The archive is accessible through a gallery space at Thameside
Complex, Coalhouse Fort, local libraries and other public buildings in Thurrock. Schools and the
public will be able to access the Museum’s collections through educational events and exhibitions.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
The education service at Thurrock Museum
provides two schools sessions linked to the
National Curriculum for KS1-2, facilitated by an
experienced education team.
DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CURATOR

A booking form must be completed to confirm
your visit.
Maximum of one class per day (32 students).
This session takes place in Thurrock Museum
itself, between 10:00-14:00 within Thameside
Complex, Grays.

Students explore the museum space itself
using a quiz to locate various artefacts. They
then have the opportunity to critically review
the museum space and make suggested
improvements, culminating in designing their
own display case.

All equipment including stationery will be
provided. Students will need to bring their own
lunch and space for eating can be provided.

Students also handle artefacts from the
museum to find out more about them, whilst
discovering how and why museums take in and
look after objects by acting in-role as a
professional Museum Curator.

•

Found out about the range of artefacts in
the museum

•

Made suggestions about improvements to
the museum

They will describe, measure and record
information about artefacts, exploring several
cross-curricular links throughout the half day.

•

Written descriptions about artefacts they’ve
handled

•

Acted in role as a curator by role-playing
taking in a donated artefact, measuring,
recording and describing objects

LEARNING OUTCOMES

SUITABILITY
The content of this session is targeted to KS1-2
only.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
HISTORY

Sessions can take place all year round,
however bookings must be made at least 3
weeks in advance.

Learning about artefacts related to the Stone
Age through to the World Wars and social
history of Thurrock.
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“...the museum activities were really good, children enjoyed them and
had fun learning the processes behind the scenes”

MATHS

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

Measuring and recording using standard units
and equipment, developing chronological
awareness.

Teachers can visit the museum in advance to
see the work that the students will carry out.
Work sheets and information can be given in
advance. Pre-visit information about health and
safety, access and visit requirements will be
supplied up to 2 weeks before your visit.

ENGLISH
Communication and accurate description skills,
using nouns, verbs and adjectives.

COSTS

DRAMA

£150

Acting in role as a curator, or indetifiying
character traits through peoples possessions
through time, exploring the potential in stories.

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

•
•

Adult to child ratios must be met. Some
activities will require input and support from
teachers/adults. Adult to child ratios are as
follows:
1:6 KS1
1:8 KS2
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Programs are self-contained day activities.
Students can take home photos of artefacts
and the work sheets they have used to create a
display/exhibition in class if they wish.
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Coalhouse Fort: Heritage Visit
Historic Royal Palaces: Heritage Visits

THURROCK
MUSEUM

KS1

KS2

SEND

OBJECT HANDLING
Thurrock Museum aims to preserve and secure the history of Thurrock by organising it’s collection
and allowing it to become more accessible to the public, with currently around 15000 items in
storage in the museum, relating to the Prehistoric period up to the present day. The artefacts
vary in size and history from parts of medieval buildings in the borough and archaeology to small
badges and pins from WW2. The archive is accessible through a gallery space at Thameside
Complex, Coalhouse Fort, local libraries and other public buildings in Thurrock. Schools and the
public will be able to access the Museum’s collections through educational events and exhibitions.

“...the class really enjoyed handling the artefacts and having the
opportunity to ask questions and describe them to each other”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

Maximum of one class per day (32 students).

MATHS

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

The education service at Thurrock Museum
provides two schools sessions linked to the
National Curriculum for KS1-2, facilitated by an
experienced education team.

A flexible session that can either take place
in Thurrock Museum itself (within Thameside
Complex, Grays) or in your school classroom.

Measuring and recording using standard units
and equipment, developing chronological
awareness.

Sessions in the museum take place between
10:00-12.30, or between 9:00-12:00 if
happening in-school.

ENGLISH

Teachers can visit the museum in advance to
see the work that the students will carry out.
Work sheets and information can be given in
advance. Pre-visit information about health and
safety, access and visit requirements will be
supplied up to 2 weeks before your visit.

OBJECT HANDLING: THEN AND NOW
For this exciting new educational offer,
Thurrock Museum Practitioners can visit your
school for an exploratory object-based session.
Students use all their senses to discover
everyday objects from the past and correlate
these with images of Thurrock from times gone
by…
Building up an understanding of how people
lived in our local area, its history and directly
comparing this to everyday life in the
present day, students will explore then and
now through the stimulus of touch, literacy and
discussion.
SUITABILITY

All equipment will be provided. Students will
need to bring their own lunch and space for
eating can be provided if visiting the museum.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

•

Considered changes in everyday objects
through time

•

Described how everyday life in Thurrock has
changed over time

•

The content of this session is targeted to KS1-2
only.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

Written descriptions about artefacts they’ve
handled

Described and analysed changes in
Thurrock locations over time

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
HISTORY

Sessions can take place all year round,
however bookings must be made at least 3
weeks in advance. A booking form must be
completed to confirm your visit.

Learning about artefacts related to the Stone
Age through to the World Wars and social
history of Thurrock.
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Communication and accurate description skills,
using nouns, verbs and adjectives.

COSTS

DRAMA

£150

Indetifiying character traits through peoples
possessions through time, exploring the
potential in stories.

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

•
•

Adult to child ratios must be met. Some
activities will require input and support from
teachers/adults. Adult to child ratios are as
follows:
1:6 KS1
1:8 KS2
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Programs are self-contained day activities.
Students can take home photos of artefacts
and the work sheets they have used to create a
display/exhibition in class if they wish.
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Coalhouse Fort: Heritage Visit
Historic Royal Palaces: Heritage Visits

ART 4
THINKING

KS1

KS2

SEND

ART & OFSTED CPD
“A fantstic experience to rethink how to approach teaching art and
cross-curricular subjects over a range of different starting points
...great practical ideas to develop in school with extensive
resources to take away”

Over the past twenty-five years, Pete McGuigan has successfully led three large primary schools
and run regional and national schools’ action research programmes - promoting creativity and
the arts in learning. Currently working to create resources for Art 4 Thinking, Pete believes real
progress and success can only be achieved by developing meta-learning capacities,
such as thoughtfulness, resilience, resourcefulness, striving for quality, problem solving and
working well with others.
ABOUT THE PROJECT

increasing it, considering more (and less)
effective strategies for planning, resourcing,
staff development and using the arts and
culture, to improve specific aspects of learning
– e.g. meta-cognition, and giving and receiving
constructive feedback.

This half-day Art & Ofsted CPD is structured
around the new Ofsted focus on curriculum
and explores Intention, Implementation and
Impact through the lens of creativity. It will:

IMPACT

1. Explore drawing with a range of practical
activities, including:
•
•
•

Drawing– from rapid observational drawing,
to longer considered pieces
Planning – challenges, curriculum, coverage
Assessment– devising assessment criteria
and tracking your own progress during the
afternoon, developing individual and group
skills of a ‘critique to improve’

2. Reflect on your work in school, increase
and develop your provision and present your
work differently to Ofsted. You will have some
practical opportunities to explore your arts and
cultural education.
INTENTION
How you value the arts and culture, how it is
reflected in your vision, mission and School
Improvement Plan; how that is understood by
stakeholders and how you could develop it
even further.
IMPLEMENTATION

Exploring strategies and practical formats you
can use, including for critiquing and
celebrating the arts in your school, formative
and summative assessment in the arts,
tracking the impact of the arts on wider
aspects of learning and presenting data that
explains the effectiveness of your work
SUITABILITY
Teachers of KS1-2.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
This CPD will take place on Tuesday 8 October
2019 at 13:30-17:30, High House Production
Park, Purfleet.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Greater understanding of:
•

How it is experienced by stakeholders,
whether there is the potential to achieve more
from your provision or find ways of
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•

why and how you teach drawing and wider
art provision
what learning and skills students develop
through drawing – e.g. looking, making
judgements, developing vocabulary

•
•
•

•
•
•

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

how you plan and assess your work in art
how you challenge, encourage -or limit your students’ work in art
your role(s) in teaching art – how you can
vary and extend them, e.g. demonstrating,
asking questions, modelling good learning
how you link art to other, wider aspects of
learning
how you develop your expertise, and that of
your colleagues
how you work within the new Ofsted
framework and present your work in a
different way

Teachers should attend with good knowledge
of their school vision, mission statements and
ethos, in order to contribute these ideas to the
CPD discussions.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
You will be provided with a range of electronic
resources on how to extend the use and
effectiveness of arts and culture in your school.
COSTS

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

£40 per teacher

Drawing and illustration can be used in nearly
all areas of the curriculum to aid Perception,
e.g. observation, recording, investigating,
examining and experimenting. As well as
communication, e.g. narrating, illustrating,
explaining and instructing. In addition to
Manipulation e.g. visualising hypothesising,
transforming, problem solving and planning.

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•

The teaching of drawing can help children
to develop in many aspects of learning, e.g.
self-regulation, met-cognition, self and peer
reflection, and communication.
Arts and culture inform every curriculum area
and provide great opportunities to extend
wider aspects of learning, eg self-regulation,
meta-cognition, self and peer reflection, and
communication.
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Firstsite: Learning to Look

NATIONAL
THEATRE

KS1

“I was really excited about putting my new knowledge of theatremaking into practice after the CPD. I felt much more confident about
approaching the rehearsal process as a result of it.”

KS2

•

•

LET’S PLAY
At the National Theatre, we make world-class theatre that is entertaining, challenging and
inspiring, and we make it for everyone. The work the National Theatre produces appeals to the
widest possible audiences with new plays, musicals, re-imagined classics and new work for young
audiences. Our extensive Learning programme offers talks, events and workshops for people of
all ages, and reaches nationwide through programmes such as Connections, our annual festival of
new plays for schools and youth theatres.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

Let’s Play is an ambitious creative learning
programme that has the potential to transform
theatre-making in primary schools. The
programme aims to inspire children across the
UK, and encourage schools to position
theatre making at the heart of how they
facilitate learning, creativity and play.

Schools taking part in Let’s Play are able to
sign up to start the programme at the start of
the autumn term and will have access to the
programme for one academic year.

The programme commissions new plays for
children to perform and supports teachers in
leading classes of children aged between 4 and
11 years old through an exciting theatre-making
process, inspiring learning across the
curriculum and involving the children in all
aspects of creating a production.
It includes:
• Specialist theatre making courses for both
KS1 and KS2 teachers, led by professional
theatre artists.
• Access to specially-commissioned scripts
(and performance licenses).
• Musical scores and backing tracks for
original songs.
• Access to curriculum-linked lesson plans.
• A Toolkit, a series of short films and
guidance for teachers on how to direct and
stage their plays.
• The opportunity for children to gain an Arts
Award.
SUITABILITY
KS1 and KS2
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The programme is designed to be flexible
enough for schools to use as they see fit
throughout the year.
The only fixed points in the year are the
teacher CPD courses, which run for two
consecutive days in the run up to October,
February and May half terms.
The CPD courses take place at the National
Theatre on the South Bank, London.
If a significant number of schools sign up in
the Thurrock region, we may be able to run
a bespoke version of the CPD specifically for
Thurrock schools at High House Production
Park, Purfleet.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will:
• Be empowered to contribute to every
aspect of the process of staging a play and
have some agency of the work, developing
pupil voice and helping facilitate a sense of
pride and self-esteem.
• Engage in a high quality process that offers
a them range of opportunities to achieve
and exceed.
• Have their social, moral, spiritual and

cultural education in a creative and holistic
way.
Engage with an experiential learning
opportunity that lends itself to a wide
range of learning styles and explores crosscurricular topic based learning, embedding
knowledge and understanding through
extension and repetition.
Have a space to develop valuable
transferable skills and attributes such as
empathy, teamwork and leadership.

to 8 teachers to attend CPD over the course of
the year, meaning that there is a school wide
understanding of making the school play in a
way that is inclusive, holistic and supports
children’s broader learning. The intention is to
leave a lasting legacy that is led by the
teachers themselves.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Participating schools have access to:
• A portfolio of plays and music
• Instructional films on how to approach
specific areas of a rehearsal process with
pupils
• A Teacher Toolkit and Directors Guide
• Ongoing support from National Theatre
staff and peers in other schools
• The opportunity for pupils to gain an Arts
Award.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
Teachers will gain access to a specific section
of the National Theatre’s Teacher Toolkit called
‘Let’s Explore’.
Let’s Explore is collection of cross-curricular
activities designed to support teachers to use
the world of their chosen play to teach across
the curriculum.

Let’s Play schools are also encouraged to sign
up to On Demand In Schools; our FREE on-demand streaming service that allows schools to
have National Theatre productions streamed
directly into their classrooms. Productions are
suitable for Key Stages 2 to 4 and are
accompanied by age-appropriate learning
resources.

Subjects covered include:
• Literacy
• Numeracy
• Geography
• History
• PE
• Design Technology
• PSHE and SMSC

Please note, On Demand in Schools is available
free to all schools, even if they choose not to
sign up to Let’s Play.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

COSTS

Teacher CPD and development is at the heart
of Let’s Play. We are committed to working
closely with teachers to design and deliver a
CPD course that stretches, inspires and
enthuses; and that offers teachers tangible
tools to use in their school play rehearsals and
that also informs their wider teaching practice.

£350 for the full academic year.
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Design & Make Primary: Swan Lake
• Rendered Retina: Timon of Athens
• Rendered Retina: Form

Our teacher CPD is designed to offer teachers
that return year on year a progression route,
supporting them to build skills and confidence
in theatre-making and creative approaches to
the curriculum.
Teachers also receive ongoing online and telephone based support from both National
Theatre staff and the wider community of
teachers participating in Let’s Play across the
UK.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
A key function of the embedded teacher CPD
is for teachers to leave feeling confident in
their ability to create rich learning experience
for their pupils through the school play.
The structure of the programme allows for up
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PUNCHDRUNK

KS1

KS2

A SMALL TALE

Punchdrunk is an award-winning international theatre company with a reputation for groundbreaking productions that blend classic texts, physical performance and design installation in
unexpected sites.

“This project was brilliant. My colleagues and I were so excited about
teaching the lessons, and the resources that were provided were
outstanding! It was a pleasure to teach and reminded me why I became
a teacher”

Since 2008, Punchdrunk Enrichment has delivered magical projects with over 100 primary
schools, taking Punchdrunk’s immersive ethos and high production values into school settings,
creating experiences to inspire and ignite pupils’ imaginations and accelerate learning.
ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

Trapped inside the pages of a dusty old book,
two tiny people are itching for adventure. If
you find a book mysteriously moved or fallen
from the shelves of your local library, you might
wonder if they are near…

One teacher and their class.
(or several classes within a year group if
delivered simultaneously).

A Small Tale: A Teacher-Led Adventure is a
Punchdrunk Enrichment project, led by the
teacher in the classroom. Intrigue begins as
you and your class read a mysterious old
picture book about two mischievous and
messy tiny people with a love of stories. But
when you return to the book the following day,
you find that their adventures have become
surprisingly real. The book’s pages are all
blank, except for two sets of tiny footprints…
and you discover that the small characters
have escaped. Will the pupils be able to get
them back to safety, before it’s too late?
Your class will be tasked with tracing their
movements around the school, discovering
sock sleeping bags, stolen pencils and tiny tipis
in trees where they have camped out. The only
way to return the characters to the safety of
the book’s pages is to write them a story - and
time is pressing as they are in danger out in the
world of big people.
A Small Tale: A Teacher-Led Adventure aims
to inspire and develop imaginative teaching
practices for literacy; placing the teacher at the
centre of the creativity.
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Suitable for Years 1 - 4.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
This project follows a CPD on Monday 11
November 2019, 10:00–16:00 at High House
Production Park, Purfleet.
Then six literacy lessons (over a period of 6
days – 2 weeks) in the Autumn term 2019 or
Spring term 2020, scheduled and led by the
teacher in school.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
The project aims to ignite and inspire students’
passion and motivation for writing whilst raising standards in reading, speaking and
listening.
CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
A Small Tale: A Teacher-Led Adventure focuses
on writing and storytelling to develop students’
literacy, oracy, and vocabulary.
The CPD day for the project will also provide
opportunities to use Punchdrunk Enrichment’s
creative principles and ideas to plan exciting
learning experiences for your students across a

COSTS

range of curriculum areas. The themes of
projects developed in the past in this session
by teachers have included recycling and
anti-bullying – the focus could be history,
geography, PSHCE, art, or even maths.

£300 per school
(with an option for additional teachers to join
the CPD for an extra £200 per teacher)

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
•
•
•

RECOMMENDED

Attendance at initial CPD
Delivery of project in school across 6
literacy lessons.
Completion of project evaluation

This offer could complement the following:
• Thurrock Libraries: Kids Lit Quiz
• EES for Schools: Storytelling Bookbus
• RSC: Matilda Literacy CPD

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
The children’s stories successfully entice the
characters back to the safety of their book,
with tiny footprints left all over them to prove
the pair have read them thoroughly. You and
your class have one final task, to return the
book to its original owner…
You will be able to develop your own future
projects inspired by A Small Tale across a
range of curriculum areas at our CPD day.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
•
•
•

Detailed teacher instruction pack.
Toolkit of handmade props and materials
for simple design installations.
A day by day plan for 6 literacy lessons.
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RENDERED
RETINA

KS1

“Very clever, funny and well performed. What an awesome
performance. Amazing”

KS2

•

evaluation of the final scenes and by
providing feedback for their peers;
Students will be able to use a Shakespeare
play or their favourite books to either
identify key themes in an extract and
create short adaptations or identify key
character traits and create those characters,
performing them in a scene.

including ideas for games and activities that
will continue to develop the students’
performance, listening and teamwork skills.
These packs will also contain session plans that
will enable the students to create short
pieces that can be performed to their peers.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

TIMON OF ATHENS
PRIMARY
Rendered Retina is a local theatre company comprised of company members born and bred in
Thurrock. From fun-filled adaptations of Shakespeare plays to contemporary & innovative devised
work, their shows use physical theatre - combined with deliberately restrictive design concepts to create striking visual imagery. Rendered Retina have been creating highly energetic and playful
performance work in Thurrock for the last 4 years.
ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

Rendered Retina are offering a chance to see
high quality, internationally renowned theatre –
made in Thurrock – in your school with an
opportunity to work with a professional
company of local performers.

KS1 & KS2

The offer includes an in school performance
and bespoke workshop designed to create an
environment in which learners can tell stories
and create their own scenes; focusing on
performance skills specialised in by the
company. The performance offered is Timon of
Athens, a lively, chaotic and comedic
adaptation of Shakespeare’s least-known play
told using song, hats and a big wooden box.
The aim is to expose learners to the arts whilst
encouraging them to be creative, confident,
critical thinkers reminding them of the
importance of play.

Whilst the workshops will be for smaller,
targeted groups, the whole school can have
access to the performance.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Dates are available throughout the academic
year and sessions take place in the school.
The Performance running time is 45 minutes.
Following the performance 2 x 1 hour workshops for classes of up to 30
students
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

The workshop offered is as follows:
BUILDING A CHARACTER
We focus on characters from the play - or one
you are studying - looking at how to use facial
expressions, body language, stance and voice
to portray them; using hats as a starting point
to build characters. The characters will then be
performed in a scene encouraging learners to
consider different ways you can convey emotions, the consequences of actions and appropriate ways to react. We introduce a selection
of devices learners can use in order to bring
their stories to life.
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•

•

•

•

To develop creativity, confidence and
communication skills through participation
in workshop games both individually and as
part of a group;
To develop and apply performance skills
through the creation of characters such as:
facial expressions, body language, stance,
gesture, gait and vocal control;
To demonstrate an understanding of the
basic building blocks of storytelling through
the creation of short scenes;
To realise the different methods of telling
stories and devices that can be used such
as: narration, song, physical theatre;
To develop skills in critical thinking through

We provide digital photos/videos of the workshop (depending on school policy), a FREE
DVD and a resource pack at the end of the
session.

ENGLISH
Students will get to see a theatrical adaptation
of a Shakespeare play helping them to
understand the use of language and themes
within the text – this can then be applied to
any texts they are studying. The workshops will
develop their literacy abilities through the
recognition of the key components of
storytelling. They will improve their language
skills through speaking and listening tasks,
confidence in presentation and through
delivery of lines.

Discussion about potential follow up tasks for
each session can be arranged upon request
and students will be directed towards useful
websites and resources.
COSTS
£500, Performance & 2 hour Workshop

HISTORY
The origins of theatre, the changing way stories were told and the role of physical theatre
throughout the ages. Students will gain an
insight into the Elizabethan era, how
Shakespeare’s plays were informed by society
at the time, how language was used during the
period and how theatre was performed.

Additional workshop hours can be booked at
prices exclusive for Trailblazer bookings:

MUSIC
Students can be introduced to using music to
develop scenes, to highlight character traits,
heighten emotions or establish moods/
atmosphere. The workshops can help students
recognise the importance of music and sound
in theatre as well as to better understand key
moments in Shakespeare’s play or to use as a
devising and storytelling device.

This offer could complement the following:
• Commedia Co: Introduction to Commedia
• National Theatre: Lets Play
• RSC: Primary Shakespeare CPD

£150, Additional 2 hours
£250, Additional 4 hours
RECOMMENDED

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers will be required to provide dates &
times for visit.
Access to a suitable space and sound
equipment for the performance/workshop to
take place along with details of the size and
age range of the group participating.
Through discussion with the company
teachers will be able to highlight an area of
focus if desired - for example if studying a
particular text or subject.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Students will perform the scenes they have
adapted/created to the rest of the group.
Teachers will be provided with a resource pack
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RSC

KS1

“Great ways of introducing Matilda and interactive ways of reading the
story for pupil engagement”

KS2

LEARNING OUTCOMES

MATILDA LITERACY CPD
ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY
From our theatres in the heart of Shakespeare’s home town, Stratford-upon-Avon, we perform the
Bard’s plays, as well as works by his contemporaries and plays by today’s writers. Our mission is
for as many people as possible to access theatre at its best, and so we reach the widest possible
audience through touring and residencies, live broadcasts, online activity, making our theatres
accessible, and of course our Education work, which is fundamental to our ongoing success.
ABOUT THE PROJECT

different classrooms or learning spaces

MATILDA THE MUSICAL AND LITERACY CPD
Roald Dahl’s beloved children’s novel, Matilda,
took to the stage in the RSC’s multi-awardwinning musical in 2011. Since then, the hit
show has delighted audiences nationwide,
and has been successfully complemented by
a full programme of Education work with both
teachers and young people.
Matilda The Musical tells the tale of an
extraordinary little girl who is determined to
change her own story, even if it means
being a little bit naughty. Through immersion in
the story, guided by a theatre and
pedagogy expert, this CPD will help teachers
to engage, enthuse and inspire
primary-aged children with Literacy.
Teachers will:
• Work with an experienced RSC practitioner
to explore rehearsal-room and performance
• Activities that will bring the story to life for
children
• Examine scenes and speeches in detail in
order to understand the writer’s craft
• Break down narratives into key moments
of dramatic action through whole-group
storytelling
• Map the narrative structure of the musical
and use it to develop writing around the
characters
• Receive practical advice around
transferability of approaches to other plays
• ŏDiscuss ideas on adapting approaches to
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SUITABILITY
KS1 & KS2
Teachers do not need to be familiar with the
story.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Full CPD day with an RSC practitioner,
Thursday 17 October 2019, 10:00-16:00, High
House Production Park, Purfleet.
OPTIONAL SUPPORTED IMPLEMENTATION IN
SCHOOL
This will involve working with an RSC
practitioner to co-plan and lead up to 3
in-school workshops for students. The
practitioner will work closely and flexibly with
teachers via Skype or phone to develop
content that meets their specific learning
objectives.
Please note, the 3 workshops will all have the
same content and all workshops must take
place on the same day.
The RSC practitioner will be at the school for
a full day and workshops can be for up to 30
students.

After a period of implementation time,
teachers will be given the opportunity to
engage further with the RSC, discussing the
effectiveness of the CPD and impact on
practice, and providing feedback to help shape
our future CPD and outreach offer.

CPD DAY
• Teachers will develop confidence, skills and
knowledge in the teaching of drama and
creative writing
• Teachers will develop a toolkit of inclusive
ideas they can take back in to school to
help them differentiate effectively, providing
a suitable level of challenge for all learners
• They will learn activities that will develop
pupils’ creativity and the transfer of creative
ideas to their writing – further implemented
activities in school can contribute to raising
standards of literacy, as well as have an
impact on pupils’ use of vocabulary and
communication skills
• Other benefits for students through
immersive exploration of text include
problem solving, the encouragement of
effective questioning, and team working

OPTIONAL SUPPORTED IMPLEMENTATION IN
SCHOOL
In addition to the above, teachers will receive
planning support from an RSC practitioner. The
practitioner will then visit the school to co-lead
a session/sessions with young people. Exact
details of this will be discussed with
individual teachers. Following the session,
teachers will be encouraged to reflect on their
pupils’ literacy work, and share examples with
the RSC if appropriate.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

OPTIONAL SUPPORTED IMPLEMENTATION IN
SCHOOL

All participants will receive a detailed resource
pack summarising all approaches used, within
two weeks of the end of the course. We will
also advise on other free resources that are
available, as well as provide information on
other ways schools can work with us.

In addition to the above, teachers will benefit
from in-depth support from an RSC
practitioner. They will be able to experience
first-hand how our practitioners work with
young people, and learn through co-delivery.
There will also be the opportunity for
reflection, evaluation and feedback following
the in-school workshop/s.

COSTS
£60 per teacher
£365, OPTIONAL SUPPORTED
IMPLEMENTATION IN SCHOOL

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
The content of the play allows children to
explore challenging key themes such as family,
abuse, respect, talent, dishonesty, rules,
tolerance, love, and the value of education.

To include up to two hours planning support
and co-leading of up to 3 in-school workshops
(in a school day)
RECOMMENDED

These themes could be linked to the National
Curriculum through SMSC. Further links may
also arise during exploration of the text.

This offer could complement the following:
• EES for Schools: Storytelling Bookbus
• Thurrock Libraries: Kids Lit Quiz
• National Theatre: Lets Play

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
BEFORE: teachers must take time to reflect on
the current levels of literacy in their class, the
aims and goals for the CPD, and the outcomes
they would like to achieve through attendance.
DURING: teachers will be expected to attend
the full day and fully engage in best practice
discussions.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Teachers will be encouraged to use and reflect
on the approaches learnt, any impact they
have had on pupils’ literacy, and their
suitability/adaptability within their classroom
and to other areas of the Curriculum.
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TMS

KS1

KS2

RHYTHM CPD
THURROCK MUSIC SERVICES
Thurrock Music Services (TMS) currently work with over 90% of schools in Thurrock, as an Arts
Council England funded music hub. This year they have produced offers for Thurrock schools,
ranging from teacher consultation and Music curriculum support, to CPD and workshops for
students.

“ These sessions have really helped me to reflect and evaluate my
practice as a music teacher and has given me a new excitement for the
subject”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

Thurrock Music Services are offering their
Rhythm CPD.

Teachers ( Music Subject Leaders) of KS1-2

Participants will need to commit to both
sessions to systematically build skills and
knowledge in order to gain maximum benefit.
The sessions will be delivered a minimum of
two weeks apart, as there is an expectation
that participants will trial each component in
class before attending the next session.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

Over three twilight sessions, the course
will cover rhythm, pulse, notation and
composition.

The CPD will run over three sessions in the
Spring term, and will run on:  

SESSION 1
To enable teaching and learning support staff
to teach rhythm and pulse effectively by:
• Securing a good level of subject knowledge
and understanding, so that staff know and
recognise the relationship and difference
between rhythm and pulse.  
• Introducing a range of effective teaching
strategies and resources that can be used
to assist delivery of good quality practical
music making activities.   
• Encouraging participants to consider how
ideas shared can be used / adapted for
different age groups and abilities, and
how these can be integrated into a cross
curricular school specific teaching and
learning framework  
SESSION 2
Building on session 1, use and apply knowledge
to develop project related group compositions
using rhythmic percussion and formal notation.
SESSION 3
Building on sessions 1 and 2, use project
related poetry as a stimulus for creating
melodic musical compositions using informal
and formal notation.
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Thursday 27 February 2020, 16:30-17:45
Woodside Academy

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

Thursday 12 March 2020, 16:30-17:45
Woodside Academy

Teachers will be encouraged to use and apply
their skills / knowledge in the classroom.

Thursday 26 March 2020, 16:30-17:45
Woodside Academy

Music Subject Leaders will be encouraged to
deliver the training course to whole staff back
in school.  

Alternatively, schools can opt for a
school-based delivery to the entire staff team
by arrangement.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
All Staff are confident in their ability to deliver
good quality music lessons so that:
Good levels of personal knowledge and skills
enable staff to skilfully and effectively respond
to the needs of learners during lessons.
Delivery of good quality practical activities in
music lessons secures high levels of learner
engagement and enjoyment across the school.
Learners make good progress in lessons as a
result of effective teaching.

For schools who have have selected the TMS
MIDAS Visit offer, the cost of the three sessions
is reduced to £50
£250 for schools based INSET delivery to the
entire staff team, this can be shared across
either three twilight sessions of 1 half-day.
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Sparked Echo: Sonic Classroom CPD
• Bang & Smash: Song Creation & Production
• Sparked Echo: Story Soundscapes
• Signals Media: Live Coding

Participants will be encouraged to feed back
any further training TMS can offer to support
teaching and learning in Music in primary
schools.  
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
A resource pack, including Conductors Cards,
will be issued to participants to enable
immediate delivery.
TMS are able to offer ngoing email and
telephone support.
COSTS
£75, for one teacher to attend all three sessions  
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TMS

KS1

KS2

SING HEALTHILY CPD
THURROCK MUSIC SERVICES
Thurrock Music Services (TMS) currently work with over 90% of schools in Thurrock, as an Arts
Council England funded music hub. This year they have produced offers for Thurrock schools,
ranging from teacher consultation and Music curriculum support, to CPD and workshops for
students.

“I came into the session not feeling confident in teaching singing at all,
now I feel like a totally different teacher!”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

SING HEALTHILY CPD

The CPD will run over two sessions in the
Spring term 2020 and will run on:  

Teachers will gain knowledge and skills in
leading singing with young people. This toolkit
can be used to encourage creative learning
across varying subjects to enhance the
understanding of chosen subjects.

Thurrock Music Services staff will provide
ongoing support if required.

TMS are offering this CPD to teachers to
ensure that they are equipped with the skills,
knowledge and confidence that will enable
learners to access high quality teaching and
learning in singing lessons and extra-curricular
singing activities.  
This CPD supports the vision of Thurock’s
Singing Strategy to develop a love of singing in
every child in Thurrock “to access high
quality, engaging singing activities that
enthuse, inspire and motivate learners towards
pursuing pathways of progression; enabling
high level skills for some whilst nurturing social,
moral, cultural and spiritual well-being for all”
Focusing on ways in which we can all enable
singing healthily, this CPD outlines key methods for safe singing practice school-wide.

•
•
•

Thursday 19 March 2020, 16:30-17:45,
Venue TBC
OPTIONAL IN SCHOOL INSET
TMS off the option to deliver the Sing Healthily CPD as an INSET within one school for the
entire school staff.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Teachers will become confident in their ability
to deliver effective lessons /choir practices/
singing assemblies through a focus on:
•
•
•
•

SUITABILITY
•

Thursday 5 March 2020, 16:30-17:45.
Venue TBC

KS1-2 teachers: non-specialist
Teachers / TAs responsible for teaching
singing in the classroom
Music subject leaders (primary)
Choir Leaders (both new to and
experienced)

•
•
•

Correct breathing techniques
Stance for singing
Vocal Warm Up Exercises / Aural Training
Understanding Vocal Registers and transition
between them
Diction / Articulation
Storytelling / Dynamics
Effective Direction

Implementation within school will allow
children to be taught how to sing healthily
whilst the voice is still developing.
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COSTS
£25 for one teacher to attend both sessions  

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

£150 for In-school INSET

Teachers will be required to commit to both
sessions to systematically build skills and
knowledge in order to gain maximum benefit.

This training is subsidised by the Thurrock
Music Educaiton Hub (TMEH) to support
the Thurrock Singing Strategy.

The sessions will be delivered a minimum of
two weeks apart, as there is an expectation
that participants will trial components from the
first session with the children before attending
the second session.

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Create & Sing: Hansel & Gretel
• National theatre: Letņs Play

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Teachers will be encouraged to use and apply
their skills & knowledge in the classroom or
with a school choir.  
Music Subject Leaders will be encouraged to
deliver the training course to whole staff back
in school.  
Teachers will be encouraged to feed back
any further training TMS can offer to support
teaching and learning in Music in primary
schools.  
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RENDERED
RETINA

“The day was a tremendous success! A really fun and exciting way to
learn!”

KS2

create short pieces of physical theatre,
demonstrating an understanding of using
the body to show emotions and intentions.

FREE DVD and a resource pack at the end of
the session.
Discussion about potential follow up tasks for
each session can be arranged upon request
and students will be directed towards useful
websites and resources.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

FORM
PRIMARY
Rendered Retina is a local theatre company comprised of company members born and bred in
Thurrock. From fun-filled adaptations of Shakespeare plays to contemporary & innovative devised
work, their shows use physical theatre - combined with deliberately restrictive design concepts to create striking visual imagery. Rendered Retina have been creating highly energetic and playful
performance work in Thurrock for the last 4 years.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

Rendered Retina are offering a chance to see
high quality, internationally renowned theatre –
made in Thurrock – in your school with an
opportunity to work with a professional
company of local performers.

KS2

The offer includes an in school performance
and bespoke workshop designed to create an
environment in which learners can tell stories
and create their own scenes; focusing on
performance skills specialised in by the
company.
The aim is to expose learners to the arts whilst
encouraging them to be creative, confident,
critical thinkers reminding them of the
importance of play.
The performance offered is Form, a non-verbal,
physical theatre piece about escape and the
importance of play using nothing more than
cardboard boxes and 20,000 paper balls.

Whilst the workshops will be for smaller,
targeted groups, the whole school can have
access to the performance.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Dates are available throughout the academic
year and sessions take place in the school.
The Performance running time is 45 minutes.
Following the performance 2 x 1 hour workshops for classes of up to 30
students
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

•

•

•

•
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COSTS
£500, Performance & 2 hour Workshop
Additional workshop hours can be booked at
prices exclusive for Trailblazer bookings:
£150, Additional 2 hours
£250, Additional 4 hours

HISTORY
The origins of theatre, the changing way stories were told and the role of physical theatre
throughout the ages.

RECOMMENDED

MUSIC
Students can be introduced to using music to
develop scenes, to highlight character traits,
heighten emotions or establish moods/atmosphere. The workshops can help students
recognise the importance of music and sound
in theatre as well as to better understand key
moments in performance or to use as a
devising and storytelling device.

This offer could complement the following:
• Commedia Co: Introduction to Commedia
• National Theatre: Lets Play

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers will be required to provide dates &
times for visit.
The company will require access to a suitable
space and sound equipment for the
performance/workshop to take place along
with details of the size and age range of the
group participating.
Through discussion with the company,
teachers will be able to highlight an area of
focus if desired - for example if studying a
particular text or subject.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

The workshop offered is as follows:
PHYSICAL THEATRE
We develop skills in body language, movement, physical control and ensemble work
whilst looking at how to use the body to show
emotion and intention; telling stories without
words. We will look at the importance of play
when creating performance, through a number
of games designed to encourage creativity,
using objects as stimulus.

ENGLISH
The workshops will develop students literacy abilities through the recognition of the
key components of storytelling. Students will
improve their language skills through speaking
and listening tasks, confidence in presentation
and through performance skills.

To develop creativity, confidence and
communication skills through participation
in workshop games both individually and as
part of a group;
To develop and apply performance skills
through the creation of characters such as:
facial expressions, body language, stance,
gesture, gait and vocal control;
To demonstrate an understanding of the
basic building blocks of storytelling through
the creation of short scenes;
To develop skills in critical thinking through
evaluation of the final scenes and by
providing feedback for their peers;
To use an object as a stimulus to

Students will perform the scenes they have
adapted/created to the rest of the group.
Teachers will be provided with a resource pack
including ideas for games and activities that
will continue to develop the students’
performance, listening and teamwork skills.
These packs will also contain session plans that
will enable the students to create short
performances that can be performed to their
peers.

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
We provide digital photos/videos of the
workshop (depending on school policy), a
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HOUSE
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SEND

SWAN LAKE

DESIGN & MAKE

“Children were able to talk at length about the process and their own
choices, showing curiosity and an increased engagement in the Arts.
As the challenge progressed, they became engrossed in their own
designs”

The Royal Opera House aims to enrich people’s lives through opera and ballet. Home to two of
the world’s great artistic companies – The Royal Opera and The Royal Ballet, performing with the
Orchestra of the Royal Opera House – we seek to be always accessible and engaging, to develop
audiences across the UK and to break new ground in the presentation of lyric theatre.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

DESIGN CHALLENGE (PRIMARY)

KS2

The Royal Opera House’s (ROH) world class
opera and ballet productions are brought to
life on its world-famous Covent Garden stage
through the amazing work of designers, artists
and craft makers who create and manufacture
the sets and costumes for the productions.
The Design Challenge (Primary) competition
gives students the opportunity to test and
develop their design skills, based around a
Ballet production
Design Challenge (Primary) is a 10-week
teacher -led scheme of work taking students
through the process of designing for theatre.
The 2018/19 project will be based on Swan
Lake.
Teachers will deliver the 10-week scheme of
work in class through the Spring Term, using
the resources and lesson plans provided. Each
student will produce their own theatre designs
and final piece, although there will be plenty
of group activity and partner work throughout
the process.
Students will critique and experiment with
materials and design ideas and record their
creative process in their Design Portfolio.

One teacher per class is advised to attend the
CPD. The teacher does not need to be a
specialist in Art and Design.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Teachers will be introduced to the project and
resources onThursday 28 November 2019,
13:30-17:30, High House Production Park,
Purfleet
KEY DATES
Thursday 2 April 2020:
Deadline for schools to select their finalist and
submit their work online for the competition.
Thursday 23 April 2020:
Winner will be announced on the ROH
Learning Platform.
May 2020 date tbc:
Winners’ celebration day at a schools’ matinee
in Covent Garden, London.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will:
• Work to a real director’s brief
• Create a Design Portfolio to show their
process and document their decisions
• Select and refine their ideas and justify
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•
•
•
•
•
•

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

their choices
Practice their making skills- developing
dexterity by working in a small scale
Play with and develop their ideas
individually and in groups
Consider elements of construction and
materials
(linking to Maths and Science)
Discuss and ‘pitch’ their ideas to their peers
Gain an understanding of theatre and an
introduction to the design process

All of the lesson plans and videos, plus
additional helpful resources about the ballet
will be live on our ROH Learning Platform.
COSTS
FREE
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Art 4 thinking: Art & Ofsted CPD
• Firstsite: Learning to Look

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Attendance at CPD and delivery of a 10-week
scheme of work, supported by resources and
the Royal Opera House team.
In the CPD, teachers will be introduced to the
project and scheme of work. They will also see
demonstrations and take part in the practical
elements of the design process.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Teachers will submit their finalists work to the
Royal Opera House by Thursday 2 April 2020
and the winner will be announced on Thursday
23 April 2020.
Schools are encouraged to exhibit their work
(e.g. in an assembly) or exhibition and
celebrate their students’ successes.
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HANSEL & GRETEL

CREATE & SING

“The children were fantastic and we heard every word. Their
confidence shone through and they showed great expression in their
acting and singing.”

The Royal Opera House aims to enrich people’s lives through opera and ballet. Home to two of
the world’s great artistic companies – The Royal Opera and The Royal Ballet, performing with the
Orchestra of the Royal Opera House – we seek to be always accessible and engaging, to develop
audiences across the UK and to break new ground in the presentation of lyric theatre.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
After the success of Create & Sing: Carmen in
Thurrock over the past few years, We are
delighted to offer the brand new Create and
Sing: Hansel and Gretel.
The programme combines classroom-based
and digital activities and has strong curriculum
links. We aim to inspire teachers and students
to sing, engage with and enjoy opera, and to
raise the standard of singing in the school.
The project seeks to provide primary schools
with a new route into singing through
engagement in operatic repertoire Hansel and
Gretel and by linking singing to drama and
character.
Teachers will be provided with CPD training,
a scheme of work, weekly films and in-depth
digital learning resources to support and build
confidence in the delivery of dramatic singing
in the classroom. This programme has been
designed for teachers with or without previous
experience of singing.
Introduce your class to the story of Hansel and
Gretel, learn five songs from the opera and
stage a scene. Your students will be honorary
members of the Royal Opera House’s Youth
Opera Company and will create and sing their
own version of the opera.
Join presenter Luke Franks as he explores the
Royal Opera House, meets a host of singers,
actors and directors and introduces the world
of opera.
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Along the way, meet the main characters who
feature in Hansel and Gretel and learn the plot
of the opera. Once you have learnt most of the
notes with your students, you can then think
about how to use the musical repertoire to tell
the story in a dramatic way.

•
•
•
•

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

Team work building
Understanding of telling a story through
voice and movement
Ability to reflect on character and story and
its relevance to them and their lives
Ability to critically reflect on performance
as an individual and as an audience member

All learning resources provided online:
• Skills resource bank for the lead teacher
(written and film)
• 10 films to show in the classroom
• Detailed lesson plans
• Backing tracks
• Easy piano score (for those able to play
piano)

SUITABILITY
KS2.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

This project is flexible and can work with a
class or whole year group.

Cross curricular links provided through the
project cover following areas: English,
Language and Literacy, Science, PE, Music.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

RECOMMENDED

Teacher CPD Day, Friday 10 January 2020,
09:00-15:30 at High House Production Park,
Purfleet.

The programme is initiated with a teacher CPD,
along with midway support. Teachers must be
committed to covering 10 weeks of delivering
sessions and a sharing performance during
school time.

This offer could complement the following:
• ROH Everybody Sing!
• National Theatre: Let’s Play
• Rendered Retina: Timon of Athens
• TMS: Sing Healthily CPD

The project is then delivered in-school by
teachers at any stage of the year (a minimum
of 45 minutes per week, however the
programme will work best if used as a topic
across the whole term). The project should end
with a final sharing performance.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•
•
•
•
•

Confidence when using voice
Improved control and an awareness of how
to create and manipulate sound
Singing with expression
Having an awareness of how to sing
healthily
Familiarity with a different genre of music

COSTS
FREE

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
At the end of this programme, your students
will perform their own version of Hansel and
Gretel which will include specially arranged extracts from the opera and they will have learnt
the basics of dramatic singing technique and
performing to an audience.
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KS2

SEND

ANIMATION
Signals is a centre for creative digital learning who specialise in film education, digital art and use
media production for social, learning and creative outcomes. Based in Colchester Essex, Signals is
a multi award winning arts and education charity that provides courses, workshops and projects
across the region. Using digital art to introduce young people to topics such as STEM, literacy,
history and even wellbeing, Signals have many years experience of delivering bespoke creative
digital education projects and workshops from KS2 to KS4.

“...we had a lot of really enthused students in the school who were
eager to continue their animation work after the sessions”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

COSTS

Signals educate and inspire students to
become digital creators rather than just
consumers, increasing their understanding of
and participation in digital art and its vast array
of applications.

This workshop is aimed at students in KS2.

Story telling through stop-motion animation
can be linked to any curriculum topic as a way
of embedding creative learning.

£250 for 2 hours

Technology can spark debate, inspire and
motivate participants and Signals have had
great success and experience of working with
disadvantaged and hard to reach groups,
especially to help raise awareness and
engagement around certain topics.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Workshops are available weekdays from
9:00-17:30 and last 2 hours with a maximum of
30 students.
A full day booking can either be one class for
a whole day, or multiple 2-hour workshops for
different groups.
Workshops can either take place in your
classroom or at Signals’ studio in Colchester.

STOP MOTION ANIMATION
With Signals support, make miniature sets and
characters and animate your own short film. If
you can imagine it, we’ll help you animate it!
Stop motion animation is animation that is
captured one frame at time, with physical
objects that are moved between frames. When
you play back the sequence of images rapidly,
it creates the illusion of movement.
Using a range of materials such as paper, card
or found objects, students will create a short
animated film with animation software and
miniature cameras.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

All costs are inclusive of the equipment
required.

Signals are an Artsmark Partner, so please talk
to them about your Artsmark journey and see
how Signals can help you.

RECOMMENDED

Teachers are encouraged to participate
alongside students and engage in their own
CPD.

•

Students are able to list the steps in making
a stop-motion animation

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

•

Demonstrate knowledge of video editing
software and stop motion animation
techniques

The individual animations will be combined
into a single film by Signals for schools to use
freely. Films could be showcased in school in a
film screening, exhibitiion or culmination event.

•

Students further develop their planning and
storyboarding skills
Explore creative writing and imaginative
storytelling, generating ideas and
transferring them into film

This offer could complement the following:

•
•

Teachers are invited to highlight topics of their
choice and must be committed to aiding the
planning process.

•

•

500 full day

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Lesson plans and links to equipment used can
be provided on request.

This practical workshop can be linked to any
school topic or theme, such as animating a
historical event or a scene from a set text.
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Into Film: Literacy through Film CPD
National Theatre: Let’s Play
Punchdrunk: A Small Tale

SOUTHBANK
CENTRE

KS2

SEND

WORKING AS AN ARCHITECT
Southbank Centre is a world-famous, multi-venue arts centre in London, with a dynamic yearround festivals programme. As the UK’s largest arts centre, founded with the Festival of Britain
in 1951, it’s a place where people experience world-class art and culture that stimulates, inspires,
educates and amazes. It includes the Royal Festival Hall, Queen Elizabeth Hall, Hayward Gallery,
National Poetry Library and Purcell Room. Our programme encompasses art, theatre, dance,
classical and contemporary music, literature and debate. It reaches 6.25 million people a year, and
encompasses over 5,000 events featuring world-class artists from across the globe.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
Southbank Centre invites schools to get
involved through creative learning projects,
exploratory days, workshops and events for
teachers - offering a year-round programme of
activities for primary and secondary schools to
inspire a love of the arts and support learning
across the curriculum.
ARCHIVE & COLLECTIONS
From board papers to ballet shoes and
everything in between – Southbank Centre
archive collections are the raw material of
history. Together these artifacts and collections
form Southbank Centre’s memory of all the
performances, exhibitions and other events
that have happened across our site over the
decades.
Southbank Centre Archive Studio allows
everyone to witness the process of exploring,
arranging and cataloguing our collections. A
purpose-built space, it makes archive function
visible and collections accessible for the first
time. Visitors are encouraged to get hands-on
with the items that contributed to the 20th
century’s finest art, architecture and
performances, and to help us tell these
incredible stories.

Southbank’s 1960s concrete buildings and a
drawing activity to see through the eyes of an
architect.
Half of the students start in the Archive
Studio where they discover what researchers
and architects do. Students hunt for clues in
the archive collections to identify and establish
a timeline for making a building.
Tracing the outlines of the iconic 1960s
buildings onto acetate, students identify
shapes and lines that make up these buildings.
Students go on to critique the materials of
each building and compare and contrast
between different eras and architectural ideas.
The other half of the group explore the site
with their teacher to complete the SCULPTURE
& HERITAGE TRAIL to discover Southbank
Centre’s rich history. The groups then swap for
the second half. This session is led under the
guidance of Southbank Centre Archivists..

LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

2 hour workshop takes place at the Archive
Studio, Level 2: Royal Festival Hall, Southbank
Centre, London. Bookings are limited to Thursdays during term time, 11:00-13:00.

Whilst on site for Southbank Centre’s ‘Working
as an Architect’ session, schools can explore
the on-site public art and archive displays,
including the Festival of Britain display. Schools
can also visit the National Poetry Library on
Level 6 of the Royal Festival Hall building
(please see website for opening times).
COSTS

Maths – geometry, properties of shapes
Science - naming, identifying and
comparing everyday materials
Art & Design/Design Technology - using the
language of art, craft and design; exploring
great artists, architects and designers in
history
Geography - geographical enquiry of the
urban landscape and drafting skills
History - archiving skills/awareness, local
history of London

Suitable for groups of up to 30 primary school
students in Upper KS2. The session can be
modified to accommodate groups of fewer
than 15 students.

Students learn about architecture and being
an architect with a close examination of Queen
Elizabeth Hall and the Hayward Gallery. This
workshop uses archive material related to

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

•

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

architectural drawing and their completed
Sculpture and Heritage Trail.

Students have a greater understanding
of the skills and methods utilised in
architecture
Can identify key architectural, material, and
historical elements of Southbank Centre’s
iconic listed buildings and wider era
Develop greater understanding of how
archives are compiled, organised and how
to use them

SUITABILITY

WORKING AS AN ARCHITECT
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“...the students really enjoyed it and got so much out of the day. We all
left feeling very inspired. I think the experience was very beneficial for
students to interact and engage with the artwork”

£195
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•
•

Teachers must be present throughout the
session and able to facilitate two groups on
rotation at a teacher-student ratio of 1:15.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Each student takes home their own acetate
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Historic Royal Palaces: Heritage Visits
Firstsite: Learning to Look

ROYAL OPERA
HOUSE

KS1

KS2

“The workshop was carefully planned so that each skill was a scaffold
for the next...I returned to school with a new-found zeal and zest and
couldn’t wait to teach my PE lesson! ”

KS3

Platform, which allows teachers to complete a
ten-lesson (Immersive) scheme of work based
on Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.

Students will:
•
•
•

•

ALICE’S ADVENTURES...

Develop their imagination and creativity.
Gain confidence, independence, resilience
and many more transferable skills.
Develop flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance in line with the PE
Curriculum.
Perform dances using a range of movement
patterns.

The schemes of work include a series of short
films, to inspire and entertain students at the
beginning of each lesson. The films provide
a window into the world of the Royal Opera
House and the creative process undertaken to
make a ballet, whilst demonstrating the
similarities to the creative process explored by
the students in school.
Teachers also gain access to the ROH:
Classroom - a platform to share full-length
ballet recordings with students.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
There are many cross curricular links, which will
be discussed in the INSET:  

•

CREATE & DANCE

•

The Royal Opera House aims to enrich people’s lives through opera and ballet. Home to two of
the world’s great artistic companies – The Royal Opera and The Royal Ballet, performing with the
Orchestra of the Royal Opera House – we seek to be always accessible and engaging, to develop
audiences across the UK and to break new ground in the presentation of lyric theatre

•
•
•
•

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
...provides the stimulus for a Create and Dance
scheme of work that can support crosscurricular learning, particularly literacy.

KS1, KS2 and KS3.

On her journey, Alice encounters a cast of
extraordinary and instantly recognizable
characters, from the highly strung Queen of
Hearts to a playing card corps de ballet, a
sinuous caterpillar and a tap-dancing Mad
Hatter. But the ballet does not avoid the darker
undercurrents of Lewis Carroll’s story: a
nightmarish kitchen, an eerily disembodied
Cheshire Cat and the unhinged tea party are all
there in vivid detail.

Schools can deliver this project with as many
classes as they wish.

ROH offer a one-day practical training CPD
that explores the ‘Building Blocks’ of dance to
inspire cross-curricular learning - i.e. actions,
body, space, dynamics, relationships. The warm
up session provides a clear language and
structure for creating movement, which
develops through-out the day.
Teachers engage with three different creative
explorations to generate movement, using
themes from Royal Ballet repertoire - Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland.
This practical training provides teachers with
the skills and confidence to empower their
students to create dance pieces of their own.
The activity is interspersed with moments of
discussion, lesson planning and an online tour
of the ROH Learning Platform.
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Teachers do not need previous dance
knowledge to take part.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
A one-day INSET on Tuesday 10 September
2019 09:00-16:00 at HHPP.
Followed by a teacher-led 10-week scheme of
work aligned to the National Curriculum and
supported by digital content.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Teachers will:
• Gain confidence in the planning and
delivery of creative dance workshops
• Gain ideas for increasing the impact
of their work in and through the arts,
ranging from enjoyment and enrichment,
to developing core learning and teaching
• Explore fresh approaches to suit different
learning styles
• Explore current topics in school, using
dance as a springboard for cross-curricular
work - particularly literacy
• gain an understanding of ballet and insights
into a specific work in the Royal Ballet’s
current repertoire.

•

LITERACY: creative writing, character
writing and storytelling, using Lewis
Carroll’s text.
MATHS: symmetry, patterns, angles
Science ballet technique – momentum and
balance
MUSIC: motif development
PSHE/PHILOSOPHY FOR CHILDREN:
critical
evaluation of each-others work.

•
•
•
•

The opportunity to send videos of your
work to the Royal Opera House for
feedback.
Congratulations videos and certificates on
completion of the project.
Supporting videos on the ROH YouTube
channel.
Access to the ROH Classroom.

Schools can use the programmes to support
their ArtsMark journey. Arts Award Explore or
Discover resources are also available.
This programme can improve PE provision,
covering four of the five key indicators of the
school’s sports premium.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers are required to attend the CPD.

COSTS

Teachers are encouraged to take the learning
from any activity back into the classroom,
using the scheme of work and films
provided. The training will also help teachers to
find their own links to the wider curriculum and
use dance as a useful tool for creative learning.

FREE
Schools can deliver this project with as many
classes as they wish. Schools are invited to
send multiple teachers to the CPD or a
representative who will disseminate resources.

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

RECOMMENDED

We encourage teachers to find opportunities
to perform their finished dance to a live
audience; in assembly, as part of a school show,
or end of year festival. This is to ensure the
children feel the benefit of performing to an
audience and the teachings from The Royal
Ballet dancers during the weekly lessons
become embedded in practice.  

This offer could complement the following:
• ROH Create & Dance: Everybody Dance!
• Challenge 59: Dance & Film Project

Teachers are encouraged to continue delivering
dance in the classroom and engaging with
ballet as an art form. We also encourage
teachers to share their new skills with
colleagues and to take part in the project the
following year, to deepen their learning and
experience.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
The CPD is supported by free-to-access digital
resources hosted on the ROH Learning
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“This methodology of learning the creative dance certainly built my
confidence in my abilities to teach and deliver it.”

KS3

•

•

and many more transferable skills.
develop flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance in line with the PE
Curriculum.
perform dances using a range of movement
patterns.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

ROMEO & JULIET

CREATE & DANCE
The Royal Opera House aims to enrich people’s lives through opera and ballet. Home to two of
the world’s great artistic companies – The Royal Opera and The Royal Ballet, performing with the
Orchestra of the Royal Opera House – we seek to be always accessible and engaging, to develop
audiences across the UK and to break new ground in the presentation of lyric theatre

ABOUT THE PROJECT

Teachers do not need previous dance
knowledge to take part.

ROMEO AND JULIET
...provides the stimulus for a Create and Dance
scheme of work that explores telling stories
through music and movement.
Kenneth MacMillan’s passionate choreography
for Romeo and Juliet shows The Royal Ballet
at its dramatic finest, whilst Sergey Prokofiev’s
iconic score provides the basis for the
ballet’s romantic pas de deux and vibrant
crowd scenes.
ROH offers a one-day practical training CPD
that explores the ‘Building Blocks’ of dance to
inspire cross-curricular learning - i.e. actions,
body, space, dynamics, relationships. The warm
up session provides a clear language and
structure for creating movement, which
develops throughout the day.
Teachers engage with three different creative
explorations to generate movement, using
themes from Royal Ballet repertoire – Romeo
and Juliet.
This practical training provides teachers with
the skills and confidence to empower their
students to create dance pieces of their own.
The activity is interspersed with moments of
discussion, lesson planning and an online tour
of the ROH Learning Platform.
SUITABILITY
KS1, KS2 and KS3.
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Schools can deliver this project with as many
classes as they wish.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Tuesday 17 September 2019, 09:00-16:00, High
House production park, Purfleet.
Followed by a teacher-led 10-week scheme of
work aligned to the National Curriculum and
supported by digital content.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Teachers will:
• gain confidence in the planning and delivery
of creative dance workshops.
• gain ideas for increasing the impact
of their work in and through the arts,
ranging from enjoyment and enrichment,
to developing core learning and teaching.
• explore fresh approaches to suit different
learning styles.
• explore current topics in school, using
dance as a springboard for cross-curricular
work - particularly literacy.
• gain an understanding of ballet and insights
into a specific work in the Royal Ballet’s
current repertoire.
Students will:
• develop their imagination and creativity.
• gain confidence, independence, resilience

There are many cross curricular links, which will
be discussed in the CPD:  
• LITERACY: creative writing, character
writing and storytelling.
• MATHS: symmetry, patterns, angles
• SCIENCE: ballet technique – momentum
and balance
• MUSIC: motif development
• PSHE: critical evaluation of each-others
work
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Attendance at the CPD. Teachers are
encouraged to take the learning from any
activity back into the classroom, using the
scheme of work and films provided. The
training will also help teachers to find their own
links to the wider curriculum and use dance as
a useful tool for creative learning.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
We encourage teachers to find opportunities
to perform their finished dance to a live
audience; in assembly, as part of a school show,
or end of year festival. This is to ensure the
children feel the benefit of performing to an
audience and the teachings from The Royal
Ballet dancers during the weekly lessons
become embedded in practice.  

similarities to the creative process explored by
the students in school.
Teachers also gain access to the ROH:
Classroom - a platform to share full-length
ballet recordings with students.
•

•
•
•

The opportunity to send videos of your
work to the Royal Opera House for
feedback.
Congratulations videos and certificates on
completion of the project.
Supporting videos on the ROH YouTube
channel.
Access to the ROH Classroom.

Schools can use the programmes to support
their ArtsMark journey. Arts Award Explore or
Discover resources are also available.
This programme can improve PE provision,
covering four of the five key indicators of the
schools sports premium.
COSTS
FREE
Schools can deliver this project with as many
classes as they wish. Schools are invited to
send multiple teachers to the CPD or a
representative who will disseminate resources.
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• ROH Create & Dance: Everybody Dance!
• RSC: Primary Shakespeare CPD
• Rendered Retina: Timon of Athens

Teachers are encouraged to continue delivering
dance in the classroom and engaging with
ballet as an art form. We also encourage
teachers to share their new skills with
colleagues and to take part in the project the
following year, to deepen their learning and
experience.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
The CPD is supported by free-to-access digital
resources hosted on the ROH Learning
Platform, which allows teachers to complete a
ten-lesson (Immersive) scheme of work based
on Romeo and Juliet.
The schemes of work include a series of short
films, to inspire and entertain students at the
beginning of each lesson. The films provide
a window into the world of the Royal Opera
House and the creative process undertaken to
make a ballet, whilst demonstrating the
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“It like the opening ceremony of the Olympics! What an awesome
thing to see everyone come together to do something so special”

KS3

to developing core learning and teaching.
explore fresh approaches to suit different
learning styles.
• explore current topics in school, using
dance as a springboard for cross-curricular
work.
• gain an understanding of ballet and insights
into a specific work in the Royal Ballet’s
current repertoire.  
Students will:
• develop their imagination and creativity.
• gain confidence, independence, resilience
and many more transferable skills.
• develop flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance in line with the PE
Curriculum.
• perform dances using a range of movement
patterns.
•

EVERYBODY DANCE

CREATE & DANCE
The Royal Opera House aims to enrich people’s lives through opera and ballet. Home to two of
the world’s great artistic companies – The Royal Opera and The Royal Ballet, performing with the
Orchestra of the Royal Opera House – we seek to be always accessible and engaging, to develop
audiences across the UK and to break new ground in the presentation of lyric theatre

ABOUT THE PROJECT
The Royal Opera House’s Create and Dance
programme offers creative learning for primary
and secondary schools across England.
The programme has been designed with
teachers, maintaining strong curriculum links
to develop children’s understanding of dance;
unlocking their imagination and creativity.
With dedicated teacher training, classroom
films and lesson plans, these resources suit the
needs of teachers and their students.
Everybody Dance! is a fun and inclusive way to
creatively engage with ballet and get moving.
No matter what your age, experience or ability,
teachers and students are invited to become
honorary members of The Royal Ballet’s corps
de ballet.
This Create and Dance scheme of work is
designed to support the creation and
performance of a mass-movement
choreography – exploring ways of working
with large groups of students and maintaining
engagement through-out.
During this CPD, teachers will revisit the
‘Building Blocks’ of dance to inspire crosscurricular learning. Teachers will then engage
with different creative explorations to generate
movement and learn some simple
choreography that has been created for a large
group of participants.
Using themes from Royal Ballet repertoire, this
practical training provides teachers with the
skills and confidence to lead a mass-movement
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dance that your whole school could participate
in. The activity is interspersed with moments of
discussion, lesson planning and an online tour
of the ROH Learning Platform.
SUITABILITY
KS1, KS2 and KS3.
Teachers who engage with this project must
complete an Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
or Romeo & Juliet training prior to attending
the Everybody Dance CPD – This could be
during previous academic years or 2019/20.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
There are many cross curricular links, which will
be discussed in the INSET:  
• LITERACY: creative writing, character
writing and storytelling, using Lewis
Carroll’s text.
• MATHS: symmetry, patterns, angles.
• SCIENCE: ballet technique – momentum
and balance.
• MUSIC: motif development
• PSHE: critical evaluation of each-others
work.
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

Schools can deliver this project with as many
classes as they wish.

Attendance at the CPD. Teachers are
encouraged to take the learning from any
activity back into the classroom, using the
scheme of work and films provided. The
training will also help teachers to find their own
links to the wider curriculum and use dance as
a useful tool for creative learning.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

Thursday 09 January 2020, 09:00-16:00, High
House Production Park, Purfleet.

We encourage teachers to find opportunities
to perform their finished dance to a live
audience; in assembly, as part of a school show,
or end of year festival.

Followed by a teacher-led 5-week scheme of
work aligned to the National Curriculum.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Teachers will:
• gain confidence in the planning and delivery
of creative dance workshops with a large
group of students (and possibly the whole
school).
• gain ideas for increasing the impact
of their work in and through the arts,
ranging from enjoyment and enrichment,

Platform, which allows teachers to complete a
five-lesson (Explorer) scheme of work based
on mass-choreography and spatial awareness.
Teachers also gain access to the ROH:
Classroom - a platform to share full-length
ballet recordings with students.
• The opportunity to send videos of your
work to the Royal Opera House for
feedback.
• Congratulations videos and certificates on
completion of the project.
• Supporting videos on the ROH YouTube
channel.
• Access to the ROH Classroom.
Schools can use the programmes to support
their ArtsMark journey. Arts Award Explore or
Discover resources are also available.
This programme can improve PE provision,
covering four of the five key indicators of the
schools sports premium.
COSTS
FREE
Schools can deliver this project with as many
classes as they wish. Schools are invited to
send multiple teachers to the CPD or a representative who will disseminate resources.
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Challenge 59: Dance & Film Project
• ROH Create & Dance: Alice’s adventures in
wonderland
• ROH Create & Dance: Romeo & Juliet
• ROHTCC: Everybody Sing!

Teachers are encouraged to continue delivering
dance in the classroom and engaging with
ballet as an art form. We also encourage
teachers to share their new skills with
colleagues and to take part in the project the
following year, to deepen their learning and
experience.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
The CPD is supported by free-to-access digital
resources hosted on the ROH Learning
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SOUTHBANK
CENTRE

KS1

KS2

KS3

SEND

PIPE UP SCHOOLS
Southbank Centre is a world-famous, multi-venue arts centre in London, with a dynamic yearround festivals programme. As the UK’s largest arts centre, founded with the Festival of Britain
in 1951, it’s a place where people experience world-class art and culture that stimulates, inspires,
educates and amazes. It includes the Royal Festival Hall, Queen Elizabeth Hall, Hayward Gallery,
National Poetry Library and Purcell Room. Our programme encompasses art, theatre, dance,
classical and contemporary music, literature and debate. It reaches 6.25 million people a year, and
encompasses over 5,000 events featuring world-class artists from across the globe.

“Working with Southbank has been an immensely satisfying and
rewarding experience... They are clearly passionate about reaching and
inspiring children from all backgrounds”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

Southbank Centre invites schools to get
involved through creative learning projects,
exploratory days, workshops and events for
teachers - offering a year-round programme of
activities for primary and secondary schools to
inspire a love of the arts and support learning
across the curriculum.

Each session can be tailored to fit your specific
needs for upper KS1, KS2 or KS3.

•

One class can participate, of up to 32 students;
larger groups could rotate around other
Southbank Centre attractions.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

Schools are always welcome at Southbank
Centre. Whether you’re attending a schools
event, having a picnic with your class on site,
or using our digital resources in the classroom,
the schools team can support you. They’ll be
happy to help with any questions, just get in
touch.
PIPE UP SCHOOLS
Meet the Royal Festival Hall Organ: get up
close and personal with the magnificent Royal
Festival Hall organ in a hands-on workshop
suited for students.
The awe-inspiring pipe organ is also known as
the king of instruments. It can be played louder
than a whole orchestra or quieter than the
smallest instrument, with pipes as tall as Royal
Festival Hall itself and as narrow as your little
finger.
This musical marvel is somehow constructed
out of stops, bellows, pedals and pipes. It’s
made of a dizzying combination of woods,
metals, leather and electronics. How do these
parts fit together? How can one organist play
almost 8,000 pipes at once?

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
Science of sound and acoustics: how sound
is made and travels

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

Teachers should be present during the
workshops at retain a student to teacher ratio
of 1:15 at all times.

Dates and times subject to limited availability,
booking well in advance is essential.

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

Sessions are led by Southbank Centre’s
Organ Scholar or Organ Curator. Groups must
meet at the Wlecome Desk, Level 2 at Royal
Festival Hall, Southbank Centre, London.
Each 90-minute session gets up close and
hands-on with the king of instruments and
includes an organ discovery workshop, guided
behind-the-scenes organ tour and brief recital
in Royal Festival Hall.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

Students will have visited one of London’s
iconic buildings and experienced visiting
the capital

•

Building blocks of music: pitch, rhythm,
timbre, harmony, melody variations

•

Music through the ages: how music and the
instrument has developed across time
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Students can put their new knowledge of the
music and history of the organ to use by
attending one of the Southbank Centre’s
International Organ Series concerts or by
applying for the Southbank Centre Dame
Gillian Weir Organ Scholarship.

COSTS
£50 per session.
This workshop is generously supported by the
Southbank Centre Dame Gillian Weir Organ
Scholarship.
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•
•

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
In advance of attending your Pipe Up Schools
workshop, teachers may wish to introduce the
instrument to their class with the following
video resources that are available YouTube:
•

The Royal Festival Hall Organ:
How is it made?

•

The Royal Festival Hall Organ:
How does it work?
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Gamelan Anak Ledjar: Wallace & the Islands
Bang & Smash Music: Sound Creation &
Production

RAINHAM
HALL

KS1

KS2

KS3

“The children really enjoyed the hall and found it interesting - they also
loved exploring in the gardens”

SEND

the winter months, Rainham Hall and garden
can be cold and wet therefore students and
teachers need to dress according to the
weather. A room for lunch can be provided if
requested prior to the visit.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•
•

HERITAGE VISIT
Rainham Hall, a National Trust property, is one of the country’s finest examples of an early 18th
century merchant’s home. A charming heritage site set among nearly three acres of garden,
nestled in the heart of Rainham village, on the far eastern fringes of London. Surrounded by a
contrasting landscape of big skies, wild marshland and thriving industry, Rainham Hall is part of a
conservation and interpretation project recently restored to open up a hidden piece of London’s
history. Today visitors enjoy the Georgian house, fine architectural features and gardens, while
discovering the Hall’s history through a changing exhibition programme.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
With engaging curriculum based sessions and
a year-round programme of exhibitions and
events, there is something for all ages as part
of a heritage site visit with the National Trust.
Rainham Hall has been home to a richly diverse
cast of characters. Drawing inspiration from
their lives the Hall tells some great stories,
starting with Captain John Harle, who built the
Hall and moving to 1960s Hall tenant, Vogue
photographer Anthony Denney.
HERITAGE VISIT & EXHIBITION

This immersive exhibition will offer
several links to the wider curriculum, focusing
on Denney’s life and career.
Denney was one of Conde Nast’s chief
photographers and his work featured in British
Vogue magazine (where he was Decoration
Editor) for nearly twenty years, and House and
Garden magazine as well as other influential
titles.
Working with creative partners The Decorators,
the National Trust will showcase the
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CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

The National Trust stipulates a teacher/student
ratio of 1:8. There should be a minimum of
three adults per group. Teachers and
accompanying adults are responsible for the
behaviour and safety of their students.

You will also receive:

•

KS1-2 art students will look at the 1960s tenant
of the Hall, Vogue photographer Anthony
Denney and use it as inspiration for creating art
exploring texture and design.

We can accommodate a maximum of two
classes to the site per day (of up to 30
students). Please note that we can only
accommodate a maximum of 15 students in
the Hall at one time. Therefore, groups of 15 or
more will need to be split into two and rotate
sessions (for example, one group will have a
tour of the Hall while the other has a tour of
the garden).

EGM is specially designed to allow education
groups free entry to most places owned by
the National Trust. This type of membership is
for not-for-profit groups whose members or
students are in full-time education.

KS1-3 students can explore the history of the
Hall via tours of the current exhibition and
building, learning about the history of the Hall
itself and local area.

SUITABILITY

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

BENEFITS OF EDUCATION GROUP
MEMBERSHIP

•

For upper KS1 and KS2 there are links to the
science curriculum, with visits looking at
habitats and species.

Curriculum based sessions are most suitable
for KS1-3 but the Hall is open for any age group
to visit.

School groups will need to purchase National
Trust Educational Group Membership (EGM) in
order to visit Rainham Hall. Education group
members receive FREE entry to ALL National
Trust sites during published opening times.

Cross curricular links can be made with History,
Science and Art & Design.

different sides of Denney’s life and character,
as an influential tastemaker, master of still life,
art collector and patron, fashion photographer
and interior designer.

It is essential to book your visit to Rainham
Hall in advance. Morning or afternoon visits are
available between 10:30-12:30 or 13:00-15:00;
each tour/session last approximately 45-60
minutes.

Offering a new exhibition experience launching in 2019 and running until 2021,
alongside artefacts and photographs from
Denney’s personal life, Rainham Hall will be
presented as if it were itself a magazine, with
spaces including the gardens representing
fashion, jewellery, arts, interiors, food,
gardening, and travel.

•

Students are able to immerse themselves in
local historic surroundings
Students will develop their knowledge of
how past inhabitants have shaped Rainham
Hall and society more widely
Students will feel more confident in being
outdoors in the natural environment

COSTS

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

•

•

The annual Members’ Handbook
The Trust’s membership mailings three
times a year, with our magazine
FREE planning and preparation visits for
group leaders - these preliminary visits
should be booked in advance
Subscriptions cover one year from the
month of joining

EGM costs are calculated by the number of
students on roll as below:
•
•
•
•
•

£50 Under 50 pupils
£80 51-100 pupils
£95 101-200 pupils
£100 201-500 pupils
£120 Over 500 pupils

Most days are self-contained, however many
activities will require input and support from
accompanying teachers/adults.

RECOMMENDED

School parties will also need to ensure there
is a first aider and first aid kit in at least one of
their class groups, ideally in both.

•

This offer could complement the following:

•
•

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
All programs are designed to enhance national
curriculum learning through a heritage
environment and engage potential return visits
to the Hall, or other National Trust properties,
through discounted membership.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Teachers can come on a free pre-visit to
Rainham Hall.
Interested teachers can be part of our
Teacher’s Steering Group.

Sessions can take place at any time of year
however, schools need to be aware that during
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Coalhouse Fort: Heritage Visit
Historic Royal Palaces: Heritage Visits
SparkedEcho: Folk Songwriting

KINETIKA

KS1

KS2

KS3

“The notion of creating these artistic stories enables the community to
appreciate the cultural heritage that Hindus offer to the UK”

SEND

•

Teachers will explore values and religious
traditions of Hinduism

•

increase their awareness of the festival of
Diwali and explore the food and culture

•

Teachers will develop their practical design
and making skills to take back to the
classroom

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

MAGNIFICENT MANDALA CPD
Kinetika is an internationally renowned company, specialising in the creation of bespoke silks,
with a 21-year track record of combining world-class design, with community projects to
produce spectacular outdoor events that engage diverse audiences all over the world; such as
commissions for ceremonies at FIFA World Cup 2009, the London Paralympic games and the
Team GB Parade in 2012. Founded by artist Ali Pretty in 1997, Kinetika now has an unrivalled
reputation for working with local communities on projects that change the way people feel about
where they live, including T100 walking festival and Silk River.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
Kinetika have teamed up with BAPS Shri
Swaminarayan Mandir - popularly known as the
Neasden Temple for a creative training
experience.
MAGNIFICENT MANDALA CPD
This full day will enable teachers to support the
development of their students’ moral
awareness and social understanding to connect
with diversity in the wider world.
The temple is a sanctuary of vibrant Hindu
worship in north-west London that is open to
people of all faiths and backgrounds, all year
round. The temples ceremonies, assemblies
and festivals are dedicated to the worship of
Bhagwan Swaminarayan and the ancient
practice of the Hindu faith.
A visit to the Neasden Temple can be an
awe-inspiring, educational and enriching
experience. Teachers will have an introduction
to Hindusim with a tour of the temple, led by
Dipti Parekh; find out about traditional Hindu
food over a shared lunch and discover more
about Diwali, the Hindu Festival of Light.
In addition, teachers will use found materials
to create their own version of a Rangoli - a
traditional art form that originates in the Indian
subcontinent, in which patterns are created
on the ground using materials such as colored
rice, dry flour, colored sand or flower petals.
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Designs are passed from one generation to the
next, keeping both the art form and tradition
alive.
In common use, Mandala has become a
generic term for any diagram, chart or
geometric pattern that represents the cosmos
metaphysically or symbolically.
SUITABILITY
Teachers of KS1-3.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Friday 20 September 2019, 10:00-15:00.
BAPS Shri Swaminarayan Mandir (Neasden
Temple), London.
Accompanied by Ali Pretty, Kinetika Artistic
Director, teachers will be inspired by questions
and exercises that can be taken back into the
classroom.
Silk scrolls made in collaboration by
women from the temple and Kinetika reflect 10
core values which will be the springboard for a
group discussion on shared values and how to
reflect them back in school.
LEARNING OUTCOMES

SMSC
Promoting the spiritual, moral and cultural
development of students through the
exploration of Hinduism

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Teachers will come away with the knowledge
and skills to lead an in-school activity or
project in the run-up to their schools’ Diwali
celebrations (this year on 27 October 2019).
Additionally, a student visit to the temple could
be arranged independently by the teacher as
entry is free.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
A lunch will be provided on the day. However,
please teachers are advised to bring their own
food if they have specific dietary requirements
or allergies.

MATHS

Additional teaching and learning resources are
available on the temple’s website.

The Rangoli project could be used to explore
geometry, symmetry, shape, measuring, angles
and pattern

COSTS

SCIENCE
Found and recycled materials could be used
as a stimulus for learning about the earth as
a source of limited resources, discussions of
pollution and care for the environment, and the
efficacy of recycling
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

£75 per teacher
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•
•
•

Students will develop their understanding of
Hinduism including beliefs, practices, festivals,
art forms, rituals and food, and the meanings
behind them
ART & DESIGN
Creating 2D and 3D designs, using culture
as inspiration. Students could use a range of
techniques in using colour, pattern, texture,
line, shape, form and space to create their own
Rangoli.
DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Selecting from and using a wide range of
materials and components, including
construction materials, textiles and ingredients,
according to their characteristics
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers are asked to bring a selection of
found materials as a stimulus for their Rangoli
making.

The day aims to promote positive and
inclusive school ethos that champions
democratic values and human rights.
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Music for Change: Indian Dance & Stories
Firstsite: Learning to Look
Beacon Hill Academy: Inclusive Arts Project

NEBT

KS2

KS3

LIVE BALLET PERFORMANCE
New English Ballet Theatre (NEBT) was created to nurture a new generation of classical
dancers, choreographers, artists and designers. Our singular USP - to develop emerging ballet
choreographers and act as a bridge company for young, professional dancers – has no equivalent
in the UK. NEBT is also committed to introducing dance to new audiences and young people.

“I really enjoyed the performance and the way the set design and the
costumes complemented the dances”

We are delighted to be going into our second year as a resident company at the Thameside
Theatre, in Grays.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
NEBT offers an exclusive matinee performance
for schools. The programme will showcase a
range of pieces by emerging and established
choreographers and will include the following:
TWO HUSBANDS

A new 30-minute narrative ballet by choreographer Daniela Cardim with music by Heitor
Villa-Lobos. This light-hearted ballet is loosely
inspired by the book ‘Dona Flor and her two
husbands’ by Brazilian author Jorge Amado.
The plot involves the sudden death of Flor’s
husband, the gambling libertine Vincent, who
collapses during Carnival celebrations. After a
period of mourning, Flor marries a local pharmacist who, unlike Vincent, is a pillar of respectability. But, on the first anniversary of her
marriage, Vincent returns as a ghost. Only Flor
can see and hear his spirit, but he still manages
to create chaos through his spiritual presence.
RUNACRE-TEMPLE NEW WORK

An exciting new work by choreographer
Morgann Runacre-Temple. Music by Franz
Schubert, with new arrangement by Tom Lane.
Duration: approx. 20 minutes.
JEUX

A 16 minute piece choreographed by Wayne
Eagling, with music by Claude Debussy. The
ballet Jeux was originally created by Vaslav
Nijinsky in 1913 and it was later partially
re-choreographed by Kenneth MacMillan in
1980. In 2012 Wayne Eagling, then director of
English National Ballet, re-created MacMillan’s
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choreography for the stage as part of his
company’s ‘Beyond Ballets Russes’ programme.
Inspired by Nijinsky’s tragic life, Eagling
expands the ballet into a compelling
meditation on the power and vulnerability of
the artist. Jeux was then performed at the
Royal Opera House in 2018 as part of a
MacMillan celebration.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
All works can be linked to Music and Art.
•

SUITABILITY
KS2 & KS3
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Friday 26 June 2020, 12:30, Thameside
Theatre, Grays
Performance duration is approximately 2 hours
including a 20 minute interval.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will experience a live dance performance by a professional ballet company and
will be able to identify the nuances of this specific dance form – ballet.
The programme will include abstract ballets
as well as one narrative ballet. By comparing
these works, children will be able to observe
two ways of approaching choreography and
how body language can be used to tell a story.

•

MUSIC: composer Franz Schubert

(1797 –1828) - Austrian composer of the
late Classical and early Romantic eras can be compared to Heitor Villa-Lobos
(1887 – 1959) - Brazilian composer whose
music was influenced by both Brazilian folk
music and stylistic elements from the
European classical tradition.
MATHS: choreography uses geometrical
shapes.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
It is advised that teachers prepare children in
advance for the themes covered in the ballets
within the programme, in order for them to
fully understand the ideas portrayed. Teachers
are responsible for organizing transport to and
from Thameside Theatre

The pack will also highlight aspects that can
be observed during the performance as well
as suggest themes that can be explored in the
classroom before and after the performance.
COSTS
£5 per ticket
Please also include teacher numbers as well as
students.
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• ROH Create & Dance: Alice’s Adventures in
wonderland
• ROH Create & Dance: Romeo & Juliet
• ROH Create & Dance: Everybody Dance

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Teachers can explore themes from the ballets
in the class room and discuss the impact of
seeing these performances live in their local
theatre.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
NEBT will provide schools with an introduction
pack which will give details about the
performance.
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ETO

KS2

KS3

LAIKA THE SPACE DOG
English Touring Opera (ETO) is the leading touring opera company in the UK. ETO travels to more
regions and venues than any other English opera company. Their work includes commissioned
opera pieces especially for young people.
ETO’s Education work has been nominated for the Opera Awards 2019

“I thought it was absolutely brilliant, informative and engaging. I loved
how the children became interested in operatic music, as many within
my class informed me that they had never even heard opera, let alone
see it!”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

COSTS

Following the success of past tours, including
a visit to Thurrock in 2016, ETO are reviving
Laika, the Spacedog for the second time.

Suitable for KS2, Early KS3 (Year 7)

Shared research with students, surrounding the
themes of the performance, before the visit.

£7 per ticket, please include teachers in your
calculations.

Teachers will need to arrange transport to and
from the theatre.

RECOMMENDED

We encourage teachers to research Laika
before attending the performance with
students to allow for better understanding of
the story and surrounding themes.

This offer could complement the following:
• National Theatre: Let’s Play
• Rendered Retina: Form workshops
• TMS: Sing Healthily CPD

Written for children and family audiences, it is
designed for Key Stage 2 in primary schools,
and incorporates many areas of the curriculum,
including science, history and literacy as well as
music.
•
•
•
•

Music by Russell Hepplewhite
Words and Direction by Tim Yealland
Design by Jude Munden
Animation by Babis Alexiadis.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Tuesday 15 October 2019, the performance will
run at Thameside Theatre, Grays.
The duration of the performance without
interval Is aproximately 55 min.
There will be a Q&A at the end of the show.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Learning outcomes include:
• Awareness of Opera as an art form
• Exposure to theatricality

The opera’s thrilling story is told in many
diverse ways by nine professional performers
– and includes archive film, filmed animation
(created with children) and puppetry.
The characters include the idealistic young
student Mikhael, the great scientist Korolev, the
dog-hating Valentina, and of course the little
dog herself.
The piece features also a specially made theremin (the original electronic instrument), along
with percussion, clarinet, cello and bassoon.
The action takes us from an apartment in Moscow to Gorky Park, to the Kremlin - where we
meet President Khrushchev – and finally to the
Cosmodrome in Baikonur, brought to life with
stunning design, and from where we launch the
famous Sputnik rockets.
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CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Science and Space: Gravity, Atmosphere,
Planets and stars
History
Literacy
Music
Drama
Geography: Europe and USRR
History: History of the space race including
famous scientists

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
There will be a short post performance Q&A
session. We ask teachers to encourage their
students to be confident in asking questions to
the ETO team about the show.
Teachers are encouraged to further explore
the cross-curricular links outlined as post activity following the performance day.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
A sing-along resource and education activity
pack to support learning including: Curriculum
links, classroom activity ideas, musical CD and
electronic file scores, plus information on the
background of English Touring Opera.
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INTO FILM

KS2

KS3

SEND

MINDFULNESS ON FILM CPD
Into Film is an education charity that puts film at the heart of children and young people’s
educational, cultural and personal development. Schools across the UK engage with a programme
of Into Film Clubs, special cinema screenings, resources and training to support classroom
teaching. Alongside rich online content for young audiences, this provides 5-19 year olds with
unparalleled opportunities to learn about and with film, and develop a passion for cinema. Into
Film supports teachers to work with film in the classroom and bring the curriculum to life, and to
put film at the centre of extracurricular activity.

“...a great session - the trainer was engaging and interesting, covering
topics for dicussion that are much needed in schools today”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

Into Film training is for groups of educators
working with 5-19 year olds. Filmmaking has
the power not only to increase educational
attainment for students across the curriculum
but also to empower teachers with an exciting
new means of assessing learning.

This CPD content is aimed at KS2-3 but could
help across a wider spectrum of ages and
abilities.

This CPD can be widely applied to any
curricular or extra-curricular theme with strong
links to English, Art & Design, Music, PSHE,
SMSC and British Values.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
This CPD takes place as a twilight session,
Wednesday 12 February 2020, 16:00-18:00 at
High House Production Park, Purfleet.

This filmmaking training emphasises film as a
teaching tool to encourage deep and active
learning, and facilitates young people taking
control of their own learning processes.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

MINDFULNESS ON FILM CPD
More children every day are struggling to cope
with mental health issues, so in response to
the rising rates of depression and anxiety in
young people, we’ve developed Mindfulness
on Film training, in conjunction with the Mental
Health Foundation.
Film is a powerful tool for developing empathy,
exploring impact and discussing difficult issues
faced by the character - at a level removed
from issues that a student may be facing
themselves.
Learn multiple mindfulness exercises, via a
collection of clips from feature and
youth-made films, culminating in a light-touch
filmmaking task that can transpire back into
the classroom.
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•

•

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers do not need to prepare anything
in advance, however they must be willing to
explore the content and themes back in the
classroom and during wider school curriculum
planning.

The programme demonstrates the benefits
of using film to develop learners’ critical
thinking, analytical and contextualisation
skills across the curriculum

This course is not formally accredited but
underpins values set by the Mental Health
Foundation.

Participants will gain confidence in
understanding how to use film to support
young people approaching challenging
circumstances, such as exams and transition

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

•

Film is a powerful tool for developing
empathy, exploring impact and discussing
difficult issues faced by the character all
at a level removed from issues that a pupil
may be facing themselves

•

Into Film training emphasises film as a
teaching tool to encourage deep and active
learning, and facilitates young people taking
control of their own learning processes

If schools wish to continue filmmaking, they are
eligible for Into Film competitions such as Film
of the Month and The Into Film Awards.

Into Film resources are free for schools and
available to support teachers in the classroom.
Into Film runs two flagship events:
the Into Film Festival enables 500,000
children and young people to access the
cinema for free in November and the Into Film
Awards Ceremony celebrates the filmmaking
and learning achievements of students from
across the UK every spring.
COSTS
£15 per teacher
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•
•
•

Schools new to the Into Film programme can
access a free Into Film club and sign up on The
Into Film website.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Each participant will receive a free
downloadable PowerPoint, which includes film
clips, activities and worksheets.
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Signals: Wellbeing Video Games
Trestle: Unmasking Wellbeing CPD
Confidance: Superheroes

INTO FILM

KS2

KS3

SEND

LITERACY THROUGH FILM CPD
Into Film is an education charity that puts film at the heart of children and young people’s
educational, cultural and personal development. Schools across the UK engage with a programme
of Into Film Clubs, special cinema screenings, resources and training to support classroom
teaching. Alongside rich online content for young audiences, this provides 5-19 year olds with
unparalleled opportunities to learn about and with film, and develop a passion for cinema. Into
Film supports teachers to work with film in the classroom and bring the curriculum to life, and to
put film at the centre of extracurricular activity.

“Film is totally part of the curriculum throughout all subjects, at both
Key Stages 3 and 4 now... we couldn’t teach here without film”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

COSTS

Into Film training is for groups of educators
working with 5-19 year olds. Filmmaking has
the power not only to increase educational
attainment for students across the curriculum
but also to empower teachers with an exciting
new means of assessing learning.

This CPD takes place as a twilight session,
Wednesday 23 October 2019, 16:00-18:00 at
High House Production Park, Purfleet.

Teachers do not need to prepare anything
in advance, however they must be willing to
explore the content and themes back in the
classroom and during wider school curriculum
planning.

£15 per teacher

This filmmaking training emphasises film as a
teaching tool to encourage deep and active
learning, and facilitates young people taking
control of their own learning processes.

•

Each activity is designed to help build on
a learner’s comprehension, analytical and
writing skills and includes an opportunity
for curriculum-focused filmmaking and
extended writing.

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

•

The programme demonstrates the
benefits of using film as text to develop
learners’ critical thinking, analytical
and contextualisation skills across the
curriculum.

Schools new to the Into Film programme can
access a free Into Film club and sign up on The
Into Film website.

•

Participants will develop a range of skills
that are transferable between film and
literary texts.

Each participant will receive a free
downloadable PowerPoint, which includes film
clips, activities and worksheets.

•

Into Film training emphasises film as a
teaching tool to encourage deep and active
learning, and facilitates young people taking
control of their own learning processes.

Into Film resources are free for schools and
available to support teachers in the classroom.

RAISING LITERACY THROUGH FILM CPD

LEARNING OUTCOMES

•

Our Literacy programme demonstrates the
benefits of using film as text to develop
learners’ critical thinking, analytical and
contextualisation skills across the curriculum.
Participants will develop a range of skills that
are transferable between film and literary texts.
Introducing a series of tools, including the 3Cs
(character, colour, camera) and 3Ss (story,
setting, sound), from which build teachers’
abilities to help their learners contextualise and
decode film, learning key literacy skills such as
inference, deduction and analysis which can be
applied to film and other texts.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

SUITABILITY
This CPD content is aimed at KS2-3 but could
help across a wider spectrum of ages and
abilities.
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This CPD can be widely applied to any
curricular or extra-curricular theme with strong
links to English, PSHE, Science, Music, Art &
History.

RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:

•

If schools wish to continue filmmaking, they are
eligible for Into Film competitions such as Film
of the Month and The Into Film Awards.

•

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

Into Film runs two flagship events:
the Into Film Festival enables 500,000
children and young people to access the
cinema for free in November and the Into Film
Awards Ceremony celebrates the filmmaking
and learning achievements of students from
across the UK every spring.
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Into Film: Book Trailer Project
Thurrock Libraries: Kids Lit Quiz
EES for Schools: Storytelling Bookbus

SIGNALS

KS2

KS3

KS4

SEND

DIGITAL MAKING
Signals is a centre for creative digital learning who specialise in film education, digital art and use
media production for social, learning and creative outcomes. Based in Colchester Essex, Signals is
a multi award winning arts and education charity that provides courses, workshops and projects
across the region. Using digital art to introduce young people to topics such as STEM, literacy,
history and even wellbeing, Signals have many years experience of delivering bespoke creative
digital education projects and workshops from KS2 to KS4.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
Signals educate and inspire students to
become digital creators rather than just
consumers, increasing their understanding of
and participation in digital art and its vast array
of applications.
Technology can spark debate, inspire and
motivate participants and Signals have had
great success and experience of working with
disadvantaged and hard to reach groups,
especially to help raise awareness and
engagement around PHSE topics.
DIGITAL MAKING
Exploring interactive creations using a
combination of motors, sensors and craft
materials, students will respond to a brief to
design and build their own piece of interactive
digital art.
Possibilities range from interactive musical
instruments to motorised theatre set boxes,
animatronic monsters to remote control
robots...
Signals will work with teachers to set a brief
for the session which aligns with topics already
being covered in their lessons. For example
Greek mythology robots, or bringing creative
writing to life with interactive set building.
The workshop centres around ‘physical
computing’ by using the BBC Micro:Bit
computer.

A small credit card sized computer that
students will program to control motors and
lights - all of which provided by Signals.
Students learn about user interface (UI) and
user experience (UX) to utilise wireless radio
technology to control their creations remotely.

•
•

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

Ability to use wireless radio technology to
control their creations remotely
Understanding of user interface and user
experience

Lesson plans and links to equipment used can
be provided on request.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

COSTS

This STEAM activity can be linked to both
STEM and creative subjects (music, art and
drama) as digital art is both scientific and
artistic.

£500 full day.

RECOMMENDED

This workshop is aimed at students in KS2-4.

Students will be encouraged to explore critical
thinking by having to problem solve and think
creatively throughout. This workshop is
translatable cross many curriculum areas.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

Bookings are available weekdays from 9:0017:30 and the workshop takes place over a full
day with a maximum of 30 students.

Signals are an Artsmark Partner, so please talk
to them about your Artsmark journey and see
how Signals can help you.

Workshops can either take place in your
classroom or at Signals’ studio in Colchester.

Teachers are encouraged to participate
alongside students and engage in their own
CPD.

This workshop is a fun and exciting way to
learn coding skills by combining them with
physical arts and crafts. Also introducing ideas
like problem solving and iterative design, fixing
bugs in the code.
SUITABILITY

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will have an:
•

•
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“...a great way to explore new themes and concepts without the
students even realising how much they are actually learning”

Understanding of basic programming
techniques such as input, outputs, variables
and “if” statements
Understanding of how to problem solve
and fix programming bugs with creative
solutions

All costs are inclusive of the equipment
required.

This offer could complement the following:
•
•

Additional computers may be required for
larger class sizes (e.g access to a computer
suite).
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Students could share their creations with the
wider school to demonstrate the wireless radio
technology and mechanics.
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Royal Opera House: Design and Make
Into Film: Book Trailer Project

SIGNALS

KS2

KS3

KS4

SEND

WELLBEING VIDEO GAMES
Signals is a centre for creative digital learning who specialise in film education, digital art and use
media production for social, learning and creative outcomes. Based in Colchester Essex, Signals is
a multi award winning arts and education charity that provides courses, workshops and projects
across the region. Using digital art to introduce young people to topics such as STEM, literacy,
history and even wellbeing, Signals have many years experience of delivering bespoke creative
digital education projects and workshops from KS2 to KS4.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
Signals educate and inspire students to
become digital creators rather than just
consumers, increasing their understanding of
and participation in digital art and its vast array
of applications.
Technology can spark debate, inspire and
motivate participants and Signals have had
great success and experience of working with
disadvantaged and hard to reach groups,
especially to help raise awareness and
engagement around PHSE topics.
WELLBEING VIDEO GAMES
The concept of wellbeing comprises of two
main elements: feeling good and functioning
well.
In this workshop students will learn the Five
Ways to Mental Wellbeing through making
video games - encouraging them to make
positive lifestyle choices for their mental and
physical health.

Students design their own game levels
finding exciting ways to show how its healthy
to acknowledge our emotions and even use
them to our advantage.
SUITABILITY
This workshop is aimed at students in KS2-4.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

This workshop takes concepts from Computer
Science and applys them to a creative
medium that is translatable cross many
curriculum areas, including:

Lesson plans and links to equipment used
can be provided on request. The Five Ways to
Mental Wellbeing was produced by the New
Economics Foundation (NEF) on behalf of
Foresight.

•
•
•

ICT programming skills such as events,
actions, conditions functions, variables.
Digital art and design, including character
design, scenery design and level design.
SMSC/PSHE topics and British Values

Workshops can either take place in your
classroom or at Signals’ studio in
Colchester.

Signals are an Artsmark Partner, so please talk
to them about your Artsmark journey and see
how Signals can help you.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Teachers are encouraged to participate
alongside students and engage in their own
CPD.

•

•
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OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

•

Anger could become a way of speeding past
obstacles, fear a way of sneaking under them
and excitement a way of jumping over them!

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

Workshops are available weekdays from
9:00-17:30 and last 2 hours with a maximum of
30 students.

Students will have an:

Students will use the free game design
software Construct 3 to program their own
video games which use emotions as
power-ups to overcome obstacles and
challenges.

“The students shoulders are back, they are talking and offering
opinions in class... they’ve smiled all week and looked truly joyful...
they believe in themselves”

•
•

Understanding of basic programming
techniques such as behaviours, variables,
events and actions
Understanding of how to problem solve
and fix programming bugs with creative
solutions
Ability to programme a 2D platformer game
in Construct 3
Ability in Designing, coding and testing
their own custom game levels
Been able to create and build an interactive
experience, considering UI and UX

Additional computers may be required for
larger class sizes (e.g access to a computer
suite).

COSTS
£250 2-hour workshop
£450 4-hour workshop
(2 hours with different classes)
All costs are inclusive of the equipment
required.
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•
•

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Students are able to continue developing their
video games in their own time or in the
classroom with Construct 3, refining their
newly developed IT skills.
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Into Film: Mindfulness on Film CPD
Signals: Live Music Coding

BANG &
SMASH MUSIC

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

SONG CREATION & PRODUCTION

The Bang and Smash approach to music and music technology is all about inspiration, confidence
building and self-expression through workshops, lessons, recording, mixing and production.

“‘Our Students love working with Gareth and we love seeing the
impact of his flexible and personalised approach. Gareth never fails to
motivate and inspire students - we have seen students’ confidence as
they develop their musical skills and expertise.’ ”

Bang and Smash is Gareth Marsh, a musician and sound engineer who has been working in
Thurrock for over 15 years. Bang and Smash music have worked with young people within Primary
schools, Secondary Schools, post compulsory education, PRU provision, youth clubs, NEET and
Youth Offending provision.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
In small groups (according to teacher preference) students will be given an introduction
to thinking about music - how it’s made up of
different elements - and respond to different
styles of music.
Students will use digital software to •
•
•

•

create and refine an instrumental track
write their own lyrics to set to their music
record their own vocals with a focus on how
technology can be used to construct the
building blocks of a piece of music.
develop creative writing skills, music
listening skills, phonological development,
composition and technology skills for music

KS3, KS4 and KS5 students may wish to work
further on their own production and mixing
skills to complete the project.

6 students per session (can be adjusted to
teacher’s needs)

•

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

•

Workshops will take place in-school, all
equipment will be provided.

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Further sessions can be arranged to develop
the students’ skills. This can include sessions at
local Recording Studios or after school clubs.
Instrumental versions can be created and used
for live performances of any tracks made in the
workshops.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

The song writing Project is three 1hour
sessions in succession over 3 weeks.

Teachers will be required to arrange times,
dates, a suitable room for the sessions and
select participants prior to the visit.

£250

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

RECOMMENDED

The students will receive CDs or MP3s of the
tracks. These can be played to their class for
further song analysis. There is the option to
expand and develop a cross curricular project
with Art / Media/ Photography to create artwork for CDs.

This offer could complement the following:
• SparkedEcho: Folk Songwriting
• SparkedEcho: Sonic Classroom CPD
• TMS: Rhythm CPD

There is flexibility for this to be discussed with
teachers to go into greater depth.
LEARNING OUTCOMES

This bespoke music project is ideal for targeted groups of students. Bang and Smash
practitioners will work with teachers to discuss
needs and requirements to confirm the focus
on process or product. Past projects have
introduced a sharing element at the end of
the workshops, creating a class EP of songs to
share with an audience.
SUITABILITY

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
•
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•

ICT: the use of music software
Maths: understanding musical metre and
maths of music technology
Science: sound making, acoustics
The workshops/ stimulus for song writing
can be linked to specific topic areas that the
students are studying if requested.

Dates are available throughout the academic
year.

Students will
• Recognise how elements of music are put
together
• Compose and arrange music
• Understand the separate skills involved in
music production
• Develop creative writing
• Improve team work
• Develop confidence and resilience through
trying new things with peers in a safe,
supportive environment

KS2-5 and SEN

•

COSTS

We would encourage students to host a music
sharing event either in school or to a wider
audience.
A digital platform for Thurrock Trailblazer
tunes could be created.
Bang and Smash run a Music youth club in
partnership with Thurrock Council to young
people of 11 years and over, more information
can be obtained at the end of the project from
Bang and Smash music.

Literacy: through creative lyric writing,
exploring language, rhyme and metre
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COMPLETE
COMMEDIA CO

KS2

KS3

KS4

“In the creative hands of Bernadette, the students left behind Thurrock
and transported themselves to early 16th Century Europe”

KS5

•

Commedia.
HISTORY: Venetian masks and costumes.
Each student will have the opportunity
to work in authentic masks and period
costumes provided for use during the
workshops. This will require previous
research around specified events and
support for students.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

MASKED COMEDY

Bernadette Wakeling, the founder of the Complete Commedia Company (CCC) has been
engaging in community- based projects and partnering with education establishments in the
local area for 21 years. CCC annually creates street theatre performances using the masked street
theatre style known as Commedia dell’Arte. This style was popular in Italy when Shakespeare was
busy performing in London. Its stock characters are recognisable in every age and every culture.
As such studying them is a an excellent way to explore prejudice, discrimination and challenge
assumptions based on appearance.

All workshops are practical and designed
specifically for the age and experience of the
students.
Therefore teachers are asked to meet
Bernadette in-school to plan the course
content well in advance, where outcomes can
be pre-agreed.
Teachers will commit to some research and
engaged support in class, so that practical
lessons are researched and informed.

SUITABILITY

CCC are offering sessions using the Commedia
dell’Arte art form to build confidence in young
people:

Suitable for KS2 (Years 5 & 6 only) and KS3-5.
30 Students maximum per session

As this is a collaborative project, teachers will
be asked to provide feedback across a broad
skill base, the acquisition of which is monitored
closely.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

Dates are flexible across the year, and sessions
take place in-school.

Students share their work with each other at
the end of the sessions. Students are
encouraged to present their work and evaluate
their progress, setting targets for their next
sessions.

GET SERIOUSLY PHYSICAL
Using Commedia to tell local stories, students
will meet the stock characters, Harlequin and
Peirott and discover their relationship to each
other. They will work with their masks & costumes and learn how the troupes operated.
The sessions run across three weeks and include:
•

•

•

Workshop 1: an introduction to 10 masked
characters. Through mimicry all students
will learn to move as the masked characters
and have fun devising short scenes.
Students will then choose to specialise in
one character.
Workshop 2: As that character, students
will learn stage combat, slapstick, physical
comedy and clowning.
Workshop 3: In small groups the students
devise a scenario based on a pre-negotiated
theme.

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO COMMEDIA
DELL ‘ARTE
• 2 sessions of 1.5 hour workshops
GET SERIOUSLY PHYSICAL
• Option 1: 3 sessions of 3 hour workshops
• Option 2: 6 sessions of 1.5 hour workshops
LEARNING OUTCOMES

Teachers and students will be given resources
to support and reinforce the students’
learning. Guidance will be given at the end of
each session.
COSTS
A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO COMMEDIA
DELL ‘ARTE
£200
GET SERIOUSLY PHYSICAL
£500
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Trestle: Wellbeing CPD
• RSC: Primary Shakespeare CPD
• Rendered Retina: Timon of Athens

Teachers will also project manage the
performances.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO COMMEDIA
DELL ‘ARTE
Over a course of two 1.5 hour workshops,
students will engage in a practical study of the
stock characters of the Commedia dell ‘arte,
their masks, moves and motivations through
this slapstick art form.

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO COMMEDIA
DELL ‘ARTE:
At the end of the workshops, students will have
an understanding of the style, stock characters
and how to use them in performance.

Transferable skills include: communication,
innovation, leadership, team work, problem
solving, creativity, articulation, self-awareness,
evaluation and presentation.

They will be able to use this to make their own
work or apply the transferable skills to further
study. It is also possible to engage with ‘Get
seriously physical’ project at a later date;
getting support from the company to use the
skills gained to create Commedia scenarios.

All students will access the performance skills
required by the discipline. These include:
masked performance, devising, improvisation,
directing, stage fighting, slapstick, physical
comedy and clowning.

GET SERIOUSLY PHYSICAL:
The workshops will conclude with an in-house
performance of scenarios prepared during the
sessions. Schools are provided with copies of
all video and photographic evidence collected.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
•
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ENGLISH: script writing and creative writing
opportunities. Shakespeare characters that
appear in his plays are often drawn from
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TRESTLE

KS2

KS3

KS4

KS5

“I would recommend to all History teachers who teach slavery at KS3...
it gives insight into the realities of being a slave, enhancing empathy”

SEND

For students the project will:

YARICO

•

Provide an experience of a live theatre
performance

•

Increase awareness of SMSC and British
Values relating to Citizenship, PSHE and
Religious Studies

•

Raise awareness of issues surrounding
modern enslavement and women’s
emancipation

•

•

Trestle is a mask and physical theatre company with a highly regarded arts education programme;
with a mission to inspire creativity through participation and dialogue they aim to create and
deliver high quality mask and physical theatre performances and workshops locally, nationally
and internationally. Trestle send their high quality, hand-crafted Trestle mask sets and accessible
resources across the world.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

The Trestle Yarico Education Programme
positions itself between the facts of history and
fictional characters, woven together through
musical theatre storytelling, which honours the
past and provides practical exploration and
cross-curricular resources to support students
and teachers from KS1-5. Trestle will visit your
school to present a theatrical performance of
Yarico.

The performance of Yarico is suitable for upper
KS2-5 and audiences of 100 or more.

YARICO PERFORMANCE
This piece of theatre is centred on the true
story of Yarico, a young woman in the 17th
century who saved and loved a man who then
repaid her by selling her into slavery. In
bringing her story to life through theatre and
drama, we explore Yarico’s world and her
experience, as well as relating it to the
contemporary plights of women who are
exploited and enslaved.
Yarico is a woman from a Native American
culture, a saviour, a lover, a mother, a slave, a
freedom fighter; in the nineteenth century a
children’s alphabet book described ‘Y is for
Yarico’, showing how popular she must have
been at that time.
We believe that she has much to say to us
today and hope that this piece will support
students in discovering more about her,
relating that to the present and inspiring
people to engage with the basic questions of
how we value and treat other human beings.

•

Cover performance and verbal skills related
to the spoken language aspect of the
English National Curriculum for KS1-4
Build on transferable skills related to
taking part in a drama workshop such as
communication, speaking and listening,
working in a team and building confidence
Offer an introduction to drama and
storytelling or a more in depth exploration
of specific drama and devising skills
including mask work on a basic,
intermediate or advanced level. This can
easily be related to the Drama and Theatre
Studies curriculum in KS4 or KS5

For teachers the project can:

Workshops are capped at a maximum of 30
students.

•

Support them to engage with drama in a
simple way in their classrooms

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

•

Provide in depth training in mask or
physical theatre

Schools can book the performance as a
stand-alone or book accompanying workshops,
which will include a short ‘storytelling’ version
of the Yarico story at the start of the workshop.

•

Provide creative solutions to enabling
discussions on SMSC topics such as identity,
religion and race

Workshops can be anything from 50 minutes
to 2.5 hours.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

The performance is 25 minutes with
potential for a 20-30 minute Q&A session with
the actors.

HISTORY & RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Linking to exploring themes of slavery and
race.

A common model for a whole year group of
180 students is a morning show then several
one hour workshops.

DRAMA & THEATRE STUDIES
Linking directly to meet criteria in mask and
physical theatre as well as supporting
modules in devising, improvisation and
practitioner studies.

Please note that all bookings are limited
between Monday 24 February – Friday 6 March
2020 only.
LEARNING OUTCOMES

ENGLISH
Supporting set texts, character exploration,
storytelling, speaking and listening,
presentation and communication skills.

The learning outcomes for this project are
varied and can be tailored depending on the
focus of the workshop.

PSHE
Offering a creative and engaging approach to
exploring issues around relationships,
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feelings and emotions, identity and diversity
whilst building confidence and self esteem.
SMSC VALUES & CITIZENSHIP
Helping to develop confidence, explore feelings
and deal with issues such as bullying and body
image.
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
We would need an initial planning consultation
with each teacher to determine the specific
targets and aims, which can be done over the
phone.
We would need a teacher to be present at
every workshop and enough teachers present
at a performance to chaperone the number of
students.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Teachers can be left with Yarico resources
including details of the historical sources of the
story and matters of contemporary relevance,
alongside practical exercise suggestions to
continue classroom learning.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Trestle mask sets are available to purchase
online for use in the classroom.
COSTS
£350 for a single performance; with workshops
this performance cost is discounted to £300
and workshops are £100 for 1 hour, £200 for 2
hours.
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•
•
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Trestle: Unmasking Wellbeing CPD
National Theatre: Let’s Play

INTO FILM

KS3

SEND

“We looked at interesting types of film trailer and then made our own...
we learned about storyboards, different camera angles and more”
CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
ENGLISH
Links to storytelling and creating a narrative of
characters and places; portraying a key
message succinctly; exploring creative writing
and book reviews
MEDIA & FILM
Learning how to prepare each stage of
production for a book trailer

BOOK TRAILER PROJECT
Into Film is an education charity that puts film at the heart of children and young people’s
educational, cultural and personal development. Schools across the UK engage with a programme
of Into Film Clubs, special cinema screenings, resources and training to support classroom
teaching. Alongside rich online content for young audiences, this provides 5-19 year olds with
unparalleled opportunities to learn about and with film, and develop a passion for cinema. Into
Film supports teachers to work with film in the classroom and bring the curriculum to life, and to
put film at the centre of extracurricular activity.

ART & DESIGN
Creatively making sets, scenery and character
design for the trailer; designing alternative
book covers
MUSIC
Working to generate original sound/music
scores to accompany the film trailers
SCIENCE

If schools wish to continue filmmaking, they are
eligible for Into Film competitions such as Film
of the Month and The Into Film Awards.
Schools new to the Into Film programme can
access a free Into Film club and sign up on The
Into Film website.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
EES offers publicity to promote the awards in
schools, alongside a Schools Pack of
suggested activities/ideas. Each school will
receive hard-copies of the 6 EBA shortlisted
books (additional copies can be purchased
with a discount). There is also a Forum
online for students to post and share their
book reviews.
Into Film resources are free for schools and
available to support teachers in the classroom.
Into Film runs two flagship events:
the Into Film Festival enables 500,000
children and young people to access the
cinema for free in November and the Into Film
Awards Ceremony celebrates the filmmaking
and learning achievements of students from
across the UK every spring.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

Links to sound recording and digitisation

EES Book Awards (EBA) is a partnership with
EES for Schools, Essex Library Service and Into
Film. An annual reading event and award
ceremony, EBA aims to foster reading
enjoyment by offering a range of activities
linked to 6 shortlisted books, giving
participating schools a chance to create
animated or filmed trailers of books from the
selected titles.

Book titles launch in Autumn 2019. EBA runs
from October to March during which time
students read the books and literary reviews
are posted by students on a dedicated blog.

PE

Into Film filmmaking workshops take place
between November and February, with the
competitive final showcase of films held at the
EBA ceremony in March 2020.

DRAMA

£125 for 2 hours
£250 for 4 hours

Using the books as stimulus for scripts or
productions

RECOMMENDED

After having read the titles, schools take part in
teacher/student collaborative workshops
in-school, with Into Film, that will together
cover the following:

This workshop takes place over 2 hours, with a
maximum of 30 students, there is the option to
increase this to two workshops over 4 hours.
Bookings are limited and will be allocated on a
first-come-first served basis.

ICT

•
•
•

INTRODUCTION TO FILMMAKING
INTRODUCTION TO STOP MOTION
FILMMAKING WITH IPADS

Students could organise sports events linked to
specific books

Using new technology in the classroom, such
as filmmaking Apps and iPads

COSTS

This offer could complement the following:
•
•
•

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
LEARNING OUTCOMES

Captivating trailers are made as students and
teachers learn filmmaking and animation skills
alongside how to use new technology to create
an engaging film trailer of their own.
Trailers are then entered into the EBA award
ceremony where prizes are given for Best Book
Trailer, Most Innovative School and Best Book
Review.

The programme provides a boost to reading,
written and visual literacy. Students will be
introduced to/develop skills linked to:
•
•
•
•
•

SUITABILITY
Due to the reading age guidance of the
shortlisted books this project is designed for
KS3, this could be extended to KS2.

•
•
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Increased literacy skills via the adaptation
of text into finished filmed trailers
Film-based literacy development
Reading for enjoyment
Extending reading choices through multiarts investigation
Development of speaking, listening
and evaluative skills by participating in
discussion and debate with other student
communities
Collaboration and team work
Problem solving and resilience

Teachers must show a willingness to read the
shortlisted books and promote these to their
Librarian and students.
Teachers could champion specific books linked
to their subject areas of the curriculum.
Teachers will attend and fully participate in
both student/teacher workshops in filmmaking.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
A limited number of students can attend the
EBA ceremony, to take place at an Essex venue
to be confirmed, this is booked on a
first-come-first-served basis.
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Thurrock Libraries: Kids Lit Quiz
Signals: Animation
V&A: Schools Screen

THURROCK
LIBRARIES

“...It was really great to meet other book lovers and to see reading
treated in the same way as sport or the like”

SEND

KS3

•
•

•
•

Reading strengthens the brains connections
and builds new connections
Reading a wide variety of books teaches
children about the world around them;
people, events and places outside their
own living experience
Practising social skills with children from
other schools and backgrounds
Improving teamwork with their classmates
and teachers in order to work together

The Library team help encourage reading skills
by getting every child to become a library
member and read a wide range of books.
Your visit will include:
•
•
•
•

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

KIDS LIT QUIZ

Literacy skills – developing a wide knowledge
of children’s books and culture that can be
applied to any cross-curricular subject through
storytelling and writing.

Thurrock Libraries are a council run service operating across ten venues within Thurrock, including
Grays, Chadwell, Blackshots, South Ockendon, Corringham, Tilbury, Aveley and Stanford Le Hope
Libraries. Inviting groups and schools to visit their local library regularly allows visitors to access
the wealth of information, knowledge and support on offer. Libraries are open to all and have a
remit to provide resources for educational, social and recreational needs.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

The Kids’ Lit Quiz is an annual literature quiz
for students that Thurrock Libraries take part
in. Kids Lit Quiz (Thames Gateway) East Venue
is open to all secondary schools in the eastern
region including Essex, Kent and East London.

Students from KS3, aged 10 - 13 years are
permitted to compete in the Kids Lit Quiz.
Library visits are open to all ages.

Teachers are asked to actively encourage and
support reading for pleasure across the whole
canon of children’s literature from
contemporary to modern genres, to support
this offer and the wider curriculum.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

KIDS LIT QUIZ
WELCOME TO THE SPORT OF READING!
This project allows your students to take part
in the regional heat of Kids Lit Quiz held locally
in Thurrock. The heat lasts 3 hours over one
afternoon in November. The winning team from
this heat will represent the region at the British
Final, usually held in London.
The quiz was founded by New Zealand
quizmaster Wayne Mills, who reads enough
books to write several thousand questions
each year. The quizmaster promotes a wide
range of reading throughout the quiz inspiring
participants to widen their repertoire.
The quiz enables schools to celebrate
reading for pleasure and rewards students who
can demonstrate a passion for reading,
inlcuding the use of a new Kids Lit Quiz App.
Quizzes are held in Australia, Canada, Hong
Kong, Indonesia, New Zealand, Nigeria,
Singapore, South Africa, Thailand, United
Kingdom and USA. The winning team from
each heat competes in a National Final and
National champions then proceed to compete
in the World Final.
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Schools are encouraged to run preliminary
heats in-school to widen participation and
identify team members. This excitement about
reading spreads to the wider school as
students seek to be included in the teams.

an introduction to the library and its
services
finding stories
finding non-fiction and information books
time to explore and choose books to
borrow

Each term we ask a different year group to
visit. In the autumn term we welcome Year 5s
and reception classes for Booktime. During
the spring term, visits from Year 3s and in the
summer term Years 1 and 2.
COSTS
FREE to participate, however there is a cost
of £50 per school team to attend the Kids Lit
Quiz Event in November (maximum of 2 teams
per school).
Any subsequent heats are to be funded by the
school directly.
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:

Kids Lit Quiz Event will be held on Tuesday 19
November 2019, with local venue (school or
community hall) to be announced.

The Winning school receives a sporting trophy
and the three winning team members book
tokens as prizes.

HEATS

This project can spark a renewed interest in
reading. Participants often become mentors
for future teams passing on their enthusiasm,
learning and mentoring skills.

Schools can enter two teams of four students
taken from Years 7 and 8.
Teams of four students are asked to answer
100 questions on children’s literature divided
into ten categories, which vary each year. This
demo video will give you some of the flavour
of a Kids’ Lit Quiz heat.
Examples of categories set previously
include poetry, authors, titles, settings,
characters, and nursery rhymes.
Between each round, whilst the marking is
taking place, the Quizmaster asks questions
of the spectators and teams, giving them the
chance to win book tokens and coins.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

Children who read often and widely improve
their reading and writing skills far quicker
than those who only read curriculum texts

•
•

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
KIDS LIT QUIZ APP
A brand new Kids Lit Quiz App is now available
for download from the Apple Store or
Google Play Store. The app simulates the real
quiz heats with real questions and
competitions. Track your progress against
others in your school or country or around the
world.
LIBRARY VISIT
All school classes are invited to visit their local
library. Visits can be made to suit a school’s
special requirements. The Thurrock Libraries
team will send a letter to confirm your booking
and a library joining form which can be copied
and given to every child.
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Into Film: Book Trailer Project
Into Film: Literacy through Film CPD

V&A

“Students learnt new ways to think about both the advantages and
disadvantages that future technologies may bring...”

SEND

KS3

•

3 October 2019: Compulsory designerled CPD at High House Production Park,
Purfleet 16:00-18:00
A chance to find out more about Innovate
and get hands-on in a practical workshop
led by a designer, providing inspiration from
their practice and ideas to take back to
school

•
•
•

INNOVATE
The Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) in London is the world’s largest museum of art, design &
performance, housing a permanent collection of over 2.3 million objects. It was founded in 1852
and named after Queen Victoria and Prince Albert.
Offering a wide range of gallery tours, practical workshops, exhibition visits, events, screenings
and projects for students aged from EYFS-KS5 and post-16, there is something for everyone.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
Pre-released for Thurrock Trailblazer ahead of
its public launch in May, Innovate is the V&A’s
new annual National Schools Challenge, asking
students in years 7, 8 and 9 to work in teams to
design a solution to a real-world problem.
Innovate aims to inspire the next generation
of designers, makers and innovators across
England, and help young people develop the
essential skills needed for the workplace of the
future – including critical thinking, creativity
and collaboration.
Students can choose to explore one of three
contextual challenges inspired by the V&A’s
collections and exhibitions that ask critical
questions about the issues shaping our world:
•

•

•

Innovate is delivered in the classroom by
teachers and is supported digitally through a
range of free online resources, including
activity ideas and tools to support design
thinking, insights into objects in the collections,
and films with inspiring industry practitioners.
Entries are digitally submitted and judged by a
panel of industry experts. Finalists will be
invited to the annual Innovate Pitching and
Awards day at the V&A and will be in with a
chance of winning prizes for their school,
including workshops with designers and
trophies.
Released nationally from Wednesday 8 May
2019, find out more and sign up to take part by
visiting the new website.
SUITABILITY

EAT
What we eat, how and where it
comes from

This programme is currently targeted at KS3
only.

GO
How we travel, why and where
we go

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Innovate has a flexible structure and could be
run as a unit of work, an extra-curricular
activity, or an off-timetable STEAM day.

WEAR
What we wear, how it’s made and
its impact on the world

CHALLENGE TIMELINE FOR 2019/2020

Within their chosen context, student teams of
4-6 discover their own real and relevant
problem to solve – at home, in school, or
locally - leading to a new design idea.
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•

10 July 2019: Innovate Design Skills for the
Future, conference held at the V&A

•

2 September – 13 December 2019: entry
period for challenge submissions

•

13 December 2019: Deadline for entries
6 January 2020: Judging period
13 January 2020: Finalist schools contacted
2 March 2020: Pitching and Awards day

LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

•
•
•
•

Developing transferable skills, including
problem solving, creativity, innovation,
critical thinking, team work, self-reflection,
presentation and communication
Exploring different design processes and
applying them to real-life
Learning about the work of future-looking
designers and innovators
Discovering potential careers
Learning about some of the most
fascinating objects in our collections

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
Whether you’re a teacher of D&T, Art & Design,
Sciences, Geography, Citizenship, or
something else entirely, you could run Innovate
in your class to show the power of design in a
fast-changing world. Innovate supports:
•

STEAM teaching

•

Delivery of D&T curriculum and scaffolds
towards the NEA component of the D&T
GCSE

The Innovate conference will be a chance
to hear more about Innovate, be inspired by
design practitioners and thought-leaders in
21st century learning, and take part in practical
creative workshops with designers. Attendance
is not compulsory and FREE, however booking
is essential.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
All students who submit an entry will receive a
certificate for taking part. 9 finalist teams are
selected to attend the Innovate Pitching and
Awards day at the V&A and have the chance to
win prizes for their school.
After Innovate you could encourage students
to share their Innovate journey with the rest
of the school or local community or create an
exhibition at school to celebrate the students’
work.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
The V&A has free online resources for teachers
to support delivery of Innovate online. Please
note this website, and the programme as a
whole, will not be released to the public until
Wednesday 8 May 2019.
Teachers can also organise a free self-guided
visit to the Museum for their class to research
the wider collections; relevant temporary
exhibitions will be ticketed for an additional
cost.
COSTS
FREE

The broad themes will encourage students to
explore the real-world role of design in tackling
the impact of global trends and will model the
NEA of the GCSE specification with its
emphasis on design thinking, problem solving
and iteration.
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers must attend the compulsory CPD in
Thurrock and be willing to engage in detailed
feedback and evaluation throughout the
challenge.
CONFERENCE
Innovate: Design Skills for the Future
Wednesday 10 July 2019, 10:30-16:00 at the
V&A, London.
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SIGNALS

KS3

KS4

SEND

LIVE CODING MUSIC
Signals is a centre for creative digital learning who specialise in film education, digital art and use
media production for social, learning and creative outcomes. Based in Colchester Essex, Signals is
a multi award winning arts and education charity that provides courses, workshops and projects
across the region. Using digital art to introduce young people to topics such as STEM, literacy,
history and even wellbeing, Signals have many years experience of delivering bespoke creative
digital education projects and workshops from KS2 to KS4.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

Signals educate and inspire students to
become digital creators rather than just
consumers, increasing their understanding of
and participation in digital art and its vast array
of applications.

This workshop is aimed at students in KS3-4.

Technology can spark debate, inspire and
motivate participants and Signals have had
great success and experience of working with
disadvantaged and hard to reach groups,
especially to help raise awareness and
engagement around PHSE topics.
LIVE CODING MUSIC
The purpose of programming is to find a
sequence of instructions (code) that will
automate the performance of a desired task.
Students will learn to compose music through
computer coding, using Sonic Pi - the live coding synth for everyone.
Learn to code creatively by composing or
performing music in an incredible range of
styles from Classical and Jazz to Grime and
EDM.
Using accessible pre-prepared templates,
students will experiment with making music
using programming skills such as ‘sequencing,
debugging and conditionals’ and each student
will be able to share a short improvised coding
performance live to their classmates.
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DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Workshops are available weekdays from 9:0017:30 and last 2 hours with a maximum of 30
students.
Workshops can either take place in your
classroom or at Signals’ studio in Colchester.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will have:
•

Explored the functions of Sonic Pi

•

Performed basic coding using pre-pared
templates

•

Understand how to problem solve and fix
programming bugs with creative solutions

•

Translated musical ideas into code

•

Created a short improvised performance

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

“...the support that Signals has provided has brought current practice
in digital tools and techniques into the classroom. We know it’s made
an impact on children’s creativity and enjoyment of learning”

Such as: discovering an
alternative way of composing/performing
music for the music curriculum or
understanding the steps in scientific processes.
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Signals are an Artsmark Partner, so please talk
to them about your Artsmark journey and see
how Signals can help you.
Teachers are encouraged to participate
alongside students and engage in their own
CPD.
Additional computers may be required for
larger class sizes (e.g access to a computer
suite).

COSTS
£250 2-hour workshop
£450 4-hour workshop
(2 hours with different classes)
All costs are inclusive of the equipment
required.
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•
•
•

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Students are encouraged to continue
composing using Sonic Pi and sharing
performances in and out of school, refining
their newly developed IT skills.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Lesson plans and links to equipment used can
be provided on request.

This workshop applies concepts from
Computer Science and applys them to a
creative medium that is translatable cross
many curriculum areas.
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Into Film: Book Trailer Project
SparkedEcho: Sonic Classroom CPD
Signals: Wellbeing Video Games

SPARKEDECHO

KS3

KS4

SEND

FOLK SONGWRITING

At SparkedEcho we want a community rooted in new music encounters - more connected,
healthier and creative. Our vision is that everyone, regardless of their background, enjoys the
benefits of new music experiences. Based in Medway, Kent, we produce unusual live events,
interactive installations, digital learning resources and inclusive workshops. Our work has seen
older people singing on trains in Sittingbourne, teenagers composing video game music in
Hastings, and visually impaired people experiencing a live opera puzzle in Chatham.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

Lyric writing and vocal delivery techniques will
be achieved through activities that overcome
any writer’s block. By the end of the workshop
the group will have a recording and group
performance of the finished song ready to
share to an audience.

SparkedEcho oversee projects looking to
develop new approaches in arts
education. With expertise in performing arts
and creative media, we work with artists,
schools, universities and community venues.
Naomi Bedford and Paul Simmonds are a
critically-acclaimed folk duo (vocals and guitar), recently nominated for a BBC Radio 2 Folk
Award. Naomi has collaborated with Orbital
and Justin Currie (Del Amitri), whilst Paul is
also the principle songwriter in The Men They
Couldn’t Hang. They run folk songwriting
workshops across the UK, and Naomi is a
trained Arts Award Advisor at Bronze and
Silver.

SUITABILITY
This workshop is targeted at KS3-4.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Bookings are avilable across the year. Over a
full day (2 x 3-hour sessions) in-school, a group
of 8-12 students and teachers can take part.
LEARNING OUTCOMES

FOLK SONGWRITING: DAILY NEWS
Co-write, record and perform a new folk song
with duo Naomi and Paul. Lyrics and music will
be inspired by stories in the local newspaper of
the day. This practical workshop is a must for
students and teachers interested in developing
skills in songwriting, lyrics and composition,
linking it to local history and literature.
During the workshop there will be a live
demonstration, unpicking the elements of a
folk song and exploring classic works.
Students will be busy creating a new song
directly inspired by the local newspaper, taking
part in activities to uncover composition; use
of key, tempo, time an arrangement options.
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By the end of the session, students and
teachers will be able to:
•

Recognise key folk music works

•

Recall folk music compositional and lyric
writing techniques

•

Reflect on the process of co-writing and
recording a folk song

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
MUSIC
Composing, examining classic works, singing,
performing, recording

“...to spend the day writing a folk song with Naomi and Paul, along
with being around their talent was so humbling and inspiring”

MATHS
Exploring musical tempo, bars, beats in rhythm
HISTORY
Links to daily newspapers throough time
ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE
Creative writing, prose, developing lyrics,
storytelling through song
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
No prior training required. Teachers are
requested to attend the workshop with
students, as this can also form part of their
own CPD.

COSTS
£540
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•
•
•

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Teachers can invite a selected audience to the
concluding live performance. An audio or video
recording of the song will be made for future
sharing in the school.
An end of session reflection/evaluation will also
be undertaken and shared.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Teachers will be provided with shets including
the chords and lyrics of the songs written, as
well as links to external folk music learning
resources.
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Bang & Smash Music: Sound Creation &
Production
Thurrock Museum: Object Handling
Thurrock Music Services: Sing Healthily CPD

ROYAL OPERA
HOUSE

KS4

“We have learnt so much from this year’s challenge and can’t wait to
get started on the coming year. The whole experience has been so
exciting and challenging”

SEND

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
The CPD will take place on Thursday 5
September, 13:30-17:30, High House Production
Park, Purfleet.

DESIGN CHALLENGE

Following key dates:
• Week commencing the 28 January 2019:
Industry Day at South Essex College
• Friday 14 February 2020: finalists’ online
submission deadline
• Friday 6 March 2020: winners’
announcement
• Friday 27 March winners’ celebration and
exhibition
LEARNING OUTCOMES

DESIGN CHALLENGE (SECONDARY)

Students will develop skills in:

The Royal Opera House aims to enrich people’s lives through opera and ballet. Home to two of
the world’s great artistic companies – The Royal Opera and The Royal Ballet, performing with the
Orchestra of the Royal Opera House – we seek to be always accessible and engaging, to develop
audiences across the UK and to break new ground in the presentation of lyric theatre.

•
•
•

ABOUT THE PROJECT
The Royal Opera House’s (ROH) world class
opera and ballet productions are brought to
life on its world-famous Covent Garden stage
through the amazing work of designers, artists
and craft makers who create and manufacture
the sets and costumes for the productions.
The Design Challenge (Secondary) competition
gives students the opportunity to test and
develop their design skills, based around a
Ballet or Opera production
In 2018/19, the project uses Puccini’s dramatic
Opera La Boheme as a design stimulus.
Students will be set a professional brief to
work towards; they will choose to follow one of
two pathways:
• Costume Design: working with textiles
• Set Design: building a model box
The project is closely aligned to the AQA and
Edexcel exam boards and can be used as a
mock exam framework for year 10 or 11 Art and
Design subjects
It will provide students with a real and
practical insight into the world of set and
costume designers and makers. It will open
their eyes to the skills required for a career in
theatre craft and allow students to develop
their own skillset, extending their learning from
school to a professional context. The 6 stages
of design process also gives students a
structured approach to research and
development of their designs. The students are
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asked to present their designs as part of the
final submission developing oracy and
presentation skills.
Teachers will attend a CPD session where they
will be taken through the step-by-step scheme
of work and be given access to all of the
resources accompanying the project.
The project will be teacher-led, thus offering
exciting skills development for teachers in the
relevant subject areas.
Classes will also be invited to an Industry Day
at Flagship Design Challenge college, South
Essex College. This is for up to 20 students
from each school, to give them tasters of their
FE and HE courses in Costume, 3D Design,
Graphics and Dye.
Students will also hear from industry professionals and will find out more about their
careers, as well as apprenticeships and work
experience opportunities.
SUITABILITY
GCSE classes of:
• Art
• Art and Design
• Design Technology
• Graphic Design
• Textiles
• Production Arts

•
•

•
•
•

will be agreed between the school and the
ROH.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
All of the lesson plans and videos, plus
additional helpful resources about the opera
will be live on our ROH Learning Platform.
COSTS
FREE
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Firstsite: Learning to Look
• National Theatre: Make Theatre days
• Thurrock Tours (see page 168)

Designing to an industry ‘live’ brief
Designing for character and interpreted
theme
Practical application and functionality of
materials
Working to scale
Independent research and producing a
body of work demonstrating process in
portfolio format
Planning for making
Presenting and pitching ideas
The project links to the curriculum for GCSE
Art and Design subjects and can be used as
a mock exam module.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Attendance at the CPD will introduce teachers
to the digital resources and practical lesson
plans to aid facilitation of the design process in
school.
Teachers can use the scheme of work and
resources flexibly to engineer the most suitable
design outcomes for their awarding bodies.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Schools will shortlist 1 finalist for every 20
students and submit their work digitally to
the Royal Opera House for competition and
judging.
SECONDARY-SPECIFIC OFFERS
Winners will be invited to exhibit their work at
the Royal Opera House and attend a presentation.
With their class they be invited to a schools’
matinee and have an exclusive tour of the
backstage areas. If it is not possible for the
school to attend the matinee, a suitable prize
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ROYAL OPERA
HOUSE

KS3

KS4

KS5

INFRA WORKSHOP

The Royal Opera House aims to enrich people’s lives through opera and ballet. Home to two of
the world’s great artistic companies – The Royal Opera and The Royal Ballet, performing with the
Orchestra of the Royal Opera House – we seek to be always accessible and engaging, to develop
audiences across the UK and to break new ground in the presentation of lyric theatre.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

•

Wayne McGregor is renowned for his
ground-breaking choreography and
collaborations. He was appointed as Resident
Choreographer of The Royal Ballet in 2006,
becoming the first contemporary
choreographer to hold the post.
The Royal Ballet’s Infra (2008), choreographed
by McGregor, is one of six new works selected
for the AQA GCSE Dance Anthology. This is the
first time that his work has become part of the
GCSE curriculum.
The Royal Opera House is offering two
informative workshop options that
complement the FREE Infra resource pack.
Workshops for Teachers and students are
designed to provide a practical
understanding of McGregor’s choreographic
process and offer clear links to the AQA Dance
GCSE Level specification.
Each workshop will provide opportunities to
explore the Performance, Choreography and
Appreciation aspects of GCSE dance. The
workshop will include:
•

•
•

•

A series of creative tasks that explore the
choreographic approach and devices used
when creating Infra with the Royal Ballet.
Discussion of production features
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•

•

SUITABILITY

•

Suitable for KS3-5 and teachers of AQA GCSE
Dance.

•

•
•

Maximum 30 students per workshop.
Minimum of 6 teachers are required for a
teacher workshop.

•

The skills to analyse McGregor’s
choreographic approach through a series of
creative tasks.
An ability to use different choreographic
devices to develop movement material.
A better knowledge of the physical and
aural setting and other features of the work.
Increased understanding of their own and
others physical signature.
Understanding of the productions features
including the work of Julian Opie, Max
richter, Chris Ekers, Lucy Carter and Maritz
Junge

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

Infra workshops can be booked at any time
across the academic year and take place in
school.

Teachers must be on hand to supervise and
be willing to take part. Student workshops
still provide an element of CPD for teachers,
however a teacher specific workshop would
geeerate more in-depth information specific to
teaching.

There are two worlshop options:
• Half Day (2 hours)
• Full day (4 hours)
LEARNING OUTCOMES

A short introduction to the Royal Opera
House, the Royal Ballet and McGregor’s role
as Resident Choreographer.
A contemporary ballet warm-up exploring
physical skills.
Exploring a short section of Infra repertoire
through technical/ expressive skills and
movement content/motifs.

“I enjoyed learning about different choreographic devices used by
Wayne McGregor in order to create choreography. I fell the practical
workshop will help me to answer set questions”

By the end of the workshops both Teachers
and students will have:
•

•

Learnt at least one section of the repertoire
from McGregor’s Infra and explored
different ways of performing material.
An understanding of the physical, technical
and expressive skills required when
performing Infra.

its choreographic intent and approach. The
workshop will support their teaching of Infra, in
line with the AQA GCSE Dance
Specification, whilst being able to share the
sections of repertoire learned during the
session with their class.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
FREE resource pack provided on the ROH
Learning Platform
COSTS
£300 (Half day workshop)
£420 (Full Day workshop)
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Confidance: I Create
• Challenge 59: Dance & Film CPD

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
STUDENT WORKSHOP
Following the workshop, students should feel
more confident discussing Infra and the work
of The Royal Ballet, be able to analyse some
of the choreographic intent and discuss the
physical, aural setting and other features of the
work.
TEACHER WORKSHOP
Following the workshop, teachers should have
a more in depth understanding of the work and
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ROYAL OPERA
HOUSE

KS3

KS4

“I thought I’d find opera boring today but actually it’s been quite
interesting”

KS5

•

•
•

community pride through singing, creating
and performing work together
The project develops musical and dramatic
skills alongside knowledge of the stories of
opera
Teachers are able to promote singing
pathways within Thurrock
Teachers and students will gain enhanced
understanding of healthy dramatic singing

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
The Flying Dutchman resource is available on
the ROH Learning Platform
COSTS
£60 per teacher + FREE online resource
OPTIONAL CLOSE UP WORKSHOP

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

THE FLYING DUTCHMAN

THURROCK COMMUNITY CHORUS
The Royal Opera House has been working in Thurrock since 2006 and has a strong legacy of
delivering exciting dramatic singing programmes inspired by the music and stories staged at the
Royal Opera House in Covent Garden as well as community engagement projects which involve
Thurrock schools, young people and the wider community. ROH Thurrock’s most long-standing
programme is the Royal Opera House Thurrock Community Chorus, a group of 130 Thurrock
residents who come together every Monday evening to sing and perform together
ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

THE FLYING DUTCHMAN PROJECT

KS3+

We invite you to join us on the high seas to
explore the swashbuckling world of ‘The Flying
Dutchman’…

The Flying Dutchman resource is designed for
KS3 music and drama students.

Secondary Music Unit: KS3

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

Designed to help students discover one of
opera’s great stories, learn some musical
extracts, create characters and stage the
drama whilst working as a team and building
a heightened sense of community, just like a
professional opera chorus.
Teachers and students alike will find out more
about the ROH Thurrock Community Chorus
(ROHTCC), ROH’s flagship ensemble in
Thurrock, why they are such a special
community and how you can join them, as well
as discovering some other singing
opportunities available within Thurrock.
The project begins with a CPD session, which
provides teachers with the skills, resources and
confidence to lead an in-school project based
on The Flying Dutchman, supported by a
digital resource.

A CPD and teacher led project where teachers will gain the skills and resources required
to deliver a unit of work (of up to 6-weeks) in
class, aligned to the National Curriculum, based
on opera ‘The Flying Dutchman’, supported by
free-to-access digital resources
Friday 14 February 2020, 12:30-15:00, High
House Production Park, Purfleet
OPTIONAL CLOSE UP WORKSHOP
A 2.5 hour in-school workshop for up to 30
students, led by an ROH practitioner, to
support their work on The Flying Dutchman.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

OPTIONAL CLOSE UP WORKSHOP
For those teachers who attend the CPD,
ROHTCC offer an option in-school singing
workshop, led by an ROH practitioner, can
help a class or group to develop their dramatic
singing skills.

•

•
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Students will develop their understanding
of how music is created, produced and
communicated including exploring pitch,
duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture,
structure and musical notation.
Students will learn to use their voices to
compose music on their own/with others
by performing and arranging their own
versions of the Sailors’ Chorus
Students will gain an enhanced sense of

HISTORY
Students will perform, listen to and evaluate
music across a range of historical
periods, genres, styles and traditions, by
learning to sing an extract from the romantic
period opera The Flying Dutchman by
Wagner, and comparing this with traditional
Sailors’ work songs of the 1800s.

£155 (2 hours)
RECOMMENDED
This offer could compl!ment the following:
• ROHTCC: Everybody Sing!

PSHCE
Group singing has well-known benefits to
personal wellbeing and mental health and
group bonding / community-building which
can be linked to whole school development.
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers who attend the CPD are encouraged
to work with The Flying Dutchman resource,
available on the learning platform, as a full
scheme of work.
OPTIONAL CLOSE UP WORKSHOP
This workshop can be shaped to suit teachers’
needs, and can focus mainly on singing, or on
drama. and the teacher will be required to plan
this with the ROH artist, at least 2 weeks prior
to the visit. This can be via Skype/phone or in
person.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Schools will be signposted towards singing
opportunities within Thurrock including the
ROH Thurrock Community Chorus.
Teachers will gain ideas for increasing the
impact of their work in and through the arts,
ranging from enjoyment and enrichment, to
developing core learning and teaching.
Schools may also opt for an Everybody Sing!
session (see separate catalogue offer) which
takes the project beyond the classroom to
reach a larger group of students and
potentially the wider school community
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CHALLENGE
59

KS3

KS4

KS5

“What a wonderful project and a fantastic opportunity for young
people to experience dance film making and develop their creative
talents whilst producing a strong health message.

SEND

•

•

DANCE & FILM PROJECT
Challenge 59 empowers young people and their teachers to actively engage in health and
wellbeing issues in their communities, through the co-creation of 59 second issue-based dance
films. Through teacher training, schemes of work, digital resources and school dance and film
residencies, Challenge 59 is a vehicle for learning and self expression.
Having been supported by Arts Council in 2018, Challenge 59 was selected as 1 of 100 top
education innovations in the world for 2019.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
CHALLENGE 59 DANCE & FILM PROJECT
Upon hearing a fast food restaurant promise to
serve its customers within 59 seconds,
Challenge 59 asks what could be done to
empower young people to take ownership of,
and engage in, their own
wellbeing in a short space of time.
Challenge 59 offers a CPD day, facilitated by
leading dance and film professionals. The
project is also accompanied by free digital
resources to support school implementation.
These include a 6-week dance scheme of work
linked to health, a film toolkit, play cards,
commissioned music, reflective tools and
dance tutorial videos.
Challenge 59 has a track record in
collaborating with teachers in schools and
other educational settings across the academic
year, supporting them with ongoing
communication.
Previously schools have used Challenge 59 to
span the course of the academic year:
undertaking CPD during October/ November,
explored resources in Spring term and
produced 59 second films in time for a summer film premiere/ sharing with whole school
communities.
In 2018 an external evaluation report by
University of Bath showed significant results
linked to children’s wellbeing personal resource
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– confidence, improved self-perceptions
(particularly boys), increased expression,
resilience, collaboration, engagement in, and
enjoyment of school, feeling calmer,
overcoming stress and apprehensions.
SUITABILITY
Whilst dance activities are ideal for KS3,
schools may decide to involve KS4 & 5
students to co-produce the 59 second dance
for camera films.
Challenge 59 can be tailored to suit your
school needs. Previously whole classes,
targeted groups of students or mixed age
ranges have taken part, Some teachers have
chosen to open the challenge to the whole
school before voting on a film idea or
storyboard most pertinent to their school
community.

From here teachers will gain access to
Challenge 59 resources and can use the
programme across their school.

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

Schools may be interested in further work
with Challenge 59 – teacher mentoring, artist
residencies to support their work and offer
insights into the creative industries, or bespoke
projects.

Previously, schools have used Challenge 59 as
project-based learning across the school,
assisting in the development and enhancement
of students’ cognitive, social and linguistic
skills, including:
•

•

•

Friday 11 October, 09:30-16:30, High House
Production Park, Purfleet.

For teachers:
• Increased skills and confidence in using the
foundations of dance and physical activity
to support social and emotional learning
and to build resilience.
• Teachers will be equipped with creative

Teachers do not need to have prior experience
of dance or film and would be asked to commit
to one full day of CPD

Schools are encouraged to celebrate their work
and share in a format that works for them,
whether that be in writing, video diaries, live
dance, 59 second dance films, or even a
sharing at a central venue/ host school. This
would be up to the schools involved.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

LEARNING OUTCOMES

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

For Students:
• Positive changes in attitudes and
motivations towards health, wellbeing and
lifestyle.
• Insights into the creative industries and
skills required for future workforce –
creativity, collaboration, communication,
problem solving.
• Evidenced improvement in psychosocial
health, including confidence, resilience,
improved perceptions of self, expression,
communication, social skills.
• Students reported feeling calmer, happier,
more ‘successful’ and able to overcome
apprehensions.
• Increased physical and health literacy.

•

Full day CPD (6 hours)

tasks and tools to promote health and
wellbeing, promoting participation in, and
responding positively to, a broad range of
curriculum areas.
Chance to explore film as a tool to
empower, share work with communities,
co-creating children’s ideas and amplifying
their voice.
Introduction into Challenge 59s reflective
practices, that can be used as evaluative
tools in noting changes in attitudes and
motivations.

•

ENGLISH: Examples include students
expressing their own ideas in storytelling,
poetry, press releases, planning, drafting
and editing storyboards, giving speeches
and presentations.
SCIENCE: Including exploration of the effect
of exercise on the human body, healthy
diets, lifestyle factors, consequences of
imbalance.
PE: By taking part in a broad range of
physical activity, living active and healthy
lives.
PERFORMING ARTS AND MEDIA: Exploring
health through embodied learning/ creative
dance and choreography, understanding
the process of production and media
distribution.
PSHE/ SMSC: Resources link to physical,
social and emotional health, identity and
self-expression, values, similarities and
differences, reflective practice, creativity
and imagination.

Challenge 59 team would ask that schools
collate any evaluations/ feedback and would
love to share films/ blog about schools taking
part.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
FREE access to extensive online resources with
foreword by Sir Ken Robinson.

COSTS
£60 per teacher
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• ROH Create & Dance: All offers
• Breakin’ Convention: Hip Hop Theatre
• Confidance: I Create
• Confidance: Superheroes
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CONFIDANCE

KS3

KS5

KS4

SEND

I CREATE

Confidance specialises in creating bespoke dance projects to meet the needs of a school, its
teachers and pupils. Workshops can be tailored to support students needs, topics or subjects
within the curriculum. As a company we value creativity and aspiration with a focus on inclusion
and differentiation, working with pupils with a range of learning needs, in both mainstream
secondary, primary and SEN. This could be supporting cross curricular learning, disadvantaged
young people to build confidence, social skills and integration, or differentiating dance tasks for
students with a wide range of learning needs.

“Dani has exceptional professionalism whilst allowing students to
feel comfortable in the space with their own ability. Her depth of
knowledge of technique and choreography has allowed our
students to reflect upon their own work with a new found confidence.”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

•

I CREATE – CHOREOGRAPHIC WORKSHOP.

Dates are available across the academic year
for delivery in school

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

This workshop/project focuses on creating
something from nothing.
Using our 5 senses, we can find stimuli for
movement through use of observing, scribing,
sketching and drawing inspiration from our
surrounding space.
Students will identify who and where they
are at that moment in time, physicalise their
responses and will access ways of exploring
creating movement material through
generating collaboratively found poetry and/or
visual collage. The workshop offers
participants an insight into choreographic
devices and techniques that are adaptable to
all abilites.
Working with Confidance practitioner Dani
Batchelor, students will create movement
phrases through choreographic tasking, chance
choreography, improvisation, and physical
problem solving. Participants will work solo
and with peers through the creative process,
selecting and refining material and finally
structuring a group piece.

I CREATE WORKSHOP
(2.5 hour one off workshop)

•

Planning session with teacher (via phone, email
or in person on the day) to discuss legacy
and ideas for future creative dance work and
to support teachers own delivery of creative
dance sessions

•

I CREATE PROJECT
(3 x 2 hour workshops across a number of
weeks.)
• Workshop 1: exploring surroundings and
creating text, working with visuals to create
collage, sketching objects/architecture of
interest in their immediate space, physical/
technical warm up, choreographic tasking.
• Workshop 2: generating more movement
material from stimuli, refining and selecting
material for structuring.
• Workshop 3: creating/selecting
accompanying sound, structuring and
rehearsing final piece. · Evaluation and
feedback meeting with teacher.
LEARNING OUTCOMES

SUITABILITY

•

KS3-KS5
No previous dance experience necessary
however an interest and enthusiasm for
movement is recommended.

•
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How to create original movement material
using task based methods.
How to translate an idea into a physical
reality. How to create high quality
movement material quickly.

•

•
•

How to structure a piece for performance.

Literacy: creating text and found poetry
Art: observing and physically describing
surrounding space
ICE (Identity Culture and Education)
exploring identity in the moment, who and
where we are
Music - creating soundscapes
PE – developing safe practice in the studio,
warming up and cooling down.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
•

•

One to one discussion with Confidance
practitioner prior to the workshop about
how they engage pupils to work creatively,
give guidance on how to use physical
tasking to create choreography, and to build
confidence in delivering creative dance
sessions without a visiting artist.
Reciprocal feedback and observations at
the end of the process.

Requirements for workshop
• Large clear space, hall or dance studio.
Music system/speaker to connect ipod/
phone.

and again. We encouage schools to use the
piece created as part of a wider performance.
The one off workshop will give participants and
teachers a clear starting point and a selection
of movement material in order to continue to
develop the piece in their own time.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
The Confidance practitioner will signpost
teachers to useful links and internet resources
linked to methods used in the
workshop. Any resources created by
participants will be left with the group for
future development of the work.
COSTS
£180, I Create Workshop
£540, I Create Project
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Challenge 59: Dance & Film Project

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Students will have experienced going through
a creative process of dance making and will
have a toolkit of methods they can use again
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NATIONAL
THEATRE

KS3

KS4

KS5

MAKE THEATRE DAYS
At the National Theatre, we make world-class theatre that is entertaining, challenging and
inspiring, and we make it for everyone. The work the National Theatre produces appeals to the
widest possible audiences with new plays, musicals, re-imagined classics and new work for young
audiences. Our extensive Learning programme offers talks, events and workshops for people of
all ages, and reaches nationwide through programmes such as Connections, our annual festival of
new plays for schools and youth theatres.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Make Theatre Days are a great opportunity to
introduce students to backstage careers.

•

By exploring the National Theatre’s practice
through a backstage tour, handling
professional props and costume, and a workshop on either lighting and sound or costume
and set design, students will spend the day
learning hands-on skills from professionals in
the creative industries.

•

SUITABILITY

•

Students will develop skills in either
performance, puppetry, design or sound
and lighting.
Students will be able to observe and
explore a wide range of jobs in professional
theatre.
Students have the opportunity to visit a
major cultural venue.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
Teachers are supported in making cross curricular links with English, History, Science, ICT and
Art and Design.

KS3, KS4 & KS5

We can also tailor the workshop content to
match the needs of your group

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
One day workshops take place at the National
Theatre, London.
Dates are available throughout the academic
year.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers are encouraged to be an active presence in the one day workshop for teacher CPD,
with a view to create an extended relationship
with the National Theatre.

The day runs as follows:
•

10:30 - Backstage tour

•

12:00 - Lunch Break

•

12:30–14:30 - Workshop on either Set
Design, Costume or Technical Theatre

•

The maximum number of students for these
workshops is 30

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Teachers can engage with future opportunities
and signpost students on to specific
opportunities.
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“The backstage tour really highlighted the scale of modern theatre
while the workshop made design an accessible, interesting format.”

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Participating schools have access to:
•
•

Ongoing support from National Theatre
staff and peers in other schools
The opportunity for pupils to gain an Arts
Award.

Schools are also encouraged to sign up to On
Demand In Schools; our FREE on-demand
streaming service that allows schools to have
National Theatre productions streamed directly
into classrooms.
Productions are suitable for KS2-4 and are
accompanied by age-appropriate learning
resources.
COSTS
£180 (full day)
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• ROH Design & Make: Design Challenge
Secondary
• ROH Design & Make: Design Challenge FE
• Complete commedia Co: Masked Comedy
• Rendered Retina: Timon of Athens
• Rendered Retina: Form
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RENDERED
RETINA

KS3

KS4

“Truly excellent, what a talented trio. It had it all- verbal, physical and
musical comedy with serious bits too. Shakespeare would be proud”

KS5

Please note, the way the allocated workshop
time is used is negotiable and will be decided
through discussion with teachers depending on
the needs of the school.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

•

TIMON OF ATHENS

•

•

SECONDARY
Rendered Retina is a local theatre company comprised of company members born and bred in
Thurrock. From fun-filled adaptations of Shakespeare plays to contemporary & innovative devised
work, their shows use physical theatre - combined with deliberately restrictive design concepts to create striking visual imagery. Rendered Retina have been creating highly energetic and playful
performance work in Thurrock for the last 4 years.
ABOUT THE PROJECT
Rendered Retina are offering schools the
chance to see high quality, internationally
renowned theatre - made in Thurrock - in your
school with an opportunity to work with a
professional company.
The offer includes a choice of performance and
bespoke workshop designed to create an
environment in which learners can develop
skills and devise their own work; focusing on
performance skills specialised in by the
company.
The performance offered is Timon of Athens - a
lively, chaotic and comedic adaptation of
Shakespeare’s least-known play, taking
influence from Jacques Lecoq, Bertolt Brecht
and Kneehigh. The piece aims to engage
learners with Shakespeare’s work and serve as
an example of how to adapt an extract in the
style of a practitioner. It encourages creativity
and challenges learners to think about
presenting information in new ways.
The aim is to expose learners to the arts whilst
encouraging them to be creative, critical and
competent performers; reminding them of the
importance of exploration and play when
creating theatre.

play. Learners will develop monologue and
performance skills through understanding
subtext.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

UNPACKING THE SCENES
Based on a scene from Timon of Athens
students will identify key themes and how they
can be seen at particular moments in the text,
using various performance devices they will
then highlight the moments through
performance – creating short adaptations.

ENGLISH
Students will get to see a theatrical adaptation
of a Shakespeare play helping them to
understand the use of language and themes
within the text. The company will also focus on
Shakespeare’s creation of characters and how to
understand these characters based on evidence
found in the text.

SHAKESPEARE IN STYLE
Focusing on a specific practitioner (decided by
the teacher) students will create short
adaptations of scenes from Shakespeare plays,
exploring how the methodologies of the
practitioner are used to create material and
affect the final outcome.
SUITABILITY
KS3-5
Whilst the workshops will be for smaller,
targeted groups, the performance is open to all
students within the full capacity of the space
provided.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Dates are available throughout the academic
year and sessions take place in the school.

Workshops on offer are as follows:
UNPACKING THE CHARACTERS
We explore the characters physically, using
clowning techniques, learners will identify their
key traits, relationships and function within the
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•

To develop transferable skills in working to a
brief, communication, teamwork, confidence,
presentation and leadership
To engage practically with a variety of tasks
that require students to solve problems
based on a scene extract/characters
To apply at least three devising tecnniques
introduced in the workshops to create short
performances
To formatively evaluate the work created
through the different activities, identifying
success and areas for development in both
their own and their peers’ work
Students will demonstrate an understanding
of the characters and key themes in a
chosen scene, using this understanding
to identify key moments, and create their
own adaptations through application of a
practitioner’s methods.

HISTORY
The origins of theatre, the changing way
stories were told and the role of physical
theatre throughout the ages. Students will gain
an insight into the Elizabethan era, how
Shakespeare’s plays were informed by society
at the time & how language was used during the
period.
MUSIC
Students can be introduced to using music to
develop scenes, to highlight character traits,
heighten emotions or establish moods/atmosphere. The workshops can help students
recognise the importance of music and sound
in theatre as well as to better understand key
moments in Shakespeare’s plays.

performance/workshop to take place along with
details of the size and age range of the group
participating.
Through discussions with the company prior
to the visit, teachers will be asked to highlight
an area of focus if desired – for example if you
are studying a particular text, practitioner or
subject.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Students will perform the scenes they have
adapted/created to the rest of the group.
Teachers will be provided with a resource pack
including ideas for games and activities that will
continue to develop the students’
performance, listening and teamwork skills.
Included in these packs is contextual
information regarding the influences of our
piece, details of our devising process and
session plans that will help students create their
own work.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Photographic and video recordings of the workshop as evidence of student participation and
for use beyond the session e.g. self-reflection,
peer evaluation or to continue developing the
piece.
COSTS
£500, Performance & 2 hour Workshop
Additional workshop hours can be booked at
prices exclusive for Trailblazer bookings:
£150, Additional 2 hours
£250, Additional 4 hours
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Trestle: Wellbeing CPD
• Commedia Co: Masked Comedy

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

The Performance running time is 50 minutes.

Teachers will be required to provide dates &
times for visit.

Following the performance 2 hr workshop for a group of up to 30 students

The company will require access to a suitable
space and sound equipment for the
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RENDERED
RETINA

KS3

KS4

“Exactly what a great Fringe show should be...Pure clowning gold”

KS5

Please note, the way the allocated workshop
time is used is negotiable and will be decided
through discussion with teachers depending on
the needs of the school.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

•

FORM

•

•

SECONDARY
Rendered Retina is a local theatre company comprised of company members born and bred in
Thurrock. From fun-filled adaptations of Shakespeare plays to contemporary & innovative devised
work, their shows use physical theatre - combined with deliberately restrictive design concepts to create striking visual imagery. Rendered Retina have been creating highly energetic and playful
performance work in Thurrock for the last 4 years.

•

•

•

ABOUT THE PROJECT
Rendered Retina are offering schools the
chance to see high quality, internationally
renowned theatre –made in Thurrock - in your
school with an opportunity to work with a
professional company.
The offer includes a performance and bespoke
workshop designed to create an environment
in which learners can develop skills and devise
their own work; focusing on performance skills
specialised in by the company.
The aim is to expose learners to the arts whilst
encouraging them to be creative, critical and
competent performers; reminding them of
the importance of exploration and play when
creating theatre.
The performances offered is Form - a physical
theatre tragicomedy set in an absurdist world
made from office equipment and 20,000 paper
balls. It explores themes of escape, monotony
and the importance of play. The non-verbal
nature of the piece encourages learners to
consider the role of body language in
communication and the possibilities offered by
playing with the objects you have on stage.

STORYTELLING
Students will be introduced to activities that
create physical material and encouraged to
interpret narrative meaning, then apply
different theatrical devices in order to develop
it. They will then evaluate how these different
devices affect the meaning of the material they
create.
LIMITATION THEATRE
This workshop focuses on the importance of
setting rules, boundaries and playing games
in order to create material for performance.
Learners will be required to be inventive and
experimental as they develop material
following various sets of strict rules
SUITABILITY
KS3, KS4, KS5
Whilst the workshops will be for smaller,
targeted groups, the performance is open to all
students within the full capacity of the space
provided.

To develop transferable skills in working
to a brief, communication, teamwork,
confidence, presentation and leadership;
To participate in workshop activities
developing physical theatre skills;
To engage practically with a variety of tasks
that require students to solve problems
based on an object/physical stimulus;
To work individually and as part of a small
group to generate material for a short
performance in front of their peers;
To apply at least three devising techniques
introduced in the workshops to create short
performances;
To formatively evaluate the work created
through the different activities, identifying
success and areas for development in both
their own and their peers’ work;
Students will demonstrate an understanding
of using objects as a stimulus for creating
Physical Theatre, and use Physical Theatre
devices to develop this material.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
HISTORY
The origins of theatre, the changing way
stories were told and the role of physical
theatre throughout the ages.
MUSIC
Students can be introduced to using music to
develop scenes, to highlight character traits,
heighten emotions or establish moods/
atmosphere. The workshops can help students
recognise the importance of music and sound
in theatre.

Students will perform the scenes they have
adapted/created to the rest of the group.
Teachers will be provided with a resource pack
including ideas for games and activities that
will continue to develop the students’
performance, listening and teamwork skills.
Included in these packs is contextual
information regarding the influences of our
piece, details of our devising process and
session plans that will help students create
their own work.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
FREE Photographic and video recordings of
the workshop as evidence of student
participation and for use beyond the session
e.g. self-reflection, peer evaluation or to
continue developing the piece.

£500, Performance & 2 hour Workshop
Additional workshop hours can be booked at
prices exclusive for Trailblazer bookings:
£150, Additional 2 hours
£250, Additional 4 hours
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Trestle: Wellbeing CPD
• Commedia Co: Get Seriously Physical

DANCE
Students will be introduced to a range of
physical theatre techniques that allow students
to explore physical control, clarity of movement, devising movement from a stimulus
and using the body to convey emotion and
intention; which will support students in their
exams.
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

Teachers have the option of a range of
workshops that are tailored to the show.

Dates are available throughout the academic
year and sessions take place in the school.

Teachers will be required to provide dates &
times for visit.

OBJECT THEATRE
Using objects as a stimulus, we will encourage creativity and innovation, exploring how
objects can both inspire the themes of and be
used within the piece.

The Performance running time is 55 minutes.

The company will require access to a suitable
space and sound equipment for the
performance/workshop to take place along
with details of the size and age range of the
group participating.
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WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?

COSTS

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

Following the performance 2 hr workshop for a group of up to 30 students

Through discussions with the company prior
to the visit, teachers will be asked to highlight
an area of focus if desired – for example if you
are studying a particular text, practitioner or
subject.
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TRESTLE

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

“A great new perspective on a tough subject... very emotive and
thought provoking”
LEARNING OUTCOMES

manipulated with the promise of ‘a better life.’
We use the model from The National
Holocaust Centre that outlines the eight stages
to Genocide. The workshop is delivered using
elements of Rachel’s story and engaging
participants through drama exercises and
games exploring the material.

RACHEL
Trestle is a mask and physical theatre company with a highly regarded arts education programme;
with a mission is to inspire creativity through participation and dialogue they aim to create and
deliver high quality mask and physical theatre performances and workshops locally, nationally
and internationally. Trestle send their high quality, hand-crafted Trestle mask sets and accessible
resources across the world.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

Small Nose and Trestle weave together
intricate full mask theatre, with elements of
clowning, to share this incredibly moving
performance.

Partnerships have helped Trestle to consider
wider social, historical and cultural contexts
and enable to further links to the curriculum.
Trestle have partnered with Small Nose
Productions for a new performance and
education project.
Small Nose Productions aim to create theatre
and outreach work that positively changes the
way people think, feel and live in the areas of
Mental Health, Black History, Raising Aspiration
and Holocaust Education.
Small Nose approaches important issues
through having a lot of fun and using the
theatrical process of ‘clown’ to unlock ideas,
creativity and mindfulness. Having trained with
the world-renowned Master Clown
Phillipe Gaulier who has helped the likes of
Sacha Baron Cohen, Emma Thompson and
Helena Bonham Carter, find their funny they
are the only theatre company who hosts his
teaching in the UK.

Mrs Rachel Levy is a survivor of Auschwitz
Concentration Camp. Rachel is also a survivor
of the ‘Death March’ that took place when the
Nazis evacuated Auschwitz as the Red Army
closed in. She is also a survivor of Bergen
Belsen concentration camp, considered to be
the most brutal and hopeless of all of the death
camps. All hope was gone, but Rachel survived.
‘It was a miracle!’ She told us.

After the Holocaust, the international
community said never, never again. The
workshop can be extended to look deeper into
the idea of being a member of the international
community; it draws on the work of Dr Martin
Stern looking at why we, as human beings,
make the terrible choices that can lead us
towards exclusion.
We offer participants insight into how we form
certain behaviours and explore the big
questions about choices.

The performance:
•

Offers a live theatre experience in the
surprising and unusual medium of full mask

•

The themes of the story have curriculum
links to Citizenship, Religious Education,
History and Drama

•

The Q and A, themes of the show and
education pack promote discussion on
Spiritual Moral Social and Cultural Values

The accompanying workshops:
•

Explore practical drama skills to accompany
the live performance exams

•

Cover performance and verbal skills related
to the spoken language aspect of the
English National Curriculum for KS1-4

•

Build on transferable skills related to
taking part in a practical workshop such
as communication, speaking and listening,
working in a team and building confidence

•

Increases awareness of issues surrounding
identity, racism and the human condition,
aiming to challenge perceptions and
provoke debate

MAKING RACHEL WORKSHOP
In this performing arts focused workshop we
will take participants on a journey of learning
how to devise a piece of theatre, introducing
them to the skills and ideas that were used to
make the Rachel show.
We will look at telling a story through the
techniques of Clown and Full Mask and will use
the elements of Rachel’s story to explore
character, relationships and images.
This workshop can be extended into a longer
set of workshops that ask the participants
what theatre they want to make and encourage
them to consider their own theatrical practice
and the stories that they want to tell within the
context of devising.

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
The performance, workshops and
accompanying education pack make cross
curricular links between History, Citizenship,
PSHE and Religious Studies.

Rachel didn’t speak of her experience for 50
years and now in an extraordinary show of
resilience she has entrusted it to us and both
companies feel an immense privilege to be
handed the responsibility of passing her story
on to our audiences and participants.

SUITABILITY

HISTORY

KS3+ recommendation for the performance,
with up to 30 students per workshop if
selected.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

RACHEL PERFORMANCE

Both companies are also excited by the
delivery of a well-designed and detailed
educational offer for schools, including
workshops and resources that support
curriculum and build character.

The subject of The Holocaust directly
addresses the history syllabus whilst the Q&A,
workshops and education pack encourage
wider discussions around the social, moral and
cultural values of our country and the effects
of religious persecution both within the
historical context and today.

A story of resilience. A story hidden. A story
now shared offering hope for us all.

The two accompanying workshops to choose
from are as follows:

The performance is 1 hour (without interval),
followed by a 30 minute Q&A.

Rachel is a new performance and education
project about the life of Mrs Rachel Levy, a
Holocaust Survivor, whose story highlights the
very essence of the human instinct ‘to survive
when there is no choice.’

CHALLENGING PREJUDICE WORKSHOP

Accompanying workshops can happen
in-school a week either side of the
performance date and are booked on a
first-come-first served basis.
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This is a thematic based history/citizenship
focused workshop looking at how the
Holocaust was organised and carried out. We
explore what was happening in Europe at the
time and how human beings can be

Wednesday 6 November 2019 - Thameside
Theatre, Grays. Performance times will be
decided nearer the time.

Workshops will be delivered in schools in 1
hour slots.

DRAMA & THEATRE STUDIES
Linking directly to meet criteria in mask and
physical theatre as well as supporting
modules in devising, improvisation and
practitioner studies.
ENGLISH
Linking support set texts, character
exploration, storytelling, speaking and listening,
presentation and communication skills.
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“Pupils were really engaged when watching the performance by the
professional actors... they have not seen a mask performance before”
PSHE

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

Offering a creative and engaging approach to
exploring issues around relationships, feelings
and emotions, identity and diversity whilst
building confidence and self esteem.

Trestle mask sets are available to purchase
online for use in the classroom.
COSTS

SMSC VALUES
Citizenship links help to develop confidence,
explore feelings and deal with issues such as
bullying and body image.
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers will need to be present at the
performance and any accompanying
workshops.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
The Education Pack will be left with each
school, which is designed with the intention
of continuing the discussion around themes
raised and includes an audio recording of an
interview with Rachel Levy herself.
The pack also encourages the start of a
campaign, where students can pick an activity
to ‘make a change’, helping to spread Rachel’s
story and combat prejudice.

£7 per ticket for the performance, please
include teachers in your calculations.
£100 per hour for in-school workshops.
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•
•

Trestle: Unmasking Wellbeing CPD
Coalhouse Fort: Heritage Visit

V&A

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

PERFORM GALLERY
The Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) in London is the world’s largest museum of art, design &
performance, housing a permanent collection of over 2.3 million objects. It was founded in 1852
and named after Queen Victoria and Prince Albert.
Offering a wide range of gallery tours, practical workshops, exhibition visits, events, screenings
and projects for students aged from EYFS-KS5 and post-16, there is something for everyone.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
The Theatre & Performance collections at the
V&A are an incredible resource that document
current practice and the history of all areas of
performing arts in the UK, including drama,
dance, opera, circus, puppetry, comedy,
musical theatre, costume, set design,
pantomime, popular music and much more...
The collection was founded in the 1920’s when
a private collector, Gabrielle Enthoven, donated
her extensive collection of theatrical designs,
memorabilia, books and photographs to the
Museum. Since then the collection has
continued to grow to include significant
objects and works of art; books, manuscripts,
audio-visual recordings and ephemerality; and
the archives of performing arts companies,
performers, directors, stage designers and
private collectors.
PERFORM GALLERY SESSION

Students will work to different constraints
including time, colour and media that will
encourage them to work outside their comfort
zone and allow spontaneity to play a part in
the design process.
The activities are a form of idea generation
encouraging the students to view their
sketchbooks as a place to experiment and
develop individual designs.
The tasks can be applied to different areas of
art and design practice and are aimed to be
taken back into the classroom and
incorporated into future work.
SUITABILITY
These sessions are designed for KS3-5
students, with a maximum of 20 students.
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Sessions take place at the V&A, London and
last 90 minutes.

This session introduces students to the world
of theatre, set and costume design inspired
by an extract of the famous Scottish play,
Macbeth. Using the script as a source of
inspiration, students will explore silhouette,
texture & shape in set and costume design
through paper manipulation and other
techniques.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Based in the V&A’s Theatre & Performance
Gallery, students will be encouraged to analyse,
document and interpret objects from the
Museum’s collection developing their critical
and creative thinking skills.
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•

To evaluate and analyse creative works
within the Theatre and Performance Gallery

•

To explore silhouette, texture and shape in
set and costume

•

To develop and communicate design ideas
for a costume using a range of techniques

“The workshop allowed students to step outside their comfort zone
...the speed of which they worked was good as it made them think on
their feet creatively”

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

COSTS

This session can be applied across the Art &
Design, Design Technology and Drama
curriculums, as well as exploring the specific
content of Macbeth in English.

Book early to secure limited FREE sessions,
available between 14-18 October 2019. There
are two bookable weekday sessions at either
11.00 or 13.00.

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING

Alternatively, a bespoke session can be booked
throughout the year for £110.

Students must be accompanied at all times
in the Museum. Schools must adhere to a 1:15
teacher/student ratio for KS3-5.

RECOMMENDED

Visit the Theatre & Performance Blog to keep
up-to-date with the latest news, explore
collections, read about new acquisitions, and
hear first when collections are catalogued and
available in our Reading Room.

This offer could complement the following:
•
•
•

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Sketches could be used as a starting point for
an art or design project. Students and teachers
can use the V&A website to research the
objects from the Theatre & Perform Gallery
that inspired their work in the session.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
The V&A has a wealth of online resources
available for teachers and schools to access
for free, including lesson plans which can be
accessed before or after a visit.
Teachers can also access a vast online
database of Collections items.
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Royal Opera House: Design and Make
V&A: Innovate & Schools Screen
National Theatre: Make Theatre Days

V&A

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

SCHOOLS SCREEN
The Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) in London is the world’s largest museum of art, design &
performance, housing a permanent collection of over 2.3 million objects. It was founded in 1852
and named after Queen Victoria and Prince Albert.
Offering a wide range of gallery tours, practical workshops, exhibition visits, events, screenings
and projects for students aged from EYFS-KS5 and post-16, there is something for everyone.

“The students were enormously enthusiastic about the play and the
experience of visiting the V&A... The viewing will be an invaluable help
to their studies”

ABOUT THE PROJECT

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

SPECIFICATION LINKS

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT

The National Video Archive of Performance
(NVAP) is an archive of over 300 high quality
live performance recordings made since 1992,
held by the V&A.

Selected dates are available for booking
throughout the year, with a minimum 6 weeks’
notice required. As this offer is particularly
popular we recommend that you book as soon
as possible.

Edexcel GCSE Drama. Component 3b: Live
Theatre Evaluation. (Plus, A-Level
equivalent units)

The V&A has a wealth of online resources
available for teachers and schools to access
for free, including lesson plans which can be
accessed before or after a visit.

This ever-expanding archive has been made
accessible due a unique agreement enabling
the V&A to share these recordings for research
purposes as the Schools Screen Archive.
SCHOOLS SCREEN
Schools can visit the Museum for a privately
screened showing that takes place in the
Sackler Centre for Education at the V&A.

All screenings take place at the Sackler Centre
for Education, V&A, London.
Due to our agreements with the entertainment
unions, we cannot sell, loan or copy the
recordings.
LEARNING OUTCOMES

The full list of titles is available online; from
which you can make your selection. Many are
of set curriculum texts and are a unique way of
students accessing recordings of live shows to
inform their curriculum study.
These recordings are not available anywhere
else. A screening can both re-inforce students’
understanding and appreciation of a play they
already know and act as a useful aide for exam
revision or introduction.
SUITABILITY

•

•

•

Increased appreciation of live performance
in general and in the skills used by artists to
produce work
For specific texts, increased awareness of
how the printed page can be interpreted for
the stage and how, for example, characters
are interpreted by different performers
Increased appreciation and understanding
of acting skills, directing, set, costume
design, sound and lighting design

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

These sessions are designed for KS3-5
students.
Capacity is set to a maximum of 100 students
per screening.
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Performances include Shakespeare plays
relevant to the English curriculum and iconic
performances which can support teaching of
the Drama Curriculum.

OCR. GCSE. Drama. Content of Drama;
Performance and Response (live evaluation,
Plus A- Level equivalent units)
AQA GCSE Drama. Understanding Drama: Live
Theatre Productions
AQA GCE Drama and Theatre. Interpreting
Drama (set texts in NVAP) Plus ‘Live Theatre
Productions’
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Students must be accompanied at all times
in the Museum. Schools must adhere to a 1:15
teacher/student ratio for KS3-5.

Teachers can also access a vast online
database of Collections items.
COSTS
£100 per screening
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
•
•
•

Teachers take full responsibility for selecting
age appropriate material for their students and
finalising booking details.
Exposure to this vast resource can be utilised
as a CPD opportunity, inspiring further projects
in the classroom.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Compare notes back in school to build up a
complete representation of your impression
of the show. Teachers can arrange curriculum
appropriate wrap-around tasks for students.
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RSC: Primary Shakespeare CPD
Into Film: Literacy through Film CPD
Into Film: Online Film Course

ROYAL OPERA
HOUSE

KS3

KS4

KS5

“The chorus is so friendly and welcoming and lets face it, rather out of
the ordinary, as choruses go; a chance to escape to a different world”

SEND

significant strategic use for the workshop will
be prioritised.
Suggested implementation include a whole
year group activity, SMSC day activity, Year 6-7
transition project or an opportunity to involve
families.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
•

EVERYBODY SING!

•

•

THURROCK COMMUNITY CHORUS
The Royal Opera House has been working in Thurrock since 2006 and has a strong legacy of
delivering exciting dramatic singing programmes inspired by the music and stories staged at the
Royal Opera House in Covent Garden as well as community engagement projects which involve
Thurrock schools, young people and the wider community. ROH Thurrock’s most long-standing
programme is the Royal Opera House Thurrock Community Chorus is a group of 130 Thurrock
residents who come together every Monday evening to sing and perform together

•

Students will build personal and collective
confidence, developing their creativity and
imaginations
Students will gain an enhanced sense of
community pride through singing, creating
and performing work together
The workshop develops musical and
dramatic skills alongside knowledge of the
stories of opera
Teachers are able to promote singing
pathways within Thurrock

CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS

ABOUT THE PROJECT

SUITABILITY

Everybody Sing! is a fun and inclusive way to
creatively engage with opera and get singing/
performing. No matter what age, experience
or ability, teachers and students are invited to
become honorary members of the Royal Opera
House Thurrock Community Chorus. (ROHTCC)

KS3+

HISTORY: students will perform, listen to and
evaluate music across a range of historical
periods, genres, styles and traditions, by
learning to sing an extract from the romantic
period opera ‘The Flying Dutchman’ by Wagner

Everybody Sing! uses a resource targeted at
KS3 and would work well as a year group or
cross-year group activity

MUSIC: students will develop their
understanding of how music is created,
produced and communicated

WIDER ENGAGEMENT
We also encourage schools to think about
involving a wider group of students to promote
the focus on cohesion and community
building. This could be used as a year 6-7
transition project, or an opportunity to involve
families and the wider community.

PSHE: Group singing has well-known benefits
to personal wellbeing and mental health and
group bonding / community-building which
can be linked to whole school development.

We invite you to join us on the high seas to
explore the swashbuckling world of ‘The Flying
Dutchman’…
Designed to help your students discover one
of opera’s great stories, learn some muscal
extracts, create characters and stage the
drama whilst working as a team and building
a heightened sense of community, just like a
professional opera chorus.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT

Teachers and students alike will find out more
about the ROH Thurrock Community Chorus,
ROH’s flagship ensemble in Thurrock, why they
are such a special community and how you can
join them, as well as discovering some other
singing opportunities available to you within
Thurrock.
The only rule for this community-focused
activity is that everyone must join in, we are
literally ‘in the same boat’!

EVERYBODY SING!
MASS SINGING WORKSHOP
Up to 150 students will have the chance to
take part in a high-energy mass singing and
drama session based on The Flying Dutchman
lead by ROH artists in school. The experience
concludes with a short, informal sharing which
could be open to the wider school community.
Workshops last 2.5 hours; the same session
could be offered twice in a day to different
group to engage more students.

Schools who take part in Everybody Sing! are
encouraged to consider taking part in the
separate Flying Dutchman CPD and project,
which complements this activity.
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A limited number of workshops are available
across the academic year.
Schools that can accommodate large numbers
of participants and/or demonstrate a particular

be built upon in the classroom as part of KS3
Music / Drama.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
Everybody Sing! would make an excellent
complement to the The Flying Dutchman CPD
and project, which is supported by an online
available on the ROH Learning Platform here
COSTS
£250 (Half day)
£450 (Full day)
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Rendered Retina: Timon of Athens
workshops
• Rendered Retina: Form Workshops
• ROHTCC: The Flying Dutchman
• ROH Create & Dance: Everybody Dance!

TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
The school will need to provide a suitable
space for the workshop (e.g. school hall or
theatre space) and an accoustic/ electric piano.
Teachers will be expected to support and
participate in the mass singing session to
model and promote the sense of community.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Schools will be signposted towards singing
opportunities within Thurrock including the
ROH Thurrock Community Chorus.
Teachers will gain ideas for increasing the
impact of their work in and through the arts,
ranging from enjoyment and enrichment, to
developing core learning and teaching.
Teachers may also take part in The Flying
Dutchman CPD and project, which provides a
legacy to Everybody Sing!, allowing work to
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BREAKIN’
CONVENTION

KS3

KS4

KS5

SEND

HIP HOP THEATRE
“Being able to bring arts directly to the schools for young people
who may not have access to the theatre or workshops is a profound
experience and this project is one we would love to be part of every
year!.”

Breakin’ Convention specialises in creating, presenting and touring Hip Hop Dance
Theatre on main stages and festivals incorporating disciplines from rap, spoken word and dance.
Our workshop facilitators are all active artists in the Hip Hop scene. They use their skills to enrich
the curriculum as well as develop young people’s skills in a genre they are connected to.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

students both through movement & sound

Breakin’ Convention are currently creating a
Hip Hop Theatre course through the Level 3
Extended Diploma in Performing Arts for the
first ever Hip Hop Academy opening in Stratford at the new Sadler’s Wells site in 2022.

DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
Dates and times are flexible across the
academic year and take place in school.

We offer an intensive workshop day in Hip Hop
Theatre, where students can experience words,
drama and movement to create a short piece
of Hip Hop Theatre. Students will experience
and develop skills in the following disciplines:
•

•

•

Rap / Spoken Word : Working on literacy;
building confidence in sharing in front
of others individually, working on rhyme,
rhythm and having fun working as a group
Dance: Our Breakin’ Convention festival
premiered Kenrick Sandys piece which is
now part of the GCSE dance syllabus so we
can specifically cover this module
Drama:Creating narratives & playing
characters

Our workshops can be tailor made to your
desired outcome depending on your subjects/
themes, if you let us know what you would like
beforehand.

Half day (3.5 hours) Full day (5/6 hours)
LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students can develop how to use language
and movement to articulate their stories. They
will learn how the use of voice, tone, narrative,
dance, repertoire and choreography can create
a powerful performance.
The elements of Hip Hop Theatre builds
confidence and working as a team as a theatre
company would has valuable skills to general
daily learning.
Learning new artforms, working as a group
and performance opportunities have been a
highlight from our Hip Hop theatre projects in
the past.
CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS
The Hip hop Theatre day is a useful project to
students studying the GCSE Dance with the
Hip Hop module.

SUITABILITY
Workshops can be suitable for KS3-5 & PRU.

Hip Hop theatre integrates well with English,
Physical Education, Drama and Performing
Arts.

30 students maximum
Our practitioners have worked with SEN
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TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers will be required to correspond with
Breakin’ Convention directly. Teachers will be
asked to provide a range of dates in order for
appropriate artists to be contracted.
Teachers should select the participants for the
workshop in advance and be an active
presence in all workshops to encourage
teacher CPD

£440 (full day)
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• Challenge 59 CPD
• Confidance: I Create
• Trestle: Wellbeing CPD

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Students will share or present what they have
learnt or created during the workshop. This
can also be part of a bigger showcase in the
school.
If there are any students who would like to
pursue their pieces further, Breakin’ Convention
run events and festivals throughout the year
which can be a platform for a performance
should they want to participate.
OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
•
•
•

Lesson plans available on request
Breakin’ Convention TV (BCTV) Hip hop
Theatre performance footage for analysis.
Supporting texts or images for workshops
can be sent in advance

COSTS
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ROYAL OPERA
HOUSE

KS5

“I think it’s hugely rewarding to my learner’s and encourages our
learners to explore this career pathway in more detail.”

SEND

OTHER RESOURCES & SUPPORT
DATES, LOCATION & FORMAT
DESIGN CHALLENGE 2018/19 LAUNCH EVENT
Friday 21 June 2019, 10:00-15:00, Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden
FOLLOWING KEY DATES:
• CPD Day - Friday 6 September 2020,10:0015:30, High House Production Park, Purfleet
•

DESIGN CHALLENGE

Finalists’ submission deadline - Friday 14
February 2020

•

Winners’ announcement - Friday 6 March
2020

DESIGN CHALLENGE (FE)

•

Winners Day - Friday 27 March 2019, ROH,
Covent Garden

The Royal Opera House aims to enrich people’s lives through opera and ballet. Home to two of
the world’s great artistic companies – The Royal Opera and The Royal Ballet, performing with the
Orchestra of the Royal Opera House – we seek to be always accessible and engaging, to develop
audiences across the UK and to break new ground in the presentation of lyric theatre.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

The Royal Opera House’s (ROH) world class
opera and ballet productions are brought to
life on its world famous Covent Garden stage
through the amazing work of designers, artists
and craft makers who create and manufacture
the sets and costumes for the productions.
The annual Design Challenge (FE) competition
gives students, from institutions UK-wide, the
opportunity to test and develop their marketing, production and design skills, based around
an opera or ballet production.
Design Challenge (FE) is a design-focused
project for KS5 students of Art, Art and Design,
Design Technology, Graphic Design, Textiles,
3D Design and Production Arts.
The 2018/19 project uses Puccini’s dramatic
Opera La Boheme as a design stimulus. Students will be set a ‘live’ brief by a professional
director and follow one of four design pathways:
•
•
•
•

Costume Design
Set Design
Marketing Strategy and Design
Hair, Wigs and Make-up Design

set and extend their learning from school to a
prfessional context.
Teachers/lecturers will be invited to attend a
CPD day where they will be taken through the
structure of the project and given access to all
the resources available to support the delivery.
The project will be teacher-led, thus offering
exciting skills development for teachers in the
relevant subject areas.
The overall winners from the four categories
will visit the Royal Opera House for a winners’
celebration where their work will be exhibited
to the public. They will also be invited to take a
backstage tour and spend some time in a back
of house department relevant to the category
they compete within and have access to a
ticket to an opera performance.
SUITABILITY
Suitable for A Level, BTEC and UAL teachers
and students of:
•
•
•
•

The project will provide students with a real
and practical insight into the world of set and
costume designers & makers and marketing
and graphic design specialists. It will open their
eyes to the skills required for a career in theatre crafts or marketing, develop their own skills
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•
•
•
•

Art / Art & Design
Design Technology
Graphic Design
Media Studies
Textiles & fashion
Production Arts
3D Design
And any other equivalent course relatable
to the four categories.

COSTS
FREE
RECOMMENDED
This offer could complement the following:
• National Theatre: Make Theatre Days
• $1..+' ToursČŏ/!!ŏ,#!ŏāćĉ

Students will develop skills in:
•

ABOUT THE PROJECT

All of the lesson plans and videos, plus
additional helpful resources about the opera
will be live on our ROH Learning Platform.

•
•
•
•

•
•

Designing to an industry ‘live’ brief
Designing for character and interpreted
theme
Practical application and functionality of
materials
Working to scale
Independent research and producing a
body of work demonstrating process in
portfolio format
Planning and strategising
Presenting and pitching ideas

The project can be used as a project for UAL
qualifications or contribute towards and EPQ
project.
TEACHER COMMITMENT & TRAINING
Teachers/lecturers are encouraged to attend
the CPD at the start of the project.
Teacher will lead the project in their setting
with plans and resources provided and
facilitate the various components of the
project.
WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END?
Schools are asked to submit their chosen
shortlisted entry(ies) for the judging process.
Teachers are also encouraged to set up
in-school exhibitions and sharing of the work.
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SUPPORT

VISIBLE
VOICES
VISIBLE VOICES
Over the past 6 years of Thurrock Trailblazer, we have collected numerous testimonials and feedback
from both schools and Cultural Partners. Included throughout the Cultural Catalogue are quotes from
Cultural Champions, Teachers, Students and Artists. On each page you will see a quote relating to the
specific offer from past workshops or events.

“The Trailblazer projects that support our Artsmark work, will
help us to embed the core co-operative values of; equality, equity,
solidarity, self-help, self-responsibility and democracy. This is in
keeping with our commitment to developing ‘the whole child”

ARTSMARK

“Working with such reputable, leading professionals in the field
of Arts and Culture who aim to inspire, support and develop the
learning and creativity of people of all ages and to enrich the
cultural life of the local community in Thurrock, helps us to underpin
our core values as a school...”

“We are thrilled to have the opportunity to work with Thurrock
teachers, pupils and students as part of ‘Thurrock Trailblazer.’
We know that having access to high-quality arts experiences in
authentic contexts has an incredibly positive and powerful impact
on young people’s confidence and levels of attainment.”

“I feel like I am part of a much bigger, strategic initiative which
fits in well with my own values and commitment to making art
and culture accessible and enjoyable to all children without
boundaries”  
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As in previous years, Thurrock Trailblazer will be offering ongoing support to schools on their
Artsmark journey. With the Royal Opera House Bridge team, we will assess the need for
Development Days and notify Trailblazer schools of suitable dates throughout the year that will
take place in Thurrock and South Essex. Please contact Schools Engagement Manager (Essex)
Adam Morris for more information or support by emailing adam.morris@roh.org.uk

TRAILBLAZER TEAM
This year we are delighted to be working with the largest number of cultural partners in the
history of Thurrock Trailblazer and can offer such a wide range of cultural offers across Key
Stages. The Thurrock Trailblazer team are offering support in navigating the catalogue and
curating your school’s Programme Selection. Please do not hesitate to get in touch with Learning
& Participation Officers, Laura Bray and Grace Price via thurrock.trailblazer@roh.org.uk

THURROCK TOURS
The Royal Opera House offers tours of the Bob and Tamar Manoukian Production Workshop and
Costume Centre on High House Production Park in Purfleet. These tours could complement the
Design Challenge and Design and Make programmes, offering an insight into the fascinating world
of the craftspeople who create the stunning costumes, sets and scenery for the stages at Covent
Garden.
At the time of going to press specific schools’ tours are still in development and can therefore not
be listed as part of the Thurrock Trailblazer Cultural Catalogue. However, the tours are available to
book independently via the ROH website and if you have a special interest, we may be able to help
you access a more specific tour and potentially workshop, especially around costume
construction for KS4 and 5 students. Please contact the team on thurrock.trailblazer@roh.org.uk
if you are interested.
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TRAILBLAZER
CALENDAR
This calendar highlights Key Trailblazer Project Dates that are static and will only apply to you if you
have selected that project for your school. We recommend you use this calendar as a planner for
upcoming events, therefore we have included two planning pages on the following spread to insert
your additional project bookings once they have been confirmed by your school and the Cultural
Partners.
AUTUMN TERM

SPRING TERM

SEPTEMBER 2019
• 5 Sep - ROH Design Challenge: Secondary CPD
• 6 Sep - ROH Design Challenge: FE CPD
• 10 Sep - ROH Create & Dance: Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland CPD
• 13 Sep – ROH Schools Matinee: Don Giovanni (Opera)
• 16 Sep - Cultural Champions Introduction Afternoon + Leadership 1
• 17 Sep - ROH Create & Dance: Romeo & Juliet CPD
• 20 Sep - Kinetika Mandala Making: Temple Project
• 27 Sep – Beacon Hill CPD (am)
• 27 Sep – Beacon Hill Inclusive Arts Project (S1)

JANUARY 2020
• 9 Jan – ROH Create & Dance: Everybody Dance! CPD
• 10 Jan - ROH Create & Sing: Hansel & Gretel CPD
• 16 Jan – Cultural Champions Leadership 3 Twilight
• 22 Jan – Trestle Wellbeing CPD

OCTOBER 2019
• 2 Oct – ROH Schools Matinee: Manon (Ballet)
• 3 Oct – V&A: Innovate CPD
• 8 Oct – Art 4 Thinking: Art & Ofsted CPD
• 10 Oct – V&A Innovate CPD
• 11 Oct – Challenge 59: Dance & Film Project CPD
• 15 Oct – ETO: Laika the Space Dog performance
• 17 Oct – RSC: Literacy Matilda CPD
• 18 Oct – RSC: Primary Shakespeare CPD
• 23 Oct – Into Film: Literacy Through Film CPD
NOVEMBER 2019
• 6 Nov – Trestle Rachel Performance
• 7 Nov – ROH Design & Make: Primary CPD
• 11 Nov – Punchdrunk: A Small Tale CPD
• 19 Nov – Thurrock Libraries: Kids Lit Quiz
• 19 Nov – Cultural Champions Leadership 2 Twilight
• 20 Nov – Thurrock Trailblazer Breakfast Symposium
• 28 Nov – ROH Schools Matinee: Coppelia (Ballet)

FEBRUARY 2020
• 3 Feb – ROH Schools Matinee: New Production (Opera)
• 4 Feb – Sparked Echo: Sonic Classroom CPD
• 12 Feb – Into Film: Mindfulness on Film CPD
• 14 Feb – ROH TCC: Flying Dutchman CPD
• 25 Feb – Trestle Wellbeing CPD
• 27 Feb – Thurrock Music Services: Rhythm CPD (S1)
MARCH 2020
• 12 Mar – Thurrock Music Services: Rhythm CPD (S2)
• 19 Mar – Thurrock Music Services: Sing Healthily CPD (S1)
• 26 Mar – Thurrock Music Services: Rhythm CPD (S3)
• 31 Mar – Cultural Champions Leadership 4 Twilight
• 31 Mar – ROH Schools Matinee: Full Company work (Ballet)
SUMMER TERM
MAY 2020
• 19 May – Cultural Champions Leadership 5 + Extension
JUNE 2020
• 10 Jun – ETO: Extraordinary Adventures Performance
• 10 Jun – ROH Schools Matinee: A Tragic Tale (Opera)
• 26 Jun – NEBT: Live Ballet Performance
JULY 2020
• 6 Jul – Beacon Hill Inclusive Arts Project Sharing & Evaluation

DECEMBER 2019
• 13 Dec – V&A: Innovate Submission deadline
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